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Tho fighting on tlio Somme-Ois- o
tmttle front still continues of minor
character contoured with iimt f n,
oarly part of the week, when the Ger- mans reinrorced their line and stopped tho eastward sweep of the allied
forces.
Nevertheless the British and French
again have been able to sain ground
on two important sectors the British
a short distance northwest of Koye
where they took
the villages
of
and Parvillers, and the
Damery
the French on the southern wing of
tho battle front, where they have captured two farms in the process of
clearing the hilly and wooded district
around Lassigny of the enemy.
;ormans Are Fulling Hark.
North of the Homme between Albert
and Arras the Germans are continuing to fall back and the British are
keeping in close contact with them.
Thus far the Germans havo definitely
given up the towns of Beaumont-Hame- l,
Serre. ISucquoy and Pulsleux- t,
and at several points have
crossed the Ancro river, with the Brit-is- h
following closely on their trail.
No official explanation has yet been
advanced on the retrograde movement
of the Germans over this front, but it
Is not at all unlikely that the operations on the Sommo front and tho
harassing tactics the British
have employed made the enemyrecently
desirous Of PMtAhliKhimr htmantf .in nau.
with tho Ancr tver
ground eastward
a A)ftti'tt?i- - between turn and his' Vcs.
At any rate, the Hcbuterne salient
has virtually been obliterated by thr.
retirement of the Germans and seemingly they now will ,be compelled to
make a readjustment of their line between the Sommo and Arras.
In the week of fighting on the
front 30,244 prisoners
have
into the hands of the British

Fourth army and the French First
army, according to an official announcement.
Of this number the
British captured 21.844.
Unofficial
reports, probably cpjnpiled since the
official date was sent from the front
give the number of prisoners in the
allies' hands since August 8 as 34,000
and say also that 670 captured guns
thus far have been counted.

Russia Is Center of Stage.
The situation In Itussla again Is
looming large. Soviet leaders having
fled from Moscow.' the Bolshevik capital, to Kronstadt, the soviety troops
now are declared to have begun the
evacuation of Moscow. American
troops have begun to disembark at
Vladivostok to aid the Ozooho-Slova- k
army in its campaign in Siberia, an
allied force is chasing the enemy more
than 100 miles south of Archangel on
the railroad; further allied troops
have made a landing southwest of
Archangel and are endeavoring to cut
off the retreat of the Soviets, while
British troops have arrived, at Baku,
in the Caucasus on the Caspian sea,
to assist tho Armenians in defending
this Important seaport against the
Turks, to whom It was given by the
k
treaty in the attempt
made by the Teutonic allies to dismember Russia. Thus it will bo seen
that
now are operatin-Jointlon three important sections of
Russian territory on the north with
a base in the White sea. In the east
with a base in the Sea of Japan and
on the south in
Hun leaders Talking It Over.
Probably realizing the seriousness
of the situation as it now affects the
central powers, with defeats on ths'
Lrest-I.itovs-

nllled-force-

Trans-Caucasi-
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western front and their military positions in the other theaters none too
secure with the feeling In Russia
daily growing more intense against
the Bolshevik and Germanic rule, and
with the spectre of the more than
million Americans already In France
and more millions of them soon to he
in readiness for overseas
duty. Important conferences are in progress at
German headquarters. The German
and Austrian emperors , and their
suites and Field Marshal von Hlnden-bur- g
and General Ludcndorff are the
main conferees.
Harding Is llcnpnointcd.
Washington, Aug. 15. W. P. waO.
Harding of Birmingham, Ala.,
designated today by President Wilson
to his third successive term as governor of the federal reserve board.

JOIJ.N.. SPrCAL irASCD W,Rt
Washington, Aug. 15. Four million
American solurcrg can defeat the German army, is the belief trf General
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That Time Class 1, Under
the Age Limits of the Original Act Will Be Exhausted,
Says Gen, Crowder.
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Washington, Aug. 1 5. Provost Msr- fl'al General Crowder announced to.
day that plans already have been made
fnr registering the 13,000,000 additional men which he estimates will be
tirougnt under the selective service
law wlien congress enacts the hilt at.
, ,
,ho "Bn limits to include men
".ween is and ir, years. From this
number, approximately 2,000,000 ounl
..11
Iflo.l ....
...v..
nil, military service M"e
expected to be secured.
So urgent Is the need for additions!
General Crowder
that the draft machinery Is being said,
put
Into shape for tho great task ahead
without waiting for final action by
congress. Men of the new draft will
be needed by October
and to ffet
them, registration day will huve to be
held not, later than September 15. If
possible, September 5 will bo fixed as
tho day.
When the 13.000.000 men are enrolled, nearly 25,000,000 will
have
beenreglstoreil since the United States
entered the war. There were some
10,010,000 enrolled on the first regis
tration day, Juno 5. 1817. nnnlhrr
600. not) lust June
and several i,n.
drrH thousand more uro
expected to
ooctnoneo August 24

March, and present plans of the war
department call for more than that
number under arms next summer
with some 3,200,0(10 of them, or eighty
"i
divisions, in France by June 30.
These and other important facts
This Is the home into which the IVrshlng fumil j puoved at Lnclcilc. Mo., iil'ler lliey beenme? prcspwrnim.
concerning the nation's effort in the
war as given to the senate military The liotiw is Htiiiidiiig yet, niul Mine tm generul lias
the eemmauder of till the American forcen in
committee by General March, Secre- France it has attracted much attention. V. t'. Iiiger, Kehoolmate and iiuiniiitc friend of General Persliiiu,-- , still
GenProvost
in
Baker
I.aclede.
lives
and
He
Marshal
knows
llie
America
belter
hero
than any except member of Ills family.
of
tary
Mrliaps
heart.
eral Crowder, were revealed today by
l.ate disnatchea today recorded the
Chairman Chamberlain in the presentadvance of tho allied troops from
ing to the senate the administration
to Pahoroshskai.i.
100
Archangel
bill extending the draft
miles south, on the road to Vologda.
AND GREAT
S.
ages to Include all men between the
Tho
dtolsheviki
and
jiro retreating
ages of 18 and 45 years.
were reported
every
committing
President Wilson is determined to
known
the civilian popupon
atrocity
conto
war
a conclusion by
bring the
ulation, which openly has espoused
centrating all forces on the western
tho cause of the dllles.
BRITAIN PROTEST
FOOD CHEERFULLY
front, including Italy, Secretary Baker
Allies Are Welcomed.
ASED
MORNING,
JOURNAL
Lf
SPECIAL
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lY
told the commitce.
General March
official
and otherwise
Beports,
15. An
official
Geneva, Aug.
supplemented this l,y stating that it
from all parts of Russia, indicate the
was the purpose to end the great
dispatch received here from
news
tho
of
approach of the allies
world struggle quickly and decisively.
Frankfort, Germany, says that
is spreading throughout the country
O L LAND DECREE
o'clock that
IN PARIS and
For the nation not to put forth its
Aloday morning at
FACED
that
are flocking to the
peasants
enemaximum effort at once, the chief of
ilty was attacked by twelve
standards of any group openly anti- staff declared, would be but "playing
my aviators who dropped twenty-si- x
liernian and
bombs, killing twelve persons
Germany's game."
Tho landing of American troops lit
I.XOIMitm Men in France.
and injuring; five others.
announced today bv Ser
Vladivostok,
Thirty-on- e
American divisions, or
from
however,
Basel,
Reports
me actual negin-- ;
People in World's Gayest City renii'.v of, wincr, mm ksfrom
are Mexico's Stand is Favorable
assert that the casualties were for
approximately 1,300,000 now
lrcllmiiinrv Kiftiiu TL,ut
the Siberian
ning
operation'
more numerous- These say that
in France, with as many more in
the1
to
Do
coast
and
Work
to Germany
relief of, the
Not Complain at War's
May
'Preliminary steps havo been taken
bombs fell in the crowded Kaiser-strasscamps in this country as a reservoir.
British
end
the
French
by
provost marshal general," said
contingents
d
Secretary Baker said that tho
killing many persons and
have been at Vladivostok for several General Crowder' statement,
"to pro.
Hardship on America and
Hardships; Meat Regula- days
program of troop movements
stopping tho street cars, that anis reason to believe that vldo for tho registration of those men
and
there
which?
has enabled Gemml
evcrtu'iR
other felt ti the middle of the
mi;- who wir, be affect! by the act.
the
also landed.
huve
tions
Are
Enforced,
Japanese
f
Rigidly
1
"slaTinli
In
uliUiiutir
I'.. .iiif,1"io " jrsiee lit "iit.Ji iicW
ncveral
its
and
hug6
Tho principal opposition
bv the
.tiiio neaitquarters, local bonrds
army of some 1.250,000 men will be
vicinity, while two more fell In
Bolshevlkl nnd the armed German! and other officials In thn varlmm
continued because of the generous acthe hj track and still another
Is
nave been advised to hold
Austrian
Si
on
and
states
the
s
prisoners
IMV
rrcHM
MORNINU
JOURNAL
SPECIAL
LIAtKO
tion of the British government in supW'BB)
(.NMtif.nlMl
near Goethe's house, which was
f orriiHnlrnf.e.
in readiness to
berian railroad between fyike Baikal
proceed promptParis, July 15. Paris Is of course and
plying shipping.
Washington, Aug. 15. The United
undamaged.
All
Vladivostok.
with
rest
the
ly
of the
their work as soon as Congress
To carry out the present program of Htates and Great iiiituln have joined
not the old "n:r 1'arco" of peace time, line to Moscow Is in the control
The Basel ilispati h says the
of has acted and the president li.v oroc- eighty divisions overseas by June 30, in diplomatic representations to the
aerial iltack Iris liu're:,fri('d llie
but it has suffered surprisingly little the Czecho-Slova- k
bus flxod the date of regislamatlon,
the
loy
troops
and
in the. Kliino
nearly 2,000,000 men must be sent
reigning
panic
from the war when other cities and al Russians and Siberians. The control tration.
to France in the next eleven months. Mexican government against tho oil
towns
of
the
from
"Until the legislation
road
Vladivostok to
is actually
countries are considered. Pretty near
General March told the committee, land decrees of President Carranza,
of the Matichurlun
the
passed, it cannot he stated with exly everything one needs to livo Is still eastern linejunction
according to the report to the senate, which, it is contended, amount practhe
Is
Siberian
and
actness,
of
course,
road.
the
new age
what
that he was in favor of young men tically to confiscation.
available, though lu restricted and in the hands of the allies. This
s
limits will he. But, because of the urfor the army and that tho youths of
ESCAPED
GERMAN
Iiritmeasure.
reduced
American
and
Meanwhile tho
of striking n Mow directly at gency of tho situation, It Is esaentiiil
18 registered under the new draft law
Lake Baikal, where tho opposition In that as much of the preparatory worfc
Probably no otic but Parisians thein
would be in France by June 30. He ish oil companies havo united in an
because tho ,'tlanchurinn as possible be done at this time' in osconcentrated,
of
selves has been able to keep track
estimated that 2,300,000 men qualified agreement to refuse to meet the terms
administration may
the decrees and regulations governing roadthehas been constantly under guard tler that the
for full military service would be se- of the decrees which they contend
by
Japanese by arrangement with promptly avail itself of the new lan.
cured from tho new registrants and he would take the properties tiway from
IN
CAUGHT
food ad other consumption.
Ameri the
AGENT
To
Chinese
that end, now, as In the past, the
government.
outlined the calls for noxt year or them, ami have ugreetl among them
cans may bo interested to know just
utmost reliance Is placed on the
Itrlr.sli Troops llcaeli, Raktl
Amefi.
more as follows:
how their allies in the great capital
selves to depend upon their governThe reported arrival of British ican people to supply the necessary co
August, 250,000; September,
and many countrymen, too uro far- troops at Baku is another fenturo of
ments for protection of their interests
anil
teamwork.
operation
November,
October, 155,000;
ing hose days. Here Is a list of the Kupreme Importance to the allies. Not
"
These two developments mark the
Situation Is Urgent.
FAR-AWA- Y
150,000; January, 100,000; February, progress of a situation In Mexico
SPAIN restrictions:
"The situation Is urgent because
only does it mean that the German
by
200,000: and 300,000 monthly there- which is generally regarded as grow
Meat may not bo purchased or eatcontrol of the Baku oil lands and re'ctoner i class one, under the ago
after until tho end of next year.
en on three days in the week, Wednesin its possibilities or emnariasK-men- t
fineries Is seriously threatened, but It limits of the original at t, will have
These calls would aggregate 4,205,-00- 0 ing
more
Not
In
the
and
Friday.
day,
nations
the
Thursday
for
engaged
opens another possible road into Rus- been entirely exhausted.
Unless thern
s
than 1100 grams
of a sia from the south
against the estimate f of 2,300,-00- 0 war aunlnst Germany.
for allied troops is to bo very serious
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to be had from the new registraInterruption in
bo purchased on Tues
American nil
may
of
pound)
the
to
enter.
Representatives
the
flow
of
American troops to the
Washington, Aug. 15. Robert. Kay, day, so there can bo no hoarding, and
tion, but no explanation was made of rompanies in support of their eonten
Lcnmps and thence across the seas to
this and other discrepancies in the Hon that Mexico's action is of advan who was convicted of placing bombs not more than 10(1 grams may be
lo
Government
il
I'lirmers.
one must be replenishclass
trance,
on
and
draft figures.
troops served In a roHtuu rant on Tuesday.
ships carrying supplies
tago to Germany, (piote Manager Tal- to Europe
Wichita, Kans., Autr. 15. Plans for ed nt the earliest possible moment
and who escaped after be
bf
Altsenro of Quorum Delay Hill.
to
300
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grams'
of the Hamburg American line.
lin,
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(hat.
stated
who
publicly
Colorado
recently
Kansas,
and
Oklahoma,
tho
in Spain. Secretary people between the ages of 13 and 60.
present age limits of 21 to SI,
bill in the senate next Monday were ter tho
war is over wo are assured of been apprehended
loans are There Is. .literally, no time to be lost
Tiansing announced today that he if An additional allowance of 100 grams Texas through governuutit,
ll'uMUnued on f&ge Two.)
extensive oil production areas."
meet-inhero
at
a
"The
being
today
bill which has been Introduced
perfected
buck
to
United
tho
a day is made to manual laborers and
The allies need this year 430,il0,Hun being brought
of representatives of the four In congress at the request of the war
extradition.
wome tf in delicate health. .Persons states named.
!'
barrels of' crude oil for which they
M.
Kstabroolt.
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was arrested with several oth over till receive but 200 grams flaily.
department would fix the new age
I
depend entirely upon the United er Fay
assistnnU secretary of agriculture, i limits ht between 18 and 45 years.
German agents, indicted, tried and
ALBERT STILE IS
Flour, pastry and cakes wo.uld-b- e
States. The t'nited States can pronuco convicted
million
dollars
been
Five
has
present.
In .New York on charges of
That, is to say, it would include. In adpurchasers of flour are entitled to half
not over 81,00,i00 barrels. '.The
ifsido by the federal government dition to the men within the
conspiring to destrop ships which the amount of flour allowed in bread set
Mexican fields can supply 130,000,000 wore
In
to
to
lend
these
states
farmers
whu limits, those between 32 and present
45. li.
conveying food and munitions to form, i. e., K,0 grams a day, if they are are
barrels. All the oil In Mexico Is owned
unable to buy seed wheat.
elusive (fourteen annual classes), arid
Infernal
machines
by
placing
to
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bread
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entirely.
go
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Under the newest decree, Mexico at bombs to
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to
with
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then
Mexican
nation.
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the military man power pro-- ,
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gram of the United States requires
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.
that the now nearly depleted1 resersons, l ft kilos; of six or more persons,
troleum with that character and pre
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voir of cluss one men shall be reHome months ago he escaped from LS0 kilos.
vent shipment of it to the allies is said
plenished by more than 2.000.000 nun
The gas consumption likewise has
to bo the purpose of German propa the federal prison at Atlanta, and sucavailable for full military service f)i
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During a sensational trial, he testi ly with electricity.
tations and the experience of this of-- j
uation along the Picardy battle front
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draft age limits men between 32 and
Boston, Mass.. Aug. 15. The gov- thatletter
have been
and Puisieux-Au-Mobe d ported to Germany.
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he
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Another
and between
those who cook exclusively with keroWashington, Aug.
and 20. That Is to
abandoned. British patrols crossed the ernment has assumed control of the
lent attack on Prussian policy, with say, approximately 13,000.000 mer
sene.
Ancre at Authuille and Aveluy. north fall clip of mohair, Iewis Penwell,
a warning of the storm brewing in must he added to the list of
registrants
of Albert, last night and went some chief of the' wool division of the war
Kussia and a frank tributo to British in order that with all
aU
aistance before they were fired upon. Industries board, announced
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quiet still continues except for rather which were once the curse of AusInary instructions gent to draft execuincreased artillery activity at several tralia, as they have been to a lesser official statements here the Germans forms of disposition October 16.
of
tho, adversary and uniting in tives In the various states, has proplans
points.
ono single fire all the sparkling flumes ceeded on. tho
extent in the southwestern United captured In the present offensive by
assumption that the now
Throughout this section of France States, now are providing a profitable tho British fourth army and the TORPEDOED
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and especially at Amiens, a fete of source
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president's proclamation to fix a regary and the debris ecaused by German the British board of trade has ordered
IVt MORNINO JOURNAL ORICIAL LIAMO WIRII
There is clear evidence of the deIh summed
In
which
bondage,
up
istration
date as soon as possible.
shells, a few
residents of 800,000 crates Of' skinned
moralizing effect of the tanks on the
down on your Wnees."
Washington, Aug. 13. The AmeriThus, rgeistration dav might be as
Amiens, a group of Ited Cross nurses which will require the killing rabbits,
of
enemy. Where previously the Germans can tank steamer Frederick It. Kel"You think thut tho British
and
us September 5. To have tho first
and some British and French officers
rabbits Weighing 38.000,000 offered stubborn Resistance, this time logg, torpedoed Tuesday' evening by Americans aro such as the conserva early
installment of the new class one ready
and soldiers gathered at Amiens' great pounds after dressing. Previously the they surrendered almost as soon as the a German
is still
afloat
tive
wrote.
submarine,
them."
he
for
pniieis represent
camp by October It would be nee- cathedral for service.
rabbits were shipped with the skins tanks got near them. ,
sixteen miles off Barnegat, N. J., the "They have proved themselves to be essary to have the,
Extensive damage was done to the on, hut inconvenience
registration not
was experienced
'was
advised today, very different on the Yser, at Arras later than
navy department
15.
In any
edifice by German shells during the at hospitals in. England In removing
' Pan ami Tarty ttouch V, S.
and there is a chance that she may be and at Dorrans. They have shed the event, it is September
obvious
w cannot
that
bombardment of Amiens. Many beau- tho fur.
...
A Pacific
,
Port. Atigr. 15. Hon, brought into port.
best of their blood, Bpent hundreds wait until the act Is passed before
betiful windows have been smashed and
How to dispose of the skins Is caus- Gerald Pan. noted' French military
Seven men of the crew are still of thousands without dreams of conginning the preliminary work,
one shell penetrated the roof and burst ing the Australians
speculation. There leader, and his party, which Included mlssing'but the navy has ho confir- quest simply for their Ideals. Does
from
"Kntlrely
,
tbe power
near the entrance, severely wrecking Is a ready market for them In this Albert Metin, former minister of labor mation of reports that five men were this In
asj.de
any way correspond to the nic. which the new law may confer on the
antic church.- that part Of ne
in France, arrived, bore late today,
country, but tonnage is: scarce.
killed by the explosion of the torpedo. turo that you have drawn of them ?'
lg ejaUaj tUii 19
government,
.
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Denver, Colo., Aug 15. New Mexico: Friday partly cloudy, warmer
south portion.
Saturday unsettled,
probably showers north portion.
Arizona: Friday and Saturday generally fair, except showers north portion Friday night, or Saturday, warm-
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Washington, Aug. Ki. Tlie march
of events in Uusshi
from news re-- j
ceived today scents to be rapidly as-- !
sumlng the proportions of a rout of the
I'o'sheviki and of
nature to bring
dismay to Germany.
With ajlieil troops moving smith
Tiom Archangel, forces of Krlttsh.i
French. Japanese and American troops!
sit Vladivostok and. operating to the
westward, and a British force at Baku,
s
tho
havo taken new

--

THE WEATHER

Advance

1

old-tim-

--

16, 1918.
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Washington, Aug. 15. Twenty-siwomen who have been defying the
police in woman
party demonstrations. In the Biiuars opposite
the
White House, In protest nyainst the
senate's delay In acting on the federal
suffrage amendment, were Riven ,1ail
sentences In the police court today
when they refused to nay fines.
Ten day sentences were Imposed for
unlawfully holding a meeting without
permit and seventeen of the defendants were given five additional davs
for climbing on a statue of CieneHl
Lafayette. Today's sentences were
Imposed for participation In the first
demonstration last week. Cases are
pendin against most of these women
and a number of others on account of
later activities.
The women made no attempt to appeal from the decision of the police
court Judge and tonight began serving their sentences. After court officials at the hearings called (Uc roll
the women refused to answer nnv
questions pul to them and remained
x

--

silent.
The women will be confined in n
city workhouse and according to, present plans will not be sent to tile. District of Columbia workhouse a
Va where members1 of the
women's party who engaged in a similar demonstration last year and who
were sentenced on the same charge
were confined.
I
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General Hans von
Paris,
, Boehm. the. German '.'retreat special
1st," has been- appointed to the su
preme German command on the Bom
- me front. The newspapers believe that
this change in the German command
Is highly significant.
The Gorman
wtthdrawal north Albert Is looked
U upon as the first application of hit,
""taffties.
Aug. 15.

ST.

t

Roll
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Montevideo, Uruguay, . Aug. 15.
Two strikers were killed and several
others were wounded in a clash
strikers-antroops. The clash
followed an' effort to operate tram's way cars.
. I . It dex'eloped yesterday that some
members of the police force refused
Wta obey Instructions when they were
awakened tor strike duty and that
'T their arrest followed. Fifty members
of the mounteoS security squadron, it
,
"is. stated, also have refused to continue
--,
too strike duty.
y
The- 'tclk cbmniittee Ihst evenln?
" Issued, a proclamation,
urging the
L.
tarn
.,
Ifcu-iKfiff-
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$500,000,000 to $1,
000,000,000 Needed to
Produce the Minimum

i

Amount Aimed at, 8 Billion,
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Well, he is the only living brother
of the commander of the American
forces In Fsancc. His homo is in
Chicago, and he t rave's for u large
wholesale house, lie shows the same
kind if power the general does, and
those who havo seen him say he
bears considerable resemblance to
the distinguished brother.

80 DIVISIONS

OR ABOUT

3,200,000

AMERICANS

TO BE ABROAD JUNE 3Q

h

blocked today because a cpiorum was
uoi present and the three-da- y
recess
agreement could not l,e set aside
However, a quorum is expected Monday and leaders plan then to vote to
end the recess program s0 tho meas
ure can be taken no next Thiinuinv
The senate is expected to jiass-thbill within a few days and it then will
ue seni to tne house.
All men available for
military service after the present law
has been
amended will have been called for
service by spring.
Outlines
.Made.
General March told of the progress
made since he became chief of staff
and added:
"Now wo are going on and increasing it and we are going to win this
war if it takes every man In tho United States.
"I have been pressing the
American army idea ever since I large
have
been over here and it always requires
adjustment and fitting, in with all the
boards. Just to give one instance, tako
the mere question of uniforms for this
Hew army, w'e must commandeer
and
have done so all the wool of the United States and have taken tho wool of
Argentine. We are going o put the
whole civilian population on shoddy
for the next year."
General March said the "freshness
and vigor of our troops is the greatest
single military asset tho allies have."
"Without being conscious of it," he
added, "the hammering that the other
nations have had now for four years
has greatly lowered their energy anil
their fighting power so that when this
great mass of fresh Americans come
in they will have nu entirely different
view of the fighting. And' it Is and
should be and is going to be our policy
to get those millions of men together
as an American army and finish the
war in the shortest possible time."
Allies Control Mm Sea.
In General March's opinion the allies have complete control of the sea.
He said submarine attacks had been
considered in planning for the shipment of 210,000 men monthly overseas.
Regarding the heavy artillery he
said he was In doubt about it being
furnished in sufficient quantities.
"You are also in doubt about the
airplane situation?" asked Senator
Iteed.
"The airplane situation has not been
mentioned, but I say very frnnkly that
I do not like it," was General March's
reply.
About the Russian situation General
March said American troops "are not,
going in there in any force," and ad'
ded:
"As a military proposition I say
whatever
wlthYut any qualifications
that Nie idea of trying to
an eastern front in Russia with a little ha ml lid of Americans is simply
ridiculous.
e
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AdBerlin, Aug. 1.1 (via Loudon.)
mission that the Germans have evac
near
and
Pruisieux
uated positions
lleniiiiiont-Hamewhich lie to the
north of Albert, is made in the German official ooniniiiniieaition issiu'd
today. The text of the eonuiuinicatlon
''"
follows:
"There has been lively reconnoiter- ing activity between the. Yser and the
Mcarpe: Southeast of Ayette a British
partial attack broken down befosre
our lines.
"North of the Ancre during the last
few nights we have evacuated the sector of our positions near l'ruisiex and
Beaumnt-Hamel- ,
which projected
sharply into the enemy's position. It
was occupied by the enemy yesterday
afternoon.
l,
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Paris, Aug. ir.

Further gains have
been made by the French in the wooded region between the Mat7. and Olse
rivers and just north of the Olse near
Uibecourt, according to the French
official communication
issued this
morning. For the most part, however,
the, operations hevo been of a minor
eliarai'ter.

The communication

fol-

lows:

American Casualties
O
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A bumper harvest
Ireland this year. At
the end of May thjj right amount of
rain came at the proper time, Wintet
wheat, oats, barley and rye nra all doing excellently. Potatoes will be particularly good. The numbers of livestock have been well kept up an
K wag a favorable lambing season
Flax Is poor and as it has been ex-

Dublin, July 15.

Is anticipated

in

tensively, grown

to

provldo

with linen for airplanes, this
,
.
ppoiatnxuti

Belfast

Is

a
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Artesia, X. M.. Aug., 15. Stephen
Valde,, a Mexican living here, shot
his former wife and killed himself to-day.
Although recently divorced, Valdez
was insanely Jealous of the women
and before the. tragedy went to the
homo of a relative with whom she
lived, armed with a revolver. Finding her absent he telephoned her to
come home, pretending to be her relative. Upon her arrival he shot her
Ger- in the head, but. the bullet whs deflectLondon, Aug. 15. Twenty-twman airplanes were destroyed and ed by a hair-piand It is thodght she
six driven down out of control yester- will recover. V'aldez after shooting the
woman, closed tho- doors of the house
day, nccordig to the official communication on aerial operations Issued to- and going ty the basement, fired three
night. Fifteen British airplanes are bullets into his own body.
Vnldez was 24 years old and a
missing as a result of the air com.
bats. The text of the communication draftee.
says:
'
"on the 14th instant the 'activities SOUTH AMERICANS
of tho enemy's airmen decreased
somewhat, but our own machines carHOLD SPORT .MEET
ried out a great deal of reconnaissance
and observation work and took many
(.Wx-lnlrirrau CorresIMnwlMice.)
i,l,,l,.o-rtii,hof
Ttu,.iitv.lwn tons
Wasliington, Aug. 12. As a result
bombs were dropped by us during"
the recent olvmnind held at Hue
tho day, the principal lurgeis uiuka-e- d of
nos
tho Athletic Federation of
being Peronne, liolsel, the Dump SouthAires,
America has been formed, with
at Engel an dthe Bruges dock.
headquarters at Santiago, Chile. The
hos"In. air fighting, twenty-tw- o
o fthe new organization is
tile machines were destroyed nnd six president
Fakond and tho secretary
driven down out of control. Fifteen 'Loopoldo
Is Carlos Fanta, both of Santiago. The
of our airplanes are missing.
next Olympiad will be held at Mon"On the nlKht of August
tevideo in April, 1919.
Somme bridges and the railways at
The chief event of the recent Olym-pia- d
Peronne, Denial ond" Cambrat, were
was tho marathon race In which
heavily bombed, a total of thirty tons
were nine entrants from Chile,
there
An
being dropped with good effect. was Uruguay and Argentina. Tho event,
airplane
flying
enemy
night
,rv,
a
in flnmen. One of our 42,200 meters, was won by Juan mina Chilean, in 2 hours. 23
re
utes and 5
night bombing machines failed to
seconds, which is return."
s
;
ported as a record. Jorquera is a
noted runner and has won many
on Paris.
Bombs
... troiwil
bombs matches in Chile.
(intTsru
iii,
On his return from Buenos Aires
auk.
jraris,
were dropped In the Paris region late with the record he
was acclaimed
says
last night by German airplanesthroughout tho republic and given an
issued,
statement
early
an official
ovation equal to .that of a national
Tiiere were only a tew victims. Ut'fO,
o
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Finally Restored to Health
by Lydia E. Pinkham's
Vegetable Compound, y
Key West, Fla. " For five years I
euffered from irregularities, with ter
rible pains and an
awful weakness in
my back. The doctor gave me different medicines but
they did me no good.
A friend asked me to
try Lydia E.

PI

Compound and I'
found it to be the
best medicine

I ever
tried because it
made me well, and
I can now do my
I am telling my friends

housework.
about
"Mrs. J. M. Camus, 726
Caroline St, Key West, Florida.
Many women at some period in their
life suffer from ailments peculiar to their
sex and which in most cases may be
readily relieved by this famous root and
herb medicine, Lydia E. Pinkham's
Vegetable Compound, just as Mrs.
Camus found it helped her after suffering for years and trying everything else
in vain.
If yon have any annoying symptoms
you fail to understand, write Lydia E.
Pinkham Medicine Co., Lynn, Mass,
The results of their 40 years experience
in advising women on this subject is at

it

your service.

aid of this all important war work.
The men needed are keen business
men, who have boon successful In
their own affairs. Thy must all be men
of tried Christian character and members of evangelical churches. They
should be not less than 32 nor more
than 50, They must havo good health
and be able to undergo hardships.
They should have tact, executive and
administrative ability, moral' backbone, patience, cheerf ullness and absolutely loyalty.
Men are also wanted for overseas
service with the French army, but
these men must have some knowledge
of French, either reading or speaking.
Men aro also wanted to give instruction in Kngllsh and French under
"Military Itegulations" to foreigners
nnd illiterates In our home camps. I
havo been instructed to make a call to
every Kngllsh teacher fitted for tho
task and to take every French teacher
I can, lay my hands upon.
A request for further information
addressed to my office at No. 621
Caples Iiuilding! El Paso, Texas,, will
receive prompt attention.
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Officers Aro Gradual eel.
Doming, N.M., Aug. 15. The Camp
Cody training camp for commissioned
officers graduated its first class of
247 officers today. Their commissions
were presented the new officers by
Brigadier General John A. Johnston,
commanding officer of the camp. The
officers have not yet been assigned.
All received commissions as second

lieutenants.
Journal Want

,

Arts rtrlnsl

r"ltjs.

FREE TO
ASTHMA SUFFERERS
A New Home Cure That Anyone Can Use
Without Discomfort or Loss of Time. ,
We haven Now Method that cures Asthma,
and we want you to try it at our expense.
JNo matter whether your case Is of longstanding or recent development, whether It
Is present as occasional or elironio Asthma,
you should send for a free trial of our
method, No matter in what climate you
live, no matter wknt your ago or occupation, if you are troubled with asthma, our
method should relieve you promptly.
We especially want to send it to those
eppitrently hopeless cases, where all tortus
of inhalers, douches, opium preparations,
fumes, "patent smokes," etc., have tailed.
We wnnt to show everyone at our own
expense, that this new method is designed

to ond all difficult breathing, all wheezing,
and all those terrible paroxysms at once
and for all time.
This free offer Is too Important to nealeet
a single day. Write now and then begin
Send no money.
the method at once.
Blinply mail coupon below. Do It Today,
FREE ASTHMA COUPON
FRONTIER ASTHMA CO.. Room 8C0T
Niagara and Hudson bts., Buffalo, M.Y.
Send free trial of your method tot
.

tt

UNCHANGED
ALONG SOMME FRONT

With the British Army in France,
Aug. 15 (by the Associated Press, 3
p. m.)
There havo been no further
striking developments today In the situation On tho new Somme battle front,
or immediately north of it, where the
Germans have been evacuating advanced posts in a manner somewhat sim-ilito that proceeding their withdrawal last year to the Ilindcnburg
line.
The ' enemy seems to be in some
force along the new front south of
the Somme where he has been driven
by the allied armlos. His principal
force seems to be between Chaulnes
and Roye.
CZECH0-SL0VAK-

IN

S

POSITION

DANGEROUS

'
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Washington, Aug. 15, Tho treasury
announced today that it had virtually
fixed the maximum price of silver at
$1.01 14 per fine ounco and that export licenses for silver Would be
granted by the federal reserve board
only for essential civil or military
purposes and on condition that the
maximum price was not exceeded by

FIRST
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SITUATION
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SHE SUFFERED.
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This, in effect, establishes a world
price for silver, most of which now
is being supplied by the United States.
Within the last three months the
government has melted down about
100,000,000 silver dollars and exported most of this to India, China
and Japan for coinage purposes.
Since the law under which this wm
done specifies that the government
shall pay $1 per ounce for silver to
replace these melted dollars, tho government, found it necessary to sell Its
own stocks at 1 ',4 cents above the
purchase price. Recently some purchasers have been bidding as much
as $1.02 for silver to be exported,
necessitating action to stabilize the
price.
One condition for the sale of silver
by the government now is that the
purchaser shall not pay more than
In marthe standard price of $1.01
kets outside tho United States.
Director of tho lint Tinker, who
kes all purchases of silver and
now
other precious metals for the governnow
ment,
pays $1.05 an ounce for
platinum, $135 an ounce for pallidum
and $175 for irredium. The governJUAcloo Submits a Plan.
established a moment has
Treasury officials tday submitted a nopoly In virtually
these metals..
plan to divide business into eifihl
classes on which the treasury will
hava discretionary powers tq fix tho
er centage of deduction for pro-wearnings anywhere between eight and
twelve per cent. This plan as submitted follows:
Tax computed by the war profits
method shall be .80 per cent of the
ON
amount of the net income In excess
of the pre-wprofits .leduction.
For the purposes of this section,
r
tho gonaral
per eeutage for
any general class of trade or business
is the average per centage of net income to invested capital for the prewar period of corporations embrace'!
in auch general class, determined as
nearly as may be by the commissioner
(BY MORNINS
JOURNAL SPECIAL LEASED WIRS1
of internal revenue- with the approval
Aug. 15. American
Washington,
of the secretary of the treasury, fvam
at
the returns made for the first taxable troops today began to disembark
Vladivostok and immediately will join
year under the revenue act of 191. tho
international force to aid the
for each of the following classes of
army in the campaign
trndo or business:
in
Siberia.
compose
Manufacturing, mining, mercantile, the Twenty-sevent- Tho Americans army
financial,
transportation by land, iment from Manila regularwill be reg
folanij
trasportation by w;Her, public utilities lowed by another
regiment from the
othor than transportation, miscellanadditional
and
troops
Philippines
eous.
from the United States.
Pro-wa- r
Per Outage.
Twenty-seventTho
has
regiment
The general pre-wper centage not been recruited to war strength
shall in no case he less than 8 per and
not
exact
of
is
men
tho
number
cent nor more than 12 per cent and
known here, but it is estiwithin theso limits the determination definitely
mated at from 1,200 to 1,500. Col.
cf the ?iminlssioner of internal revc-ruD. Slyer commands the Twenty-sellarry
shall be final.
ven
The entire Amerir
The ;r"neral
per centage for can forceregiment.
will bo under Major Gen- cent-ag- e
bo
shall
tho
per
corporation
who has been command
determined for the general class ,eral aGraves,
regular army division in Camp
of trade or business lo which such ing
"nr'ioration Kearny, Calif.
corporation belongs If the one
generai
is engaged In more than
class of trade or business, the pet APPEAL FOR ARMY "Y"
centages shall be applied to its prinWORKERS IS ISSUED BY
cipal trade or business. Tho wara
profits deduction shall consist of at
of
$3,000 plus,
SECRETARY OF BUREAU
special exemption
the option of the corporation, either
an amount equal to the general preSPECIAL CaRRSSPONDBNCB YO MORNINa JOURNALI
war per centage of its average net
Kl Paso, Texas, August 15. K. C.
r
period, inincome for 'the
Wade. Jr., of Kl Paso, Texas, who has
creased or diminished, as the case
recently been appointed secretary of
may be, bv an allowance for changes
the bureau of oersonnel nf thn V
in invested capital since the pre-wM. C. A. and given supervision of the
period.
ei lining 01 men irom New Mexico,
Arizona and Texas foPORTO RICO SUPPLIES
seas with the Y. M. C. A. today Issued
following appeal:
s
LABORERS theNever
U, S,
before has the army Y. M.
C. A. been so under-staffe- d
as it Is at
me present time. With more than
ISY MORNIN9 JOURNAL SPECIAL LEASED WIRK1
1.
000. 000 American l,nv nvprapna in
San Juan, Porto Rico, IT, S. A., Aug.
tin.
15. Special Agent Roberts of the de- Addition to tht
imanils
the
being made for our help by
partment, of labor has notified
Is
ino
anion
is
he
it
governments,
imperaauthorities in Washington that
tive
every effort, be made to seready to send 10.000 laborers to the cure that
the men needed for our srvice.
main land whenever transportation ii
The Y. M. C. A. has immediate need
That number of workers
provided.
u.,l, almair r(,! t prpit unit hundreds for thirty men in Russia, fifty physi
nrt 1,000 men
of others are seeking registration. To cal directors for Italy
fvnndilion.-Li-if,,rco
get theso men and otners into mem infor the American
France. Resides these, there is more
into Industries essential to war is tho
man
urgent demand tor skilled auto!
special agent's aim.
The word comes from New
Here, he maintains, they nre a bur- mechanics.
Vrtt-thill ha lnclr
,,,,,1 mm.li'iniu
Hie
and
community
den to themselves
because they are Idle. At productive is endangering4 all our operations. I
war industries they will become an iiicreiore appeal 10 tne nusiness ano
professional men if New Mexico, Ariasset to the nation.
zona, and west Texas to. come to the

WIFE AND
THEN KILLS SELF

n

,
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Washington, Aug. 15. With the
estimated receipts, possible under the
revenue bill as thus far
tentatively
agreed upon by
House ways and
means committee tho
from $500,000,000 to
$1,000,000,000 less than the $8,000,- 000. 000 sought.
Representative Kitch-i- "
of North Carolina,
chairman of the
committee, announced tonight thai
the bill will not be ready for presentation in the house before the latter
part of next week.
Should the bill- be placed'before the.
house the last of next week, It was
considered probable tonight that it
could be considered on the floor before AugusS 26 or 27. Secretary
before the eommittea yesterday
urged that the bill be expedited so
that it might bo enacted into law before the beginning of the Fourth Liberty Loan campaign September 28.
There were indications tonight that
the committee will insist on increases
in the lower brackets of the present
excess profits sciiedule and will mike
little or no increase in the higher
brackets. The present excess profits
schedule) is graduated from 20 t 00
t.
per cent.

SHOOTS

ma-chi-
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If the voters
Washington, Aug.
of the eighteenth Illinois district elect
"Uncle Joe" Cannon for a twenty-secon- d
term in Congress next .November, he will have equaled a record
achieved by only one other in point
of Congressional service. Already the
all othformer speaker has
er present and former members of
in that
service
a
thev house tor
long
body. The late William Hoyd Allison,
former representative and later senator from Iowa, held a record in conyears service in
gress with forty-fou- r
both houses.
JJr. Cannon's record is for service
in the house alone. One more term
would complete a service of forty-fou- r
years. Were it not for an affaircon-in
ISH0, when the democrats toon
trol of the house, following passago
of the McKlnlev tariff law. and another incident of 1SU2, when the
split the republican vote,
Mr. Cannon's service would have been
continues,
terms
for twentv-fou- r
(fort-eigyears). As it is he began
his service in S 7 :i and has served
since with the exception of the two
terms mentioned.
Besides Mr. Cannon and the late
Senator Allison, Justin Morrill of Vermont, lute representative and senator,
Is among the former members who
saw long service in congress. Mr. Moryears continurill served
as
ously as a representative and later
a seuator.
was
the
term
in
Mr Cannon's first
congress. He was first
forty-thir- d
conelected speaker in the
in the
gress and
sessions.
sixtieth and sixty-fir15.

of Honor

15. President
Washington, Aug.
Wilron has written an autograph appeal on behalf of the Fourth Liberty
Loan to bo published In full pase
newspaper advertisements and shown
on moving picture screens September
General von Boohm and his for- - 27, (ho opening (Jay of the three
. mer command, the German Eighth
weeks loan campaign.
stood the brunt of the allied presIn announcing this today the" Libsure in the Marne salient previouslv lo erty Loan
publicity bureau hUui said
the withdrawal to tho north of the arrangements
had boon made for the
Vesle,
publication daily throughout the loan
j
period of display advertlaements In
2 STRIKERS KILLED IN
newspapers and magazines consisting
of special pleas written by prominent
A CLASftWITH TROOPS men.

f

IRE SOIL SET

From

MORNINQ JOURNAL SPtCIAL LTASeD WIRtJ

"During tfie course of the day minor
operations have enabled us to mako
progress in the wooded and hill region
between the Malss and the Olse. We
have captured to the northwest of
Uibecourt the Attiehe farm and the
Moiuilithe farm, which were energetically defended by the enemy. Wo
made prisoners.
"Army of the east: On August 14th.,
there was moderate artillery activity
cn the whole front. To the west of
Porocanu the enemy attempted a new
attack, which was repulsed. British
WIR,
RV MORNINa JOURNAL RPRCIL tRA
enemy
aviators have bombarded
Wasliington, Aug. 15. The army bivouacs to the north of Gievgeli."
Killshows:
issued
list
today
casualty
ed in action, 17; wounded severely.
r.. Total 112.
The list:
Killed in Action.
mt MORNINS JOURNAL RPSCtAL LSASSB
Lieut. George T. Rogers. I'.rook-ville- ,
London. Aug. 15. -- The air ministry
W.
Cordea
l'a.; Corporal John
tonight issued the following communIndiana, Pa.; Privates Wilbur G. An- ication:
Gcoru-'
Pa.;
Millerslown,
derson,
car"In addition to the
Burney ried out on the LUb operations
liaumlcr. Millcvalc. Pa.;
an attack was
Pauls Valley,
P.lankenshlp,
made on Thioiiville. Two' hostile maPa. chines were
II. BrlgRS. . Tyrone.
destroyed in the course of
Brown, Hummerfield. Pa ; the lighting ami three of our maThomas
John
Dunns
Pa.;
Station,
Harrv Dunn,
chines failed to return.
Everett. Mass.; Lnwi
C. Giamstorff.
"our airplanes were active again
ren'ce J. Guffin, Latrobe. Pa; l'loyd during the
night of the i:it.h-Ht- h
T. Hickman, W'aynesbiirg, Pa.; Fred against airdromes anil
railways. ObT.
Edward
W. Marshall. Time. Ph.;
servation was too difficult to see tho
H
Walter
Pa.;
Moffilt, Pittsburgli.
results. Alt our machines returned
Morris. Washington. Pa.; WIIKam I'. safely.
Rupert, Salina. Pa.: yrthur VidTil
"On the afternoon of tho 14th our
New machines
Albert
Yaczunsky,
Chicago;
successfully attacked tho
London, Conn.
stations and siding at Offendburg
(Paden). Direct hits vac re obtained
v
''"nd on
ARWashington,
the railway.
casiialty li;'t issusd tonight Included
in
took
"Heavy lighting
Corporal Harry C. Carpenter, Phoenix. which two enemy airplanes place
were deundetermined.
Ariz., wounded, degree
stroyed and two other enemy
A second sec tion issued tonight was
were driven down out of condivided as follows:
trol. Eleven of our machines returnKilled in action, 2fi; died of wounds, ed safely.
7; wounded severely, 36; wounded, dewere carried out
"Night
gree undetermined, 0; missing In ac- on the 1 4th-operations
- 15th against a hostile airtion. 2 5. Total, 100.
dromes blast furnaces, railway, sid
ings and various ground targets. All
our machines roturned safely.
PLAN TO ADVERTISE

-

-
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Nantucket.
Mass., Aug. K. The
British steamer Penistone. victim of a
submarine attack 100 miles cast of
Nantucket Sunday was sunk without
tj is a sure and lasting
warning, Benjamin Davits, executive
officer of the ship, rcpoi t d on arrivwith other survuvois.
rjs protection
y; al Ahere today lire
dat close range hit
torpedo
the vessel amidships,
'J sun, rain, 6now, heat
killing tin.
fourth
and
engineer
injuring four fire- is wonVl and cold.
men. 'J. lie captain of
the Ponistone,
- sTy who returned to hi ship just before
derf ully
she was scut down iu the hope of obb' cal, too.
taining his papers, was eap'ured by the
and kept aboard, a prisoner
of war.
Come let U9 show
J
The commander of the Penlstone
was Captain David lOvans and the
r you now attractive
killed by the explosion was H.
R? it
At Aivor liowells. The fact was definitely established by naval authorities
stated, that Captain lOvanii still
"IRAABE & M AUGER. K?S itwaswasaboard
the
The Veinstone
lelt New York l'riday with forty men
71.
l
officers and crew. Twenty-ninggj comprising;
E 5
of these, wei!- - landed today at
115.117 NORTH I HUT.
I'roviricoton. nine weie brniiKlit here,
and with liowells dead the only man
not accounted for was the commander.
Survivors Almost Kxliauscd.
Davies and the eight others brought
here were picked up by a tug early
ibis morning, so utterly exhausted
that they could not speak' clearly or
Intelligently. They had drifted iii all
sorts of weather since Sunday with
only the limited stock of provisions.
All the time tney had been out the
executive officer had sat at the tiller
never getting up to permit a shipmate
to steer. W hen ho attempted to stand
he collapsed. Hardy fishepmen said
they never had seen men in a worse
condition.
After being removed to a. naval hospital Davies revived and was able to
describe
the attack. The torpedo, he
Storage, coal and
was let loose at close range. It
all kind of wood. said,
tore a great hole in the vessel, wrecked the. engine and Kcattered burning
oil over the fiio room crew, liowells
251 was killed instantly.
Through the hole in the ship's side
water poured in rapidly, filling the
holds. Captain Evans ordered his men
public shall accord the .fullest meas- Into the
small boats and they stood
ure of
anil the; war de- close
by watching .he work of the
has
confidence
that
partment
implicit
Evans and eleven vothe response of the men
will he lunteers Captain
started 'iboard to save the
required to register under the new law ship papers' and the personal effects
will be as patriotic as that which
the men. The Penlstone was slowmarked the registration on Juno 5, of
1M7. Fundamentally the processes of ly sottliiu;.
Captain Taken Aboard Sub.
tha selective draft rest upon the prinThis did not deter the volunteers,
ciple of heroic sacrifice that hi s made however, nor were
they frightened by
of the American army in this war unl
a short distance away.
establishfent faithful' to ihe best tra-- j the
was captured.
whole
outfit
the
Hut
clltions of the American people."
men were ordered back to their
in
the The
existing uratt machinery
was taken
different states will he uso-- to enroll boat and Cjjntain Evans
the submarine, while its Gerthe "13,000,000 men, ficncral I'rowder aboard
crew
its
man
delight, in
expressed
said, with mich additional registrars
commander
Thn the
os may be neeensury. The actual reghad four bombs placed on the Penlistration will he made in I he custoin-ur- stone
and.sho went down exactly an
voting precincts within the juris- hour mid
a half after being struck by
diction if each hoard.
The boards
have heen requested to appoint Imme- the torpedo.
was positive that the submadiately one or more registrar. for each rineDavies
had a. number, but he could not
tinn on
precinct within their juri
vestlm basis of probably one rcg'ntiur for remember It. Captains of fishing
sels sent down have stated that the
each eighty registrants.
submarine they encountered was without number.
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Do You Think He Looks
REVENUE BILL IS
Like General
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CzechoLondon, Aug.
slovaks in Siberia are in a dangerous
positkvn and aro liable to bo cut off
altogether, says tho correspondent of
the Times at Vladivostok.
Only a
fraction
those between the Volga
and Lake Baikal are armed and all
are deficient in equipment. Tho cor-

respondent adds:
"It it is the allied intcr.tion to' hold
the rear whilo the
do tho
General Dietrich's smad
fighting.
force might well be annihilated, but
It is inconceivable that the allies will
refrain from active
and
that
must be on a lafger
scale than hitherto contemplated."
ISocr To Is High.
New York, Aug. 15, The new Bav.
arian beer tax prdvides for a brewing
tax ranging from' 9.50 to 12.50 marks
per 100 quarts by which it is expected
tho net yield of the tax will be into 110,000,000
creased
marks as
against -- 25,700,000 marks during the
last two years prior to tho war, says J
s

UazettO.

'.'

v
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Today's Special!

House Dresses
Lawn and Percale in Light Colors, $3.00 to
$5.00 values at

One Half Price
Wash Waists, $1.50 values at
.98c
Wash Waists, $2.50 to $3.0(1 values at. .$1.98
35c Ladies' and Children's Hose in black only,
. 23c
at pair
, . . '. ...... .
An
Blanket in black and white plaid.M
size 66x80, at pair.
.... ,S. .$10.00
all-wo- ol

TODAY ONLY,
mr
Phono 283

313-31-

5

i
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Theater Today anil Tomorrow.

AT TI1K TIIKATKltS K)1AV.
"H" Theater liepeating "Itimrock
Jones," with Wallace Keid as tho star;
also
lector," a comedy
with
"Katty" Arliuekle in the title role.
IIdiisiDark.
)icra
Thcalcr-1'iipu- lar
Dorothy
1'hillips starring in a special Jewel
production .entitled "A Soul for Sale."
l'asl line Theater .William
pre?
sents the'fainous William Karnnm in
"True 1'lue;" also "Fatty" Arliuekle
in a two-recomedy, "ltriKht Lights."

f

-

lij-ri-

atTheTin:old"it."sayinff

AT

that "rats desert
a sinking ship" applies fiiuirativelv
nnd almost literally
to "Kim rock
Jones," now playing at the ,"U" theater. Having discovered a 'large veigi-oeojiper and founded a town about
It, the hero finds himself pcnnilesfc hy
a trick of the law. which one of his
enemies turns on him." Wallace Heid is
pari icu laily well chosen as the hero
of this production being an ideal western type.
The management is also repeating
the comedy, "oh. Doctor." with "Kit-

Till:

1MSTIMI--

.

For action nnd acting, picture patrons know they get it in William
Farntun productions and "Trim Hue,"
which will play at the Pastime theater
I

ty'.' Arbiicklo as the funny nmn.

AT T1IK LYltlC.
A man and a woman frantically
waving their arms on the roof ofonea
skyscraper in IjOS Angeles late atSaturday afternoon attracted the surtention of many people in the
rounding buildings, and in a few minutes the streets were crowded with
an excited lot of men and women who,
hat t was
gazing upward, wondered
all about.
But they did not wonder long, for
of smoke rolled nut of the
clouds
windows on the top floor tho foufrom (he
rteenthand also shot upwoman
ran
roof. The man and the
shriek- w'tile
all
tho
about, hysterically
ing "Help! help!" at the top or tneir
voices.
Suddenly there was a clanging of

today and tomorrow, is no exception.
"True Blue" Is a film ilranun of the
rugged west, presenting however, a
phase cf life new to the cinema a
story of a manstrong,
virile a thorough American, undaunted and courageous.
It deals with an Fnglishinan
a "remittance man," who suddenly becomes
n
and
of
title
estates, but
possessed
who deserts bis American wife and
lilt! son, to return to England to claim
his inheritance. Hack in Kngland the
father, en learning of the death of his
first, wife, has married again and has
another son a dissipated; profligate
young man.
Through a strange series of Inciare brought
dents the
together on a ranch in the west.
half-brothe-

Wil-iia-

Furnum, the stronger brother,
begins the reformation ami regenera-

tion of his weak relative and sendit
hiin back to his people in England
a man.
Woven throughout Is one of the
Rwcctcst love stories ever portrayed.
In connection with the above, therj
coml
will also be produced a
with "Fatty"
edy, "I'Kght Lights."
Arbucklo as the star.
two-ree-

N,

FIREMEN GIVEN

M.T0 SEND 150
MEN TO CAMP

LEWIS

Camp Lewis, Tacoma, Wash., Aug.

INCREASE

in. Ten thousand draft men will entrain for this camp from nine western
Hates during the period, August

UPON

advices

1o

received

New Mexico will furnish 150 men:
CAJifornia, '!,:!?.', and Colorado 800.
v

A Lot, of People Who Have
Electricity ;inv their homes fail
to appreciate the value of Floor,

granting a 1(1 per cent
increase on salary to members of the
city fire depattuKnt was adopted at
a meeting of the city commissioners
last, night. The raise la retroactive,
taking effect August I.
The increase is the result of a petition the firemen made to the commissioners about a month ago. Investigation showed that other cities tho
siKe of Albiimierqiin and smaller were
As
paying In some cases higher wages.
far as its fire department Is conwill
cent
10
Increase
llie
per
cerned,
place Albutiuerque on a pur with other cities of its size in Now Mexico,
Qolorudo and Arizona.
The meeting last night was tho first,
one attended ly the new city manager, A. II. Hebonstreit, It was also the
first one that Charles jFV Wade, chairman of the city commissioners, has attended since he sustained a broken
nnklo in a motor car accident on the
Zuni mountain railroad. Mr. Ilehen-strepaid close attention to , proceedings, often being asked for his
opinion and several times offering suggestions regarding certain matters.
Offices Shifted.
The question of the location of
tho city water company's offices took
up a large part of tho session, the
commissioners on'.'e calling a recess to
overlook the building with tho Idea
of selecting the best rooms for tho
A resolution

Baseboard and Wall Outlets.

While every lamp socket is 'an
Outlet, it is not the handiest
thing in the world to remove a
lamp hulb and screw hi the plug
everytime you want to use your

Electric Iron, Toaster, Percolator, Fan or other appliances.

Then, you often want to use two
appliance? at the same time like
the Iron and Fan, Toaster and Percolator, a Drop Light and your
Electric Sewing Machine and other

it

combinations.

Decision favored the placing of the
city water offices In the north room
now occupied by the city clerk and the
west room adjoining. Gssirge-D- .
Hammond, city clerk, it vns
cided, would
he allowed the front rot n now occu
pied by the city ma naffer. The city
manager's office will be changed to
tho northwest room of the first floor.
Tho motion setting forth these changes was made by Wa'ter Council and
seconded by Mr. Wade.
City Kngineer f!. 11. Keyer mado n
complaint et tho meeting that' feed
stores on Hint stre-- allowed liny to
neciunulnte in front of their stores
which, he qdded. ,in time of rain
caused a stench. The 'matter was referred to the city manager.

.

'

-

418 West Central Avenue.

Tew York, Aug.
tion of state employes and teachers'
societies of greater Berlin, comprising
in a memorial to the
high command of Hrandunburg, harequested that measures be taken to
combat the steady increase in th.
rent for living apartments, according
to the Berlin Tageblattf Some landlords are demanding un Increase in
rent, of C per cent.
.

T. W. W. Trial Xenrs
Chicago. Aug. 15. The defense in
the I. W. W. conspiracy trial nearcd
its close today when early In the afternoon Attorney Vanderveer informed
that he vhad no more
Judge
witnesses ready. Court was adjourned
with the Intimation that tho last of the
witnesses for tho defense, would lie U,
ready tomorrow morning.

BELLlLEPlE
EMPLOYE SPEAKS
"I've Gained Five Pounds on
Tanlac and All My Troubles
Are Gone,"

I've gained five pounds on Tanlac
and all my troubles are
Miss Mavit Ellis, a valued gone," said
of
the 8. Y. Hell Telephone employe
Company,
Who resides at 608
Belknap street,
i on
ortn, Tcxa.
"My health began to fail several
-months ago," she
and
before long I was in continued,
such n condition
from indigestion and sick headaches
that I hardly knew what to do My
appetite failed and it', was an effort
for mo to eat even. enough to. keep me
alive. Food didn't neem to give
me
proper nourishment, am!
so
wen If and rundown that Il.grew
feared 'I
HUN FLIER FORCED TO
couldn't hold out much longer. At
times
would nche until it
"RUN FOR HIS LIFE" seemed mylikehead
It would hurst and the
was
almost
unbearable J was
pain
" momnins journal tPtcrAL
going down hill bo rapidly tljat it was
al
aan
With the American Army In France only by forcing myself that I could
stay on at my work. Nothing gave me
Aqg. 15 (hy the Associated Press).
ns ueveral of my friends
Wednesday was the most active day any relief, and
in the- air for some time nlong the had taken Tanlac and'told me what
It
for
done,
had
them, I decided to try
American battle' front. One of the
..
.
American planes attacked a German It.
"It would take a long time for me
Kumple? machine and fired a hundred shots under Its tail. The Ger- to tell just how grateful I do feel for
man disappeared but apparently was what Teniae hag done for me. I begun to feel better right from the start.
under control.
Another American machine forced My appetite has eomo hack to me
a German to run for his life.
nnd I can cat Just anything I Want
and never have any trouble, those
terrible headaches 'have disappeared
.
Memorial to Sailors.
Koltordam, Aug. 10. A memorial altogether, I haven't a pain in my
Jilate recording the names of ithe body and nm as full of energy as if
Hitch pallors who declined to serve on I'd never been sick nt all u..
their ships after the latter had been 4s a pleasure to me now nmi I am- glad
taken over by the United States au- iu reuiiiMnu xaiutiu iur ji njone Is
thorities, is to he placed, aboard the responsible for my ' great .Improve'
n
linrg Nieuw Am- ment."
Tanli'.c Ir. sold In Albuquerque at tho
sterdam, on which the men returned
home.
Aiva:a.lu riuramcy. Adv.
j
1
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You

Take Pride

In Your

.

SEVERAL
c.r

If it is Cosy, Comfortable and Complete, your
friends will enjoy with you your pleasant
surroundings. You will be able to do better
work, too. There is no need to wait because

HERE YOUR CREDIT IS O. K.

T. S. Mills

ENEMY. PLANES

uun

'

Phone 808.

Furniture

HAVERICH

OIL FIELD

I'onsicb ruble

Is being
cnthus.'astm
flow of oil from an
well near Antic In San Juan
county, according to C. R Uailey.
slock sales manager for the Mesa
Verde Oil company, who was In Albuquerque yesterday.
The state geologist of Oklahoma, K
is said, lias prophesied that there i'l
a good prospect for striking a large
field of oil in the district. Other experts have estimated that the flow
will i;o from 10 to 00 barrels a day.
Work of drilling on tho field is progressing day and night. A petroleum
t;as well alo has been struck at 1,0.10
feet, indicating that there Is a large
supply of oil behind It.
The striking of a valuable oil field
In tho San Juan county would not
only, in the opinion or Mr. Uailey, be
an important factor in tho uplift of

aroused

over

Co.

223 South Second Street.

SAN JUAN BELIEVED TO

n

SUO-fo-

Albuquerque but would he of general
benefit to ('lie entire stale.
The building of ,i railroad into the
eoanly would, It is thought, be nn
immediate result of th finding of'a
rich oil field.
heck in lllrd Xest.
Halelgh, N. (., Am;. 15. A bird's
nest that had fallen from a tree In a
park near Baltimore, Md.. after it had
weathered many a hard wind, has Just
been placed in the North Carolina
Hall of History here alongside war
relics und other things because the
bird used local building material, ir.
the form of a blank check of a
liulelgn hank irr making Its home safe
and stun;. The distance between
Haloign and Haltimore is about 325
miles by rail, but It is much shorter
ns the crow flics. Ornithologists here
say the nest, is either that of a robin
or a thrush.
.

,
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Wants Bring Results

California Hotels
Health and Summer Resorts, 1918
Read

the Announcement

of

California's

Famous

Hotels

I1RAI.TII, LKACII AND MOUNTAIN HKSOUTS AND' SOLVES
"THAT OUTIN'U 1'KOltLKM." LITI'.UATL'UH ANO FULL INFORMATION BY WHITING DIHUCT, Oil AT

g

S, AVIATORS DOWN

joje

Free Information' Bureau

at Office of The Morning Journal

FREE AUTO BUS FROM DEPOf
TO POPULAR
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LOS ANGELES
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Wllh the American Army in France,
Aug. la (by the Associated Press)
Captain Charles J. Biddla, of Anile-lusll'a., is the lutest American aviator to bring down a German
airplane
while out with a patrol this mornlnX
Co
Captain Middle mef three monoplanes
north of Kllrey.
The American attacked and one of
for a Cool, Interesting and Inexpensive Vacation
the
machines fell, apparently
out of control. It vanished
In the mist
so that Captain Kiddie's
victory has
not yet been confirmed.
fc- - food accommodation! from SI. SO a day tip.
Breakfast 35c tnd 60o (SunLieutenant VaugTuT It. McCormick,
of Columbus,. Ohio, got his second
days 7 fie) Lunch 60c, Dinner $1 (Sundays $1.25).
on
on
Tho
STEWART
Union Square U clone to everything
Geary Street, juet
official German airplane yesterday
worth while.
Municipal car Line paeaet the door. Stewart Motor Bui meet
when he engaged the enemy In the air
and steamers.
tialna
principal
ej
north of St. Mihlel. FYench observers-havconfirmed the destruction of tho
German.
Another enemy machine was shot
down August 10 by Captain Ray C.
Hi'idgeman of Lake Forest, JIN.. ie r
Alvray, in the destruction of which
AflE
Lieutenant McCormick alsb shares
mh. PEHFfCT vouasnr now for
? J!,s
BIG PAY Which
demand MlkM
mtlhlA.
thtt.T!,,,tnV
Ltrn Trnrt(lanriita AtutoMoMlltia. ft.
officially.
paklni. Ignition.
Acetylene
WMln,,
Vutctiilzlng, Machlnl.t Trade l
Additional American victories in
Wciteril Amtrfoa'l Oldttt. LariMt and Moat ttoiUhJ
llMthiill Traria RnhaBl. Eitahw
llihcd 1905. Ovsr 5.0UO graduatflt. Writ today for BIO
which nay
CATALOS,
the nir include a monoplane, apparI am
wnu
at
Ia
Hurh
aiATinuai HiTAUnriur efunfti
null
ently shot down by Lieutenant Herrmann Schultz, of Ucttendorf, la.,
which went down In a steep dive
through the clouds over Friroy after
375 shots had been fired at it, and a ALLIED ARCHANGEL
i: kd i
ji. j i
biplane attacked by Lieutenant Kd
C.
Sun
of
In
Tohln,
the
Antonio,
FORCES ADVANCING
gar
vicinity of Kvversen. Confirmation I;
being sought for both these victories.
aV MORNINO JOURNAL CPICIAL LEASf WIAK
Lomlon, Auk. 15. Tho allied Aivh-ansENEMY'S "DIGGING IN"
expeditionary force has reached
OPERATIONS BROKEN UP l'uliPiTs'inlin.la, 100 miles south of
Archangel on 4ihe railroad towurd
VoloKda, it Is announced here. Bolshe9V MORNIN4 JOURNAL SPECIAL LIASKO WIRI)'
are declared to
vik forces on
With the British Army In France, have- committedretiring form of atrocevery
Aug. 15 (by the Associated Press).
the
civilian
uiiim
population.
Aside from
activities tho ity 'airly
patrol
determined resistance to tho
enemy's Infantry has been contenting allied
advance was offered hy the
HOTEL
Itself with digging some shelter for
unfl the progress of tho expeItself and In muklnf? another small
was delayed.
forces
ditionary
in the
Fnuquescourt
region.
forces have been landed along
This was speedily broken up by the theAllied
r SEVENTH
shore of Onega bay, one hundred
BROADWAY
Ornish fire.
southwest of Archangel,
The center of shoppinf, bvuineu and die- -'
The enemy gnnB, wh!ch are quite miles
outnet. Convenient to all ear
of Intercepting Holshevlk
active at Several points, seem to be purpose
300 outside room with privato bath. bn.
Eufrom Archangel, it Is
forces
ropean plan. Rate $1.50 .nd up. Dinioa
firing frottfa considerable distance learnedretiring
here.
room
Mrvicerefiiud
and
excellent.
Vrm
also
in
are
the
active
They
region
Una
Folder upoa requmt.
of Albert, which Is strongly held. But
WILLIAM R. FLOOD
the advanced posts to the north have lournal Want Ads Pay Because
O. LAMKSMIM, UMf,
been withdrawn and the batteries
moved hllghtly back,
Everybody Reads the Journal.
r
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AlfofO HUNING
Electrical Company
Phone 615.

Kent.
The associa-

lllgli
right 15.

t

I ut in.

the largest

million
or
seven
pounds per
mtinth.
.New Mexico defies any state in the
United States to beat that record for
for war
patriotism, for
enthusiasm. The people of .New Mexico look the food conservation campaign of Herbert Hoover f'riously.
They took it as a military I .'cssi.y
and a war measure.
They were eating some twenty-si- x
pounds of wheat
flour each month, and they cut that
down to six pounds per person per
month and stuck to It. ,
New Mexico hasn't tieen making
much noise about this achievement.
The food administrator and his staff,
numbering some two hundred persons in the Albuquerque offices and
the counties, have been working persistently, hammering away to help
the people to understand the need
and how to meet It. The people have
.Most notably have the
responded.
merchants responded.
The administrator says' that too high priiise
cannot be given (he patriotic dealers In food of this slate for their
their loyal reready
sponse to all requests, their faithful adherence to the regulations.
As to the consumers I hey did
twice as well a New York slate did.
Considering their remarkably heavy
per capita, consumption
before t his
war, they led the way for every other
stale in the union; despite their relatively sparse population per square
mile, long distances, the difficulties of
communication ano. consequent handicap in getting the news and the
instructions spread around about this
wheat emergency.
The merchants,
many in remote settlements, hitherto
without restrictions of any kind, doing business about ns they pleased,
have submitted not
only willingly
but cheerfully to strict
and no slate can show aregulation
smaller
percentage of penalties needed or
imposed. The policy has been to be
lenient with cases of ignorance of
tho rules or the necessity
and to
make patriots' out of the negligent.
Not over twenty cases of offenses
have had tobe acted upon, only two
licenses have been taken away.
Very few compared to the proportion in other states have had to be
admonished.
Tho sugar
was
refused only. one. Twosupply
thousand
loyal, honest and patriotic grocer
have hacked up the food administration from the start and hy their
own attitude have brought about
such a public sentiment that few care
to risk violating t Mr. rules.
New Mexieos showing is one to
which she can point to wllh pride
before all the country. And she has
only got a good start.
Her sugar
conservation record is going to beat
her
achievement when
the full story of the past few months
is told.
Administrator Kly is tremendously gatified at the showing
which has been made, nnd Is con
fident that at the end of the present
year New Mexico will have done a
service in helping to win the war
which will be recognized
by the
whole country. To that end he nsii
the continued
of consumers,
merchants, eating places,
citizens and housewives;
upon them lhat the' job Isurging
not over
yet, that further sacrifices must be
made and further demonstrations of
the study, virile patrloKsm of the
.bid, ooo people of the Sunshine State
must be given in the same game and
cheerful spirit before the
reward of victory and peace great
urrives
flour-savin-

Germans

Right now, while we are specializing on
(he installation of these Outlets, it will
be to your advantage to have yours

I

",

fire bells nnd rngi;ios, hook and ladder trucks, ,md wati:i- lower came
speeding along the street causing the
Crowd that had gathered to scatter
in rll directions for safety.
The water tower also was placed
action, and a great stiiani of water
was directed against tiie Hie, extinguishing it quickly.
All of which contributed
to the
thrilling scenes of "A Soul for Sale,"
which comes to the l.yric theater for
two days today and tomorrow.

1

Willi

in
capita consumption of wheat flour as
the union, nearly twice as large
for instance that of Arkansas, and
amounting to between seven and
eight bushels of wheat per person
per year, has saved, voluntarily, as
the resultof the national wheat conservation program in this state by
the
federal food
administrator,
million pounds o(
About thirty-fiv- e
wheat flour In the past five months

1

At die Lyric
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New Mexico,
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PRESENT SALARY

They are easily and quickly put
in any house without replastering
or carpenter work and look ju3t
like they were built in originally.

eT "H. -

it, It)

i

to 30, according
here.

But these convenient Outlets
are located at handy places
under the table, in the floor, for
.dining room appliance's; in the
baseboard, wainscoting a n d
wall for floor lamps, cleaner
and other devices.

Jr

Has Now Lowest,

Proposals,

1

1

Largest Normal
Wheat Consumption in the
United States, This State

.
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skilled laborers.
He has sent out the
following letter of
instructions to
county chairmen of community war
labor boards and others interested:
LBAACD WIV1
MORNINe JOURNAL P04j.
The slate of New Mexico is called
Amsterdam, Aug-- 15. Admiral von
Hintze, German foreign secretary be- upon to enroll and to have ready and
fore leaving for main headquarters to available uXu unskilled laborers The
quota which the several counties will
take part in- conferences between Em- furnish
is shown in the table which is
Charles
William
and
Emperor
peror
The population
appended.
figures
of Austria and their legal advisers, used in computing
the quotas are
was interviewed by the Uerlin corre- taken from the table furnished bv the
census
in an estimate dated
spondent of the Cologne Gazette. Ad- July 1, bureau,
miral von Ilintze discussed the state- ceptions: 1317, with the following exment of Premier Lloyd George In his
That us to the counties of Chaves,
anniversary message that six months do Ha ca, Eddy, Guadalupe. Lea
and
a
ago Germany deliberately rejected
Roosevelt we have taken the
just and reasonable settlement pro- made by the War Havings Stampfigures
composed by the allies and that Germany mittee for New Mexico,
working with
discarded finally the mask of modera- the New Mexico
council of defense.
tion toward partitioned Russian and This is for the reason
enslaver!
von! bureau had made no that the censu.
Admiral
Rumania.
provision for Lea
Hintze said:
de Baca counties, which were crestatement was and
"l.loyd George's
ated by uct of the last legislature, no:
vague and uncertain.
Nothing la ror
known authoritatively in German or ties allowance for the other four counfrom which the two
military circles about such 'reasona- new mentioned,
counties were taken. These figble' peace proposals.
ures were made by the two New MexXo Question of ''Refusal."
ico bodies for tho purpose of making
"Had the entente statesmen seriup the quota of War .Savings Stamps.
ously intended to pave the way for n As
to the county of Luna, the figures,
peace by understanding they could used aro those
by the secretary
have approached Germany
through of state of New given
In the estimate
the properly authorized persons with published in the.Mexico
official lllue Boo';
a view to discussion that could bring for 1915.
both parties into contact. There can
The table follows, the first colume
be no question, therefore, of a 'refu-s.i- l'
the population, the second
by Germany of any reasonable showing
tho quota:
peace proposals,"
Bernalillo
:!!t
2.1,00(1
period
Referring to the half-yea- r
2:!
13,212
mentioned by Premier l.loyd George Chaves
Colfax
21,(lS
the foreign secretary declared that, at
Ill
Curry
11,44:!
;
the time the entente statesmen had
8
Baca
5, 0(10
left the world under no delusions De
2fi
15,567
k. . .
vVatever regarding their real war Dona Ana
i:i
8,000
alms. "What, was the position at that Eddy
30
17,583
time?" Admiral von Hintze said. (irant
7
Guadalupe
10,245
At the end of December, 1917, the cenS
5,000
tral powers invited the entente nation Iea
1 1
7,822
k
to take part in the
peace Lincoln
IS
10,860
negotiations with a view to a general Luna
22
12,963
peace by understanding. The entente, McKinley
. .,
4
2
Mora
14,295
however, permitted the period for par15
8,731
ticipation in the negotiations to pass." Otero . .v..
28
14,912
Quay
Rent on Annihilating Hun.
28
16,624
Admiral von Hintze said that several Rio Arriba
Roosevelt
17
10,135
v
German chancellors had pointed out
IB
Sandoval
8,679
that the enemy continued to show a
15
8,504
will to prosecute the war until the San Juan
39
23,570
annihilation of Germany should bo San Miguel
25
14.770
Santa Fe
accomplished.
6
Sierra
3,811
"Kane propositions, wherever they
25
Socorro
14.761
with
view
to
a
bringing
originated,
1 2,824
21
about by authorized persons a reason- Taos
17
able preliminary discussion aiming at Torrance
10,119
10
n neace arrangement, have been treat-eCnion
11,404
1 3,320
2:j
with contempt and disdain." Ad- Valencia
miral yon Hintze declared. "The enTotal
tente statesmen still resort to the
585
348,813
tam ambiguous phrases, although
a
t
Can llulld I rues Ships.
these have been refuted a hundred
times. Their program, in truth, is as
Gloucester, N, J., Aug. 15. ConImperialistic and annexationst as be- struction of four mammoth ways at
fore. It is hardly imaginable
that the new shipyard of the New York
freasonab'e cor.riideration.s will take Shipbuilding corporatism is progressso
as
form
the hatred ing rapidly. They will be large enough
long
tangible
and passion of the peoples are contin- for the building of the largest ships
ually stirred up by unscrupulous agi- afloat, or. If it is desired, each will
tators, as is the case in enemy
accommodate three destroyers. When
the new ways are completed the concern will have twenty-nin- e
large
Ttort Ootw Club. ways.
Join fhfl "Two-Hit- "

.

w

OF WHEAT FLOUR

JOURNAL,
Foreign
Secretary
Santa Fe, An;, 13. .1. II. Wagno"
federal state director, advises that the
Says Nothing is Known in slate
of New Mexico is called noon t i
Teuton Political Circles of enroll and have in readiness 585 un-

"Reasonable"
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HITS OFF
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CITIZENS DISCUSS
Golfers Show
SUBSCRIBE NOW1
ARTICLE
Great Golf in Patriotic Match

GEM

BOSTON

d

MAGAZINE

AT MASS MEET NG

WHITE SOX WIN

Resolutions

Take Early Lead But
Chicago Wins; Last Game

Red Sox

for Eddie Collins Who
Join Marines at Once,

f

A

'V MOtllH, JOURNAL SPfCIAL LCABSO WISI
Hoston, Mass., Auk. 15. Jack Quinn
held Hoston to six hits, three of them
coming in the first inning when the
home team scored two runs and
took the second game of the
leg. It was the last league game this
year for Kmlie Collins. He left tonight
for Philadelphia to enlist in the marines. Score.

y

'

si--

Oilrajio.
.

t H.

R.

4
4
:t

2

.

.

.
,

H

11

Chi-cae- o

flood, cf ...
Leihold, If
E. Collins, lib
Oandll, lb .
J. Collins, if
Weaver, ss .
Pinelll, 3h .
Schalk, c . .
Qninn, j

1

tt
o

iyQ!T"i'

'c-c-

f j:oxi:o:oxi:ox

;i"5x!

!

toxi.o:oxo:o:ixoisx
o!oxi:o:o:o:oaiJ9

vr

i

.
.

4

Totals

34

10

B

27

17

1

ItoMllll.
AH. Tl. II. PO. A. K.

Hooper, rf
Khean, lib
Strunk, cf
Ruth, If
MclnniB, lb
Scott, bs
Cochran, :ih
Coffey, 3b
Scshang, c
Mays, p
zMiller

4
4
4
4

0

o

n

1

1

i

0
0

2

10

0

:i

"

I)

(I

o

n
o

i

o
n
o
o

:;i

2

!

Totals

l
5

o

o

i
o

n

fi

27

12

i

4'

r?

4

"

I

I

I

:t

for Cochran in seventh.
Score bv innings:
'.
ISO
0206
Chicago
z

Batte

KoRtnn

0002

200 000

.

e
hits
itiith,
Summary:
Hooper. Stolen bases E. Collins, (lan-di- l,
Collins.
J.
hit
Schalk. Sacrifice
Double plays Weaver to c.andil;
Hooper to Mclnnls. Pases on balls
Quinn 2; Mays 3. Struck out (julnn
G; Mays 4.
Two-bas-

New York 3: Clevrliiml 2.
New York, Aug. 15. Cleveland lost
l l'l RM AX.)
(BY
a chance to gain on the Hoston leadPlenty of us find it difficult to go
ers, losing to New York. Caldwell was around
an
golf cour.se under
effective for New York in the pinches. S5, even under the bext
of conditions,
Score:
and getting back to the nineteenth
Cleveland.
on
II. PO. A. E. hole are likely to blame our game
0 our stance, our form, our clubs or the
2
4
0
Oraney, If
comes
excuses
that
handy.
0 first
Chapman, ss . , . . 4 0 0
Hut if we had to go around the
0
0
3
Speaker, rf
tied behind
one
hand
course
with
0
0
4
0
Wood, if
0
)

what a wail would arise in" that
clubhouse.
to what
Yet that is comparable
Arthur Lyons and Louis Mnrtucri do
every time they go around a course.
Lyons didn't let the loss of his right
He learned to
arm bother his golf.
Martucci
play with his left hand.
plays with his right hand, tho only
one ho has.

P.l

10
14

12
13

1

....

Johnston, lb
3h

Evan,

xBescher,
Holt, 2b

Turner, 2b

'I
1

...

2b

O'Neill, 0
Coveleskie. p
xxCoumbe
xxxThomas,

....

.....

Totals

0 15
0
0
1
0

0
0

1

1

1

0

4
:'

ll

'!

"

0

0

1

"

0.

0

Caldwell,

10

)

0
0

0
0

8

,24

0
0
0

2

0
0

10"

0
0
0

4
3

0
0

1

1

10

0

i

3

0
0
0

3

1

.23

. .

r.

0
0
0
0
0
o

10

110
i
0

0

2

0

6

27

8

0

10 10

innings:
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OF THE TEAMS

ATIONAL I.l .AGI i:.

Chicago
New York
Cincinnati
PittKliiirgh

TIGHT GAME FROM

..!

Pel.

3S

57

H6

.04S
.504

Til

rfi

Philadelphia
Boston
Brooklyn
Si, Loins

NEW YORK GIANTS

7

.4X1
.4.V,

47
4G

l7

,45'J

u!l

.4 3S

411

Oil
B5

.420
.415

...48

r.

46

AMFKICAN I.EAGl
4
Boston
V Ii3
Cleveland
Steele Allows Only Two Hits Washington
fil
f,4
in Seven
Innings But is Chicago
53
New York
50
Louis
St.
Knocked Out of the Box Detroit
4S
49

1ST

MORNINa JO'IRNAL

BPCCIAL

LIASEO

i:
4S
4S

48
53

53
50
GO

tiS

.571

.6S
.50
.50'

.500
.472
.44 4
.419

x

Balled for Smith in eighth.
0(10 000 100
Brooklyn

WIRll

1

Aug. 15. Steele allow3
100 001 Klx
only two hits In the Pittsburgh
e
hits Carey,
Summary:
seven
first
weakenbut
Innings
today
f.iane.N,
e
hits
Stolen bases Z. Wheat,
In the eighth and was knocked out McKechnic
e
hits Oilhooley. ed
of the box, while Deinarce was also Bigbce, Carey, Cutshaw. Sacrifice hit
SacFournler.
Double
haaes
Speaker,
Higbee.
Stolen
play Cutshaw.
Score:
Double plays-Wa- lters, hit bard.
Boone mid Mollwitz. Innings pitched
rifice
i
York.
Xciv
Smith 7, Coombs 1. Struck out By
Peckinpaugh and Fournler;
All. It. II. PO. A.
Smith 2, by Cooper 4. Wild pitches
O'Neill and Holt. Hases on balls
4
Burns, If . . ,
out
1.
Struck
Coveleskie
lly Smith 2. Passed ball Archer.
Caldwell 5;
.'I
Young, rf
Coveleskie 1; Caldwell 5.
Compton, rf
r
'
Kanff. cf
2.
B
St. IxiuIh 7; Philadelphia
2b
Doyle,
st3
Philadelphia, Aug. J,5- with''"Vthe Fletcher, ss
by timely hitting coupled
and Zimmerman, lb
Adams
and
Jamieson
of
wildness
won the second game Sicking, 3b
11
batting mlspluys
McCarty, c
of the series from Philadelphia.
0
.
Steele,'
TO
0
fl'
! Demaree, p
Rt8l2Tuls
3007'
..2l
0
S
.
p
10
Causey,
PhilaTelphia ..001 000 01 -2
Batteries: Rogers and Severe
fi
5 Ux2"i
0
37
Totals
and
x
Jamieson, Adams, Pleison
one out when winning run was
Cleveland

000 000
012

Sew York
Summary:
Speaker. Three-bas-

Cincinnati,

-2

110-

ed Cincinnati

Two-bas-

Two-bas-

on.

1

SLUGGERS,

11

CHAMP 5.

PLA1

0-

BELEN BASEBALL

scoi ed.

washlnston

;

V?"
i-

1

T?no:

Washington'

...2"
000

Cincinnati.
At:. It. II. PO. A. E

--,

-Washington, Aug.
errois and
with
Doyle's
combined
hit,
e n a b e
wildnew.
Cunningham's defeat
Detroit.
Washington to
R

Oroh, 3b .
Neale, of
Rousch, cf
.

Ma gee,

lb

'i Cueto. 2b

21Pft'
n0
020 40- x-

.

OF
DAVID GUY WINNER
IN

1
7 27 12
31
Totals .
Score by innings:
301 010 0005
New York
. .000 000
Cincinnati
0516
Two-bas- e
hits Doyle.
Summary:
Three-bas- e
hits Young,
Sicking.
Pases
Steele. Sacrific fly Winco.
on Halls Lmjue 3, Steele .4. Demaree
1, Causey 2.
Innings pitched Steele
11-7
Demaree
Causey
Halk Limtie. Struck out Luque E,
Steele S, Causey 1. Wild pitch-Cau- sey,
.

PA.

tAtP

three-year-ol-

Poiighkeepsie. N. Y., and driven by
Tommv Murphy. There were six starters. ITollyrood Rob was picked to win
the event. Nella Dillon won dthe first
a new
heat In 2:0B
Ouy.
record for the track, and David
two.
next
clipping the rcc-atook the
1.1 In flip spcond heat.
The Wlnoga stock farm stakeMat-ot
honors with the
d 000 divided
ron stakes, and resulted in a popular
who drove June
Ed
Geers,
victory for
Red home first after Alma Fortes had
taken the- first heat.
The Hotel Adelphla stake of $3,000
was won by Vn with two beats in
'2:05
The Royal Knight took the Bull J
Head bazaar stake of $2,000, for 2:lfi

trotters.

.
.

(

Forjn
Philadelphia. Pa., Aug. 15. the
first time in several years,
stakPB. one of the most Important
d
trotting classicsn
of the
of the Grand circuit, was decided
David
the east, todav and was won bvBros,
of
Ouv, owned by the Oettinger

4,

.

tlriffith, rf
.

jOUHl- - IPIC'll

.

.

and Bin-cer- : Rlackburne,
: Cimningham,
Wingo, c ,
Alnsmlth.
Matteson, Ayers and
Lucille, p

MATRONJTAKES

.

.

three-year-ol-

'

Two Exhibition (iamos.
Beloit. Wis.. Aug. 15. The Chicago
National league baseball club today
defeated the Fairbanks Morse Athletic
association 3 to 1.

PIlKsbingli S: Brooklyn I.
Pittsburgh, Aug. 15. Pittsburgh defeated Brooklyn, the victory being
the result of two wild pilches and a
passed ball. Score:
Pro il'.'vn.
AH. It. H. PO, A. E.j
0
()
3
0
0
0
Johnston, rf
1
0
1
4
0
Olson, ss
1
4
0
0
0
10
Daubert, lb
1
1
4
Z. Wheat. If
1
0
0
4
2
0
Myers, cf
2
4
4
0
0
0.
O'Mara, 3b
1
2
1
0
4
0
Doolan, 2b
3
0
1
3
4
0
Aareher, c
4
0
0
0
0
2
Smith, p . .
n
1
0
0
0
Miller, x
1

11

1

CoombH, p

Totals

,

j

Hoone,

-

t

1

Totals

.

.

0

0

0

1

0

.33

1

7 24 13

1

0

I'illMhl'I't'.li.
AH. H. H. PO.,A. E.

ss , .
Higbee, If
cf
Carey,
e semi, Southworth. rf
MalMlon, O..Tu7"lS
haseball
Cutshaw, 2b
Steel
al
Central
proffe-sionNaMollwitz, lb
tram today defeated theBston
McKechnic, 31)
In an
tional Jeague club 3, to
Schmidt, c
game.
Cooper, p

Try the Want Ad Way

1

1.8
1
3.0
3
0 ' 0

2

4

0

0
3

0
,0
0

0
0
0

0

4

C

0
0

3

3

3
S
3

3
3

27

1

t
0
0
0
3

1

112
1

0
4)

7

0

110

3
0

1

I

0
0

27iT"o

Tho Highland sluggers,
a team
which has gone thus far in the baseball season with an unusually good
leeord, will play the Helen baseball
team at Helen Sunnily afternoon, according to arrangements which were
completed by.Manager Penny Cordova
last night.
The game will be for the benefit of
the Bed Cross chapter at Belen. Tho
Sluggers, since their defeat of Estan-cla'- s
expert team two weeks ago,
claim the championship of New Mexico. The game won from Estancla
was the third of a series in which the
Sluggers took two.
The Helen line-ufollows: Gilbert,
c; Castillo, p; Linn, Hi; Quinlana, 2b;
Pyle, ss; Moore, 3b; lHrun, If; Stockton, cf; Busteuiante, rf.
The Sluggers will play as follows:
Pena, 2b; M. Chavez, c; Burns, 3I;
Chavez, ss; Cordova, rf; Harry, cf;
Armijo, p; Davis, lb.
the
With the Sluggers
claiming
championship of the state and the
Helen aggregation making every effort to obtain a strong team for the
side purpose of taking this championship, baseball fans are assured at
'.east an exciting coniest. The Sluggers
have established a reputation throughout the state tis an unusually hard hitting and fast fleldlng"organizatlon and
for some time were unable to get
games with many teams. The team
has changed but little In personnel
with
during the season thus far nnd field
the veterans playing excellent
work they have proved formidable
antagonists for every team they have
..
met.
Manager Cordova did not announce
make the
will
whether tho local team
automobile or railroad, but
trip
In cither ease a. large crowd of rooters w ill accompany the players to
Helen. ' '.
p

!'

.

j'

)

Rtxx' or poor
Freight in the name " rimmI
patriot-isIt is Kitnmy ami
to buy tho Unt In coal. Swastika
other
morn
than
und SiilturttP vt no

cool.

coal
COMPANY.

lilJiKOX-rA-

Plume 833,

IjVMUKH
j.

How Our Soldiers Will Long for
Good Old American Tobacco!
Py special arrangement The Journal guarantees to deliver,
two dollars
through an arrangement with tobacco manufacturers,
worth of tobacco, for every dollar subscribed, to our soldiers In
France ami on the way to France.
The packages (50c worth of tobacco) are put up in attractive
patriotic packages. In every package we put a return postal card,
with your name and address so that you will get word buck from
the bnttUfields from as many soldiers as you subscribe 25 cent
pieces.

TOBACCO IS MIGHTY SCARCE
Near the Trenches.
FROM IKVI.V ('unit's "PATHS OF GLORY"
"As I recall now, we had come through the gate ot the school
house to when; the automobile stood when a puff of wind blowing
to us from the left, which meant from across 4he battlefront, brought
to our noses a certain smell which we already knew full well.
" 'Yon get It, J see," Raid the German officer, who stood alongside of me. 'It comes from three miles off, but you can get it five
miles when ttie wind is strong' and lie waved his left arm toward
il as though the scent had been a visible thing. 'That explains why
tobacco is so scarce with us along the staff back yonder in Laon.'
"All the tobacco which can be spared Is sent to the men in the
front trenches. As long as they smoke and keep on smoking they
can stand that."
'

Itecthily the two met at the
links, near New York, in n patriotic match for the benefit of the
Commission on Training Camp Ac- Uvities. which will use the proceeds
to pm'chaso athletic material for the
soldiers.
Lyons won the round in S!, which lows: C. M. Botts, Nestor Montoya, .A.
is pretty good for a one armed man.
A. Sedillo, Neill H. Field, M. K. Iliekey, M. C. Ortiz and John W. Wilson.
The committee Immediately retired
and drafted the resolutions.
Other speakers of the eveninc were
Sedillo.' Field, O. N. Murron, M. C.
I
F.ach
Broesier.
Ortiz and Alfred
speaker was limited to five minutes. "
The part that Nw Mexico hi
played In the present world crisis, the
men
she has sent to war, most of them
A
A
R
volunteers, and tho general patriotism
of the slate as evidenced by food saving and other features, each was explained by the speakers as a refutation of the slander which appeared In
the magazine.
Following the adoption of the resolutions it was ordered that copies be
sent to the editor of tho magazine,
C.eorge Harvey of New York, the
JX.
(H.V (icorge
Ncnland, N. E. A. governor and the state council of
Staff CorroHpoiHleiit.)
Washington, Aug. 15. At the Japanese embassy there is much nodding FEDERAL HIGHWAYS
of heads and smiling at the mention
COUNCIL IF FORMED
of Oen. Kikuzo Otani's name which
is the embassy's way of Baying wha:
TO PREVENT DELAYS
a fine man (he ranking officer of tho
allies' Russian expedition really is.
rUPVr.lAL DISPATCH TO MOKNIN9 JOUNNALI
General (Hani is regarded as one of
Washington, Aug. 14, ' A United
the most brilliant officers In tho Jap- - States
has been
highways council
anise army, iiia1ified by temperament formed in order to
in one
and experience to lead the forces body .dl government functions relatwhich are going to the aid of the Rus- ing to streets and highways. It consian people.
sist! of one representative each, from
In
plain American, lie would be me war depaVunent, the agricultural
called a "soldier of the old school." department, the fuel administration,
the
He Is essentially a fighter. As a the war industries board and
member of the army council he has railroad administration, These reprea responsible share in the delibera- sentatives have selected Logan Waller
tions of Japan's supremo military Page, director of the office of public
body, lie was summoned to that duty roads, department of agriculture, as
from.
where he was chairman and J. E. Pennybacker, chief
governor tetieral.
manager o that office, as secretary.
To visualize him, think of a sturdy
The council was formed primarily
straight-backeperson with a Fred ,to prevent delays, avoid financial
Funston jaw and a Marse Hnry
loss and eliminate the uncertainty
The mustache is incidental to the method of taking
mustache.
gray. Oncnil Otani has just passed up each highway problem in its turn
his
But he Is as wiih each separate and distinct govyear.
active as a Junior subaltern.
ernment, agency.
As leader of the Japanese army In
Through the department of agrithe Itus.'iiaii expedition he will cover culture it will continue tho existing
more or less familiar ground. He was close contact with each state highway
commissioner and utilize the forty-eiga brigade commander in the
war. It Is not felt here,
state highway departments with
and their
however, that' there will be anv re- their trained personnel
sentful memory among the Slavs be- Knowledge of local conditions, it will
cause of that former connection.
In return provide a single agency
In the war between
China and where all highway projects calling for
was
Otani
Japan, twenty years ago,
governmental action of any charactchief of staff.
Ho has a splendid er- such as questions of finance, marecord of efficiency, havinsr" come up terials, transportation, or war necessithrough theVanks from a second lie- ty and desirability, may be dealt with.
the great need
utenancyhis rank when he graduated The council emphasizes
from the military
academy. Tokio. of conservation of money, transportathirty-ninyears ago, He was made tion, labor and materials by restrictmost
a full general
years ago.
ing highway and street work to
In his capacity as ranking officer
needs. It ranks maintenance
first,
he will be in close touch with the of existing streets and highways
commanders of the various nllied reconstruction of badly damaged roads
armies composing the expedition. Of next and it places new construction,
ficials of the Japanese embassy say though justified on account o viral
he will in every way fulfill the cx- - and economic necessity, last.
actions of that trying position.
The council l:as provided a definite
form on which applications for relief
tn ho mnde through the respective
rionartments and has
MAN SAID
HAVE

REGARDED

L.

VV.

When He Weakens in 8th, Philadelphia

x Hatted for Evans in seventh.
xx
Ran for O'Neill in nuiui.
xxxHatted for Coveleskie in ninth.
,
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CINCINNATI

PO. A. E.

2

3
3
3

STANDING

1

1

0
0
0

.28

Totals

(i

1

4

p

)
i)

2

A H. U H.

Pratt, 2 b
Fournler, lb
Hyatt, If
Peckinpaugh, ss
Walters, c

1

0

Oil)
12

n

New York.

Oilhooley, rf
Urnar, cf
Haker, 3b

,11s,

Fund

The foregoing resolutions are the
result of a mass meetiiiL' held in the
high school auditorium last. niht to
discuss an article entitled "America's
Unguarded Gateway," which appear
ed In the August number of the North
American Kuview." A larue audience
crowded the hall and each speaker
as applauded heartily. The resolutions were adopted unanimously at
the close of, the meeting.
The meeting was called to order by
Chairman Alfred tirtinsfeld und a
patriotic singing held by the Liberty
chorus.
Nestor Montoya
was
the first
speaker of the evening nnd he explained the purpose of the meeting
and the necessity of taking some action in behalf of the people of the
state. He save a brief history of the
people in this state for the past seventy-five
years, and through his knowledge of this history refuted every
slanderous charge in the article.
C. M. Botts was the next speaker.
He closed his address with the motion
that a committee bo named to draw
the result
up the resolutions with
that seven men were named as fol-

;r

Journal-Toba-cco

Unani-

Adopted

He It resolved, that it Is the
sense of this committee that the
editor of tho North American
has permitted his magazine,
to be made the instrument
for tho
dissemination
of a vile slander
upon the loyalty and patriotism
of the people of this state, that
common decency requires that
the editor of this publication,
upon his own Initiative, shall
make investigation
of existing
conditions here and ascertain the
prmiostoroiis falsity of the allegations contained in tho said article, und shall then make sm-reparation to our people as may
be in his power; and be it further
Resolved, that tho failure of
tho said editor promptly to make
i f parittion, will
Justify his de nunciation as a slanderer and a person who should be denounced by
all
people.
(Signed): O. M. Bolts, Nestor
Montoya, A. A. Sedillo, NeMl H.
Meld, M. K. Iliekey, M. O. Ortiz
and John W. Wilson, committee
on resolutions.
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mously By Largo Audience,
Require That Reparation Be
Made for Slander of N. M,

PO. A. r;.

IT.
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No Matter How Small

the Amount

THE JOURNAL,

(H:aii ttes having retail value ot 60c.

N'ci.

:i.

l'uipiilur

ISe l"kr

Nil

2.

Popular pi pa tutiucco having rtbill value of

?"'

No. I.

iikg.

11kg.
i

!5e pkg. No.

1.

.

sixty-secon- d

Popular

;ug chewing tolmeeo

to

50i

value of Mo.

having retail value of

SOc

In nroortlanee with your offer to send popular
of ol,aeco and
clfiaietten to our Holders In Europe in units of 50e packages, each for 2'r.
I

f n.'lose

Your

......

Name

. .

Street Aililress
('It;.' ami .Slate
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TODAYS
GAKIOONETi

FAYW00D HOT SPRINGS
for Rheumatism, Stomach Trou-

bles, Kidney Aliments, Inflammations, Arterial Hardening, Locomotor Ataxia, Nervous Breaking,

Perfect Treatment,

Btc.

Bravery

h

-

Perfect

Climate, Health. Pleasure, Large
Modern Hotel. Booklet.
Round
trip to Faywood from Albuquerque

act ton
No2..

tiS. 70.

T. C. McDERMOTT
FAYWOOD. N.

.

If.

A remedy (or tnfectiont
of tbo urinary tract.
rainless,
and will not itrictura
Ki'lievesm 1 to fi daya.

PRICE $1.20 Sold By Druggist

Treatise mth each bottle or maileil on rajueat.
I'HKHAliKO
BV
THE EVANS CHEMICAL CO
CINCINNATI,

0.

LUMBER

a a

THE OL T16HTWAB
vKO tVDaHT, A

lt'c

x TttRlTT
STAMP

Dear

PaluU,, Oils. GIhhs, Malthold Roofing
ami Building Paper.

BALDRIDGE
COMPANY

J. C.

"

THE WM.
Wholesale

and

LUMBER

FARR COMPANY
Retail Dealers In

Wooden Row is tor pigeons nests.
FRESH AND SALT SI EATS
Hard wood, roomy. Can't be wont out.
Sausage a Specialty
Price l.Vts each, six f.;r
K.
and Hops the Ruling
Cattle
For
W. I K.K.
.
,
Market I'rlces Are Paid
Teil it through the classified

columns of The Journal. Re-nrt oprtain
nltq lira nuiclr

DUKE CITY
Cleaners-Hatte-

,

Russo-Japani-

e

tnbnern having retail

Popular elgarelle

Tsien-Chiao-

Wat-terso- n

NEW MEXICO.

ALBUQUERQUE,

i

2"ic

JAPANESE LEADER
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Send It in.

Our boys are going to need tobacco in great quantities. Fill out
the coupon now- - Today is None Too Soon and make it generous!
Pring it, or mail it, to The Journal Office.

tao

lifcflAL NOTICR
NOTICB FOIl rrflMf 'ATION.
Department of me. Interior, TJ. 8. band Office at Banta Fe. N. M., July 3. 1918.
Notice la hereoy given that Patrnclnlo
Marques, ot Marque. N. M , who, on Snpt.
24, 1912, made Ilomeatead entry No. 017260.
for NE1-4- . Section C. Tuwnslrlp
Range
N. M P. Meridian, haa riled notice of
ma-kfive year Homestead
Intention to
Final Proof, to eatabllsh claim to the land
above described, before W.illam C. Kennedy, U. fl. Commissioner, at Eeboyeta, N.
M
on Sept. S. 1918.
Claimant names aa witnesses:
Reyes Merquel, of Marque. N. M. ! Antonio Jaramtlla. of Bldo, N. M. i Marqarltt
Romero, of San Maten, N. M. ; Permltlt
Salazar, of Blbo, N, M. ,
FRANCISCO DELOADO,
Register.

rs

Phone

West Gold.

4UC

Wallace Hesselden
I General

Contractor

t

We are In a position to give
more value for the money than
any other BUILDING FIRM In
this vicinity.
With
OltU

I The Superior Lum

ber & Mill Co.
PHONE til

kio-kun-

TO
furnished these departments with
CASHED WORTHLESS
supply of the forms.
CHECK-HERCAUGHT
ADDITIONAL MARKETS

5

r

i.

Notior Fine rrm.rcATiON,

Department of the Interior, TJ. s. Land Office at Santa Ke, N. M., July IS, 1K18.
Notice Is heieby given that Eitevan C.
"haves, of Seboyela, N. M.. who. on Oct. 4,
112. made Homestead. No. 017.110, for
The police were notified yes- - i
Section 28, Township
CHICAGO PKOIU'CE.
UN; Range 3W, N. M. P. Mer.dlan, ha filed
terday by authorities in Colorado J
Siirlnus that Walter Paully, who
Market notice of Intention to make five year Proof,
Chicago, Aug. 15. V4 'Butter
is wanled in Albuqrierotie on the . firm.
to establish claim to the land above
Creamery. 3 9 W 4 4 cchart--" of nhtninlnp- - s.twu on a
before Wm. C. Kennedy, U. H. Comr.ggs
iteceipis
a,io
worthless check at one of the
missioner, at 8ebuyeta, N. M., on the Sept
.
ket
unchanged.
'
bunks here last June, was being
Receipts 33 , 118.
Potatoes Unsettled.
held in that. cltv.
w'MWe-V- .
Olalmnrt name
Ohlos, $2.25
cars.
Minnesota
Early
As soon as word Was received
IlliP. Harrington, of Correo. N. M.j Patricio
same,
sacks,
$2.352.40;
2.30;
Oar-clhere, tiistriet Attorney Ooorge
nois Ohios, $2.20 2.25; Virginia. (ionzales. of Seboyeta.M. N. M.t Samuel
R. Craig began preparing the
; Dlonlclo Marque,
of Seboyeta, N.
J5.75 0.00.
'
for
,
M.
necessary requisition papers
Poultry Alive, higher. Fowls, 271's of Seboyeta, N. TRANCiaCO
DBl.OADO,
bringing the man to Albuiiuerouo.
29c; springs, 30c.
Register.
Paully, according to the police,
represented himself to bo a civil
VKOIH'CE.

'..

engineer for an oil company
when here. He Is said to have
pushed a worthless check at
Trinidad after he left Albunuer- one, and Is said also bu author!- ties to be wanted In several other
;.
towns.
'
He will bo

l

rought to

Albtt-

t

4

Butter
City, Aug.
43c; firsts, 4 2c; seconds.
40e; packing, unchanged.,
Unchanged,
F.ggs
Poultry Broilers, 27c; others
':
.
Changed.
Kansas

?

-'

!

J
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Picture Frames
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hliier(iuo about September 23.
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neglect the "Two-IMCrow Club. Join today.
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Hcd

LUMBER

Glass, Paint

Cement, Plaster
Lumber Company
Albuquerque
NORTH FIRST STREET
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Leads American
Force in Russia JOURNEYS

METHODS USED BT

BRITISH FORCES
ENTER IMPORTANT

OUR FOREFATHERS

01 CASPIAN

TO FINANCE WAR

CITY

3,000

mi

MORNIHSI

Point Aid May
s,
to

Be

Czecho-Slovak-

JOURNAL SPECIAL LBASBD WIRRI

London, Aug. 15. A British force
from northwestern Persia has reached
the Caspian sp8 and tuken over a part
of the defenses of Baku.

V

Tho situation in the Caucasus has
heen extremely involved ever since the
conclusion of the Brest Litovsk peace.
T'ndcr the treaty Turkey was given
important territory in the southern
.Caucasus, and the Turks shortly proceeded to occupy it. They met with
considerable resistance from the .Armenians in the district, however, particularly when they endeavored., to
push even beyond the limits set by the
treaty made with the Bolshevist and
moved up the coast of the Caspian sea
toward Baku.
Ak Ions back as April 21 nn
force was said to be holding
Baku and although the city has since
been reported to have changed hands
during the fighting, a dispatch on
8 declared it was still in Armenian possession.
Germany is said not to look with approval upon Turkey's aggressiveness
in seizing territory in the Caucasus,
Germany's own eyes apparently being
set particularly upon the Baku region,
which is one of the world's greatest
oil producing districts. Domination of
Baku by either Turkey or Germany
however, would lx decidedly unwel
come to Great Britain, not only be-- i
cause or the supplies of oil there, but
because of ils comparative proximity
to India. Hence probably the feat performed by the British In throwing a
force into the Baku territory in the
face of what would have seemed almost Insuperable difficulties of
--

Au-RU- st

Washington,

,

Arrival

15,

Aug.

or

British troops at Baku is considered
here us highly Important because It
opens a way in that part of the world
s
for allied aid to
and
Czecho-Slovak-

loyal Hussians.
Some weeks ago a body of British
soldiers succeeded in pushing from
Mesopotamia through to Hesh. Ships
were acquired at Enzoli, the seaport
of Hesh, and no doubt this is the force
that has reached Baku.
Movement from Baku to tho country
controlled by the Don Cossacks offers few practical difficulties,
pro
vided the Georgians are friendly, as
it is believed they are in spite, of the
fact that Georgia made a separate
central powers, the
peace with-thBritish force can reach Dariel pass,
which is the easiest route northward.
From that point on, with the exception of a few small hostile Mohammedan hills tribes In northwestern
Caucasia, the difficulties in reaching
the land of the Don Cossacks are no
email as to be neglibla.
A railroad line runs by this route
from Baku, but the condition of that
road is not known here.

CODY AND KEARNY MAKE

RECORDS
, FINE HEALTH
ACCORDING TO REPORT
"CII- - CORRSRRONDCNCS TO MORNINO JOURNAL'.
Santa Fe. Aug. 15. That Camps
Cody and Kearny made a fine health
jecord during the past six months is
reapparent from tho
port to the surgeon general of the
health of the troops fn the United
States camp, which is published in
"The Official Bulletin," received from
Washington, I. C., today. Camp Cody
sliows nn annual death rate from disease of only 12.11 per thousand as
against 8.0 3 for the United States:
nn annual admission rate of 771.8
per thousand. For pneumonia, the
camp shows an annual admission rate
of 50 per thousand, malaria of only
.1 per thousand, venereal
diseases
2.1.4 per thousand; measles 11.5, meningitis 1.3, scarlet fever .9, per thousand. Says the report:
"The
report of the
chief of the division of sanitation to
the surgeon general of the army
shows that despite the severe epidemics of health of the troops In the United States has been very good. The
nnnual death rate per 1000 for disease from this period was 8.0.1. On
men out of evtin average forty-fiv- e
ery 1,000 were carried on sick report,
(.Ithough a great many of these were
not confined to the hospitals. These
Included all cases of venereal diseases,
the greatest single cnuse of disability
in the army. In the majority of these
cases the disease was contracted before the patient entered the army."
semi-annu-

semi-annu-

i

,

Sirs. snyro mI Dead.
Nantucket, Mass., Aug. 15. Mrs.
Martha N. Sayre, mother of Francis
B. Sayre, died suddenly today at her
son's home In Slasconset. Mr. Sayre
Is in France on war service. His wife
Is a daughter of President Wilson.

lr

MORNINU

JOURNAL SPECIAL

WIRE

S.
William
Graves
Maj. Gen.
until recently assistant chief of the
army, general staff, has been se
lecled by Chief of Stal'f March to
lead the American
Kxpodilionary
Force that will be .sent to Siberia.

SPECIAL CORRESPONDENCE
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Charming

Dresses intended to sell from $27.50 to
on sale today and tomorrow for

THE GOLDEN RULE DRY

1

'

In 1917.

VISITING

THT

B! SOB

HOUSE

?.

STANDARD

V

g

JOURNAL SPECIAL LEASED WIRSj

IS.
Aug.
Amsterdam,
Kmperoi
Charles of Austria is at German mailt
headquarters, according to n telegram
to the Lokul Anzeigcr of llerlin, from
Karl Kosner, its war correspondent.
Kmpcror William and his advisers
have been holding an important con-

ference at ' headquarters, tho correspondent reports, and these deliberations, on political and military nties'
Hons, are "reaching
their highest
polns." with tho coming of the Austrian emperor and his advisory jtaff.

Czecho-Slovali-

Be Careful in Using
Soap on Your Hair

Czecho-Slovak-

ByCONDO

Most soaps and prepared shampoos
contain too much alkali, which Is very
Injurious, as it dries the scalp and
makes the ha'.r brittle.
The best thing to use la just plain
mulsifled cocoanrA oil. for It is pure
and entirely gN..seless.
It's very
cheap, and beats the most expensive
soaps or anything else all to pieces.
You can get this at any drug store,
and a few ounces will last the whole
family for months.
Simply moisten the hair with water
and rub It in, about a teaspoonfu! is
all thnt Is required.
It makes an
abundance of rich, creamy lather,
cleanses thoroughly, and rinses out
The hair dries quickly and
easily.
evenly, and Is soft, fresh looking,
bright, fluffy, wavy, and easy to handle. Besides, It loosen and takes out
every particle of dust, dirt and

Czecho-Slovak-

Czecho-Sloval-

,

Czecho-Slovak-
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Record In Ship Building.
Detroit, Mich., Aug. 15. A record
in ship construction Is claimed by the
fireat Lakes engineering works In delivering today to the emergency fleet
corporation, complete In every detail,
steel freighter Crawl
the 3,
Keys, thirty days after its keel was
laid in the yards at Ecorse, Mich.
500-to-

Bonds.

WILL BUY ANY
ISSUE ANY AMOUNT
At highest market prices.
General stock and bond
business transacted.
(Listed or unlisted.)

A. L. Jameson
435

Sceurty

Bake Another Cake
kttbr you'v tried these. That'a what
one of our customers told her friend.
And sh knew what ihe was talking
about, for it first she was decidedly

skeptical regarding any baking dona
outside the home. But why praise
our baking? Try some plea and
eak.es .ud you'll do the praising.

Pioneer Bakery

niiildlug.

LOS AM! ELKS.
(Member L. A. Stock

Exchange.)

Journal Want Ada bring raauit.
f

i t'

i

v.

Never

YouUl

n

Liberty

NOT NI'A THAIj AS TO KEEP.
(Boonville Advertiser, Dem.)
Senator Reed was "neutral" In the
state senatorial fight, and thus did
both candidates a favor. There won't
be many neutral Missouri Democratic
voters when Ueed becomes a candidate
.
'
to succeed himself.
.;

COL,

(RV MORNING

TO CZECHO

PRESIDENT AND WIFE

RULER AT

MAIN HEADQUARTERS

Czecho-Slovak-
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Manchester, Mass., Aug. 15. President and Mrs. Wilson arrived hero today for a visit at the summer home
of Col. K. M. House. Their special
MORNINS JOURNAL FECIAL LEASED WIRC
train made the trip from Washington
In approximately twelvo
hours, nrriv-InWashington, Aug. 15.
Itusslan
here at 9:20 o'clock this morning. peasants are reported In state departKscaping by a few hours somo of ment advices today to be flocking to
Ihe hottest weather of the summer, the standard
s
)t tho
the president found the north shore operating In force,
about 600 miles
cool
and
clear.
eust
delightfully
of Moscow.
Tlie president and Mrs. Wilson were
Particular significance is attached
met at the station by Tolonel House to the
report that the soviet troops
and Mrs. House and a few other have begun
the evacuation of Moscow
was understood
friends.
that it opening the way for the
If
s
was the wish of the president that he
and allied troops to
be permitted to enjoy a brief outing
the eastern front on a line much farknown here no ther west than was believed possible.
quietly nnd so fa- visitors were expected,
'l"JXII
With the soviet
the
evacuation,
s
are in control of the
railroad lines from Siberia to Moscow ana from Archangel to Moscow.
Tho peasants reinforcing this army
are just learning the trutU about the
tterman report that the allies hud
been beaten on the west front.
13
NOW
THC TIME TO 35ISC05S
The great .mass of Russians, the
government here Is informed, also are
just learning of the landing of allied
troops on the Murman coast, and at
Vladivostok and of the recent victories of the allies In France. As these
facts become known there is a revivn
al of the
spirit umoug
the Hussians.
A dispatch from Switzerland says
that It is reported from Moscow, that
operation of military trains transporting bolshevik troops, to bo sent against
s
have been hindthe
ered by risings among the railroad
employes. Trotzky Is said to have
threatened severe measures against
the railway men.
I'rofcssor T. O. Masaryk, the comc
mander In chief of the
force, who is in Washington, la of tho
opinion that the retirement of the
Soviets from Moscow may have been
compelled by refusal of Lettish troops
to operate against the
It lg understood that an army of
Letts, commanded by Germans wus
sent to oppose the Czechs.
OU

'

j
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PEASANTS

American wife. He is said to have
eloped with another woman following
a quarrel with his spouse.

'

EXCLUSIVE STYLES.

"We Do What We Advertise."

-

.,

for Afternoon

Frocks

Models

--

reappear.
Skips.
Restaurant Keeper
t--.
voiiaa. M- M.. Aug. 15.
i
of
sudden
tho
departure
Following
"Jlm-mi- e
James Enomnto better know ascafe, of
the Jap," the Merchants'
which the oriental was proprietor, has
been closed. Sheriff Ixjrenzo Dclgado
He
has been named as receiver.
in charge of
placed Frank McKaneclosed
the
when
the place, which was
was consupply of provisions on handMerchants"
the
believed
Is
sumed. It
will be reopened. Jimrnie hns ac

'

New

GOODS' COMPANY

Washington, Aug. 15. The Amer.
lean schooner Dorothy Barrett, was
sunk by shell fire from a German submarine yesterday near Cape May, N. J.
Seaplanes and submarine chasers gent
to the scene dropped depth bombs on
the Bpot where the submarine was believed to have submerged.
A report to. the navy today says
when the submarine appealed and
opened fire on the schooner the crew
took to the small boats and have been
landed at Cape May. The schooner wat
set on fire by the shells. When the
planes and two submarine chasers
were sighted the submarine submerged.
One of the planes flying low dropbubbles,
ped a depth charge where
sub.
presumably from the wake of the
marine, were observed. The chasers
severa
go
then closed In and let
of
bombs. There was no evidence not
did
the
but
submarine,
wreckage
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Military instruction fall of 1918.
Recognized by the United States Government.
A faculty of technical graduates of recognized practical ability.
Good laboratory equipment, including new flotation
and mill units.
An enormous demand for graduates- and
of Mining Schools.
The New Mexico School of Mines offers a sound busi- ness opportunity to New Mexico boys.
Low cost, good dormitory. Write for cataloguev
.'

SPECIAL

200,000

MINING ENGINEERING
METALLURGICAL ENGINEERING
GEOLOGICAL ENGINEERING
CIVIL ENGINEERING
f
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East Las Vegas, N. M., Aug. 15.
The New Mexico Stale Hean Growers'
association met here
today in the terrupted,
Fourteen nationul army divisions alopening session of their convention
secretary
ready are In France,heenthoIncluded
A largo number of bean growers from
in
said, and these have
various parts of the state are attendfield
new
organization rethe
army
The
agents,
county
the
ing
gathering.
Per
announced by Oeneral
who have been in session here, ad cently There
also are twelve national
journed this morning and attended the shlng.
divisions, including the rainbow
opening meeting of the bean growers. guard
organization, overseas together with
A. C. McNabb of State College adfive
regular army divisions.
dressed the delegates on the possibilities of the bean in New Mexico and
EMPLOYES r
the market outlook for the present
crop. The convention will choose fi
DEMANDJVAGE BOOST,
standard type of pinto bean that will
,he known as the New Mexico pinto
and will plan for its enoral adoption
imV MORNINtt JOURNAL SFlRtAL LlARf O W1RS1
throughout the state.
Amsterdam, Aug. 15. A deputi.'.jon
waa'de-voteThe meeting this afternoon
representing 200,000 stateto employes
to the perfecting of the organithe Aushas presented a demand
towill
be
elected
Officers
zation.
trian government for a BO per cent
morrow morning.
in war bonus, based on the
claim that the cost of living is from
100 to 300 per cent higher than it was

,

A. X. ILLINSKI, President
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Hast I.as Vegas, N. M., Aug. 15.
Preparations are being made in Han
Miguel county for Ihe registration foi
18 to 45
military service of men fromVolunteers
years of age, inclusive.
have been asked for and City Clerk
Benjamin, Deputy Assessor Arinijo
Socundino Romero, the republican political leader, have agreed to serve as
registrationK. officials without pay, for-:
Albert
Hayward of Helen,
merly of Las Vegas, has been accepted
for military service. Mrs. Hayward
will return to Las Vegas and reside
with her parenis, Santa Fe Superintendent and Mrs. F. L. Myers. Hayward was born in F.nglnnd and served
in the British army. On coming to
the I'nited States he took an interest in military affairs and was a lieutenant in the New Mexico national
guard.
W. C. Ashcraft of Wellington, Kans.,
Is trainmaster for the New Mexlcc
division of the Santa Fe, succeeding
If. It. McKce, who recently received
u captain's commission In the army.
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to those representing the war debt of
today, but this Indebtedness weighed
far more heavily upon the people of
that time than the tremendous expenditure of the present does upon the
American public today.
It was no small matter for the colonials and their descendants to so
shape the machinery of tho government that results could be obtained
smoothly and efficiently. There were
many ups and down, successes and
failures, but the foundation laid in
those trying times In the. foundation
upon which the American financial
system rests at the present time, and
it is because of the solidity of that
foundation that the United .states has
been enabled to take such an important part in the world struggle for
democracy.

1
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Camp Lewis, Taemiia. Wash., Aug
15. Iceland L. Hudson, a select from
I'avson, Alaska. 20 miles north ot
Fairbanks, is here after a trip of more
than :l,000 miles in which he traveled
by dog team, buckboaid. mail barge,
river steamer, railway and voastwise
vessel.
Due to a mistaken idea on the part
of the registrar at r'axson that all men
who registered there were obliged to
give their address in "the states,"
Hudson gave his mother's in Seattle.
His card was Bent there and on May
tie Seattle
22 he was ordered by
board to report for duty. He asked for
a two weeks extension because a boat
did not leave Fairbanks until late In
June. 'but he received a reply to "take
the first train or be classed as a deserter." The nearest railway is at
White Horse, more than 1.200 miles
away.
He left Paxson May 20. Ruing forty
two miles by dog team in two days
in which he went through a blizzard;
miles by backboard
then seventy-twin two days in which he had four reriver
lays of horses: down the Xanana
and through the Bates Itapids for 100
miles on a mall barge and arrived at
Kaibanks June 2. He took a steamer
for Dawson June 20, and went 000
miles down the Tantinu and up the
July
Yukon, arriving at White Horse with
5. While on the Yukon Hudson
drilled on the upthirty other selects
boat under the
per deck of the riversun.
light of the mid,night
I'ass railroad
White
He took the
from White Horse to Skngway, pay110 miles long,
ing $"0 for a passage
enand arrived in Skngway in time to
for Seattle,
boat
a
gage passage on
which arrived there July 2ti9. lie report-ebut It was
for duty here July
not until yesterday, when he presenttotalling
ed vouchers for his expenses
were aware
pearly J4a0' that officers
of his long journey.

of Credit and to Borrow
From Foreign Nations,
Washington, Aug. 15. At a lime
when Americans are thinking in war
terms of billions of dollais which
must be raised by domestic loans and
taxation it is interesting to examine
the methods employed
to finance
rust American war the War of the,
Independence.
The total cost of the Revolution,
not including the expenditures of the
individual stales, has been estimate
at about JKO.000,000 a good deal less
than one day's cost of the present war.
The stun is truly Insignificant as compared with the $24,000,000,000 which
wijl lie required to finance America's
share of the present war dining the
coming year.
The thirteen colonies were
as unprepared to strike a certainly
decisive
blow for freedom as any country possibly could be, and the people, handicapped themselves at the very outset,
by denying to congress the power of
levying and collecting taxes which
would have facilitated the raising of
war revenue.
The colonials could not bring themselves to the point of giving what they
'considered too much power to a limited group of men representing centralized government, and while the
congress could enact legislation for
an army and navy, it could do no more
that make suggestions to the various
states, regarding the manner in which
these fighting forces were to be maintained. As a result, there was a grout
amount of governmental confusion,
and while at least three systems of
raising revenue were suggested, there
was no definite plan as to the way in
which these methods were to be adjusted to one another.
Greatest reliance was placed at first
upon the Issue of bills of credit; some
foreign loans were negotiated; domestic loans were made anil a nominal
sum wtva realized through taxes levied
by the states. The bills of credit, however, rested upon what proved to be
on unsound basis.
Issued Kills of Cretin.
Within a week after the' battle of
Bunker Hill, authority was given for
an issue of $2,000,000 in credit bills,
nnd the amount to be redeemed between 1779 and 17S2 was carefully apportioned among the colonies. Other
issueo' followed, the total Issue being
about $241,552,780, but at no time was
that amount in circulation and seldom
was It acceptable at face value. In
1779 depreciation became very marked and from January to May of that
year, thei value of the bills varied
and
from twerity to one to thirty-eiga half to one.
Tho domestic loans were more successful, although, with the exception
of one small loan for the purchase
of gun powder in June 775; these
were not authorized until October
1776, nearly a year and a half after
the beginning of the Revolution. The
failure of the bills of credit and the
paucity of the revenue being secured
through taxation, led congress to authorize the borrowing of $5,000,000 at
the rate of four per cent. The lenders
received Indented certificates which
may rightfully be considered the forerunners of Liberty Bonds. It was
found necessary at a later period to
raise the interest rate to six per cent,
but through four loans the amount
realized was only $3,787,000. In September 1777, the American envoys secured the first loan from France, and
that resulted in such a stimulation of
the domestic loans, that from that
time until the loan offices were closed
in specie was subscribed.
$7,684,000
Foreign Bonus Obtained.
The foreign loans obtained by tho
struggling colonies during their war
for Independence are particularly interesting at the present time when
the United States is making such tremendous loans to the various allied
countries. Through Benjamin Franklin, Gouveneur Morris and others
funds were obtained either in loans or
subsidies from the governments of
France and Spain and from private
bankers in Holland. France granted
subsidies of 2,000,000 livres in 1777
and 6,000,000 livres in 1781. In all,
these sums, which may be regurded
as gifts amounted to $1,996,500.
The United States borrowed from
France between 1777 and 1783 the
n
total sum of $6,352,500, while
loaned the-- struggling natio.i
$1,304,000 and Spain furnished $174,-11- 7
a total of $7,830,617. Nor must
It bo forgotten that France spent at
least $6,000,000 on the army which
she sent to the aid of the colonies.
At the beginning of 1784 ten years
after the declaration of Independence
the Indebtedness of the ' national
government was $39,323,886. This was
divided as follows: Foreign. $7,931.-88domestic loan certificates,
unliquidated certificates of
indebtedness, $16r708,000; arrears of
interest on domestic debt, $3,109,000.
These figures are trival, as compared

COAL

In accordance with a proclamation
issued August !'. v President Wilson,
urging coal miners andIn producers to
lend every possible aid
winning the
war, the governor of litis slate, the
federal fuel administrator and other
officials are touring the mining centers o fthe state and informing the
miners regarding the work that is expected from them.
The proclamation follows;
"To All Those Engaged in Coal Mining:
"The existing scarcity of coal is creating a grave danger in fact the most
serious which confronts us and calls
for prompt nnd vigorous action on
.
i
tho part of both operators and miners.
Without an adetiuate supply our war efl
program will be retarded; the lives of
our soldiers will be unnecessarily endangered nnd their hardships increased, and there will be much suffering In many homes throughout the
country during the coming winter.
"1 nm well ewnre that your ranks
have been scrious'y den'eted by (he
draft, by voluntary enlistment, and
bv the deminds of other essential Industries. This handicap can he overcome, however, nnd soffit lent coal can
be mined in nite nil It. if every one
.connected with the irvdustr.w. from
the highest official to the yonnt'est
boy, w'll g'vp his best work each day
for tfie full number of work hours.
The operators must be zealous as never before to bring about tho highest
efficincy of management, to establish
the best possib'o working conditions
nnd to accord fair treatment to everv-bodso that the onportunitv to work
at his best may be accorded every!
workman. The miners should report1
for work every day, unless prevented!
$35.00,
by unavoidable causes, and should not!
only stay ill tho mines the fu'l time,
but also see that tliev get oit more,
conl than ever before. The other work-- !
ers in nnd about the mines should
work as regularly nnd as faithfully!
so that the work of the miner mavi
not be retarded in any way. This will
be especially necessary from this time
P LOW OF
forward for your numbers may be
further lessened h ylhe draft, which
will Induct into the armv your falrl
share of those not essential to Industry. Those Who are drafted but who!
GOES
are essential will be. given deferred
classification, nnd it is the patriotic
duty of their friends andnclghbors to
hold them In high regard for doing so.
The only worker who deserves the conON
demnation of his community is the one
who fnils to give his best in this crisis; not the one who accepts deferred
classification and works regularly and
diligently to Increase tho conl outHURNINS)
JOUR'- - RRtClAL LEASED WIRR1
A great task is to he performed.
Washington, Aug. 15. The draft put.
The operators and their staffs alone
program and plans of the war departcannot
can the mine workment are of such a character that the ers alonedodoit, nor
it; but both parties, workto Franco
rapid movement of troops
i.. ,..,iin,,i
Borretnrv Baker said to ing hand in hand with a grim detervery great mination to rid the country of its
day, and by reason of theBritish
greatest obstacle to winning the war,
govassistance given by the
do it. It is with full confidence
ernment in placing as much shipping can
that
call upon you to assume the
govat the disposal of the American
of producing an ample supply
hopes to burden
ernment, the department movement
of coal. You will, I nm sure, accept
continue the actultyrated
It
carry
through and in so doing you
J
overseas.
he performing a service Just as
There ore now approximately 2.G00,-00- 0 will
ns service in the trenches, and
American sohljei in this country worthy
will win the applause and gratitude of SLAVIC
nnd overseas, Mr. Baker added, Tho the whole
nation.
reservoir In the I'nited States such
"WOODROW WIIjSOV,
that even with the exhausting for a,
"Tho
White
House, August . 101S."
the
time of the eligible in class one, Inmovement overseas would not be
FLOCK

Take Over Part of Revolutionary Struggle Made
It Necessary to Issue Bills'
Defenses of Baku, From
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ing had thirty four and tho senior
forty three years' service. The largest relative advancement has been in
the list from lieutenant commander to
temporary commander, the junior selected having toe n number forty seven
on the list of junior lieutenants in the
official register for 1916.
An unusual circumstance attendant
on the work of the board this year was

though she was going to oe an un-- j
continuation of the Great
Britain of 1913, ns individualistic,!
and chaotic,
planless, disorganized
They think of the allies as the carnei
divided slates, w:th conflict. ni; ns'iil
changed

TUB JOURNAL takes and prints
exsixty hours and thirty minutes of wire
clusively Associated Press leased newsother
No
service each week.
paper published In r New Mexico oftakes
As-- .
hours
more than twenty-fouriitrini a- week.
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BOLSHEVISM'S MX.M. SPASMS.
s
nearing
With the
reinMoscow, doubtless considerably
forced by loyal Russians, and with the
the
Red Army in virtual retreat from
seems clear
present Russian capital, it
that the end of Bolshevism and of (he
Lenine and
pseudo government of
Trotzky is close at hand.
This view is strengthened by the
hurried departure of Helfferlch from
Moscow a few daya after his arrival
there to take over the office made
vacant by the sudden "removal" of
Mirbach. Although tho new ambassador went to his post with an Imposto proing force of German soldiers
tect him, he found it much too "unrehealthy" to remain, and he has
turned to the protecting shades of
llnter den Linden with rather
nified haste.
Meanwhilo Lenino is making desCzecho-Slovak-

denounc-

perate appeals for support,

ing the defections in the Red Army
and admitting the impossibility of
getting officers who will lead it, sucn
officers as stay with the army being
it
desirous apparently of leading
against the real enemies of Russia.
.Trotzky, who incidentally is now styled
"war minster," also admits that each
officer in command now needs to be
watched by a couple of war commissioners with revolvers in their hands

rather a drastic development of the
army, ideals for which Kerensky was
in tho first place responsible and
which led to the downfall of the revolution which had been hailed with
so much joy by all truo friends of

liberty.
Of course, the "war minister" denounces the allied expedition into Russia, which he humorously refers to as
imh
"the fatal plan of
perialism." Ho prefers tho German
brand of democracy, which, with the
.
T?,,cutfin
i
....
..n0
vt.-U1U Ol UI men iuivei,
peasants to till and sow and reap and
then takes from them the fruits of
their toil and leaves them to starve:
which shoots down by hundreds men
and women who refuse to work for
German taskmasters and collectors, or
when Undoes not shoot them down,
resorts to poison gas in order to exAnglo-Frenc-

j

house of commons, which proposes toj

continue the present war power of the;
slates to regulate Imports and exports'
upon strategic lines for a period of'
five years after the war, would have;
been impossible in 1013. It is only)
one of a groat number of syniptomsi
that point to the rapid spread of idear;
of concerted and organized economic1
action against Germany.
These arel
but the first small crystals of a great

terminate them utterly.
Trotzky, in referring to the allied
expedition,

conveniently

ignores

the

l!nited States, feeling that the charge
of imperialism against that country
would be a shade more absurd than
its uso against democratic England
and republican France. But this unscrupulous demagogue and his equally
unprincipled colleague are fast reaching the end of their brief tenure of
power, during which it must be admitted that they have succeeded in
causing an almost incredible amount
of mischief. Unless condign punishment overtakes them they will soon
be taking refuge with tho wages of
betrayal in their pockets, some of
which is already in a place of safety,
according to the report that Mrs.
Trotzky has reached Sweden carrying
with her a few hundred thousand
rubles.
NAVY

KHEfTKIS

HOARD.

After the greatest number of sessions ever held by any selection board
the nine rear admirals designated to
report uppn the officers best fitted foi
advancement to the grado of rear ad
miral, captain or commander have
submitted their recommendations to
the secretary of the navy and these
have been transmitted to the prcsi- dent for final action. Owing to the!
z largo increase in ships and enlisted
force tho list of officers availablo for
extended beyond all
consideration
precedent and the duties of the board
in examining the records and In determining, where necessary by formal
ballot, those best qualified must have
been arduous and because of the responsibilities imposed, trying to an
unusual degree.
Out of the whole number of names
reported as coming within the purview of the board four hundred and
thirteen were recommended for permanent or temporary advancement, the
majority being, obviously enough, assigned to the rank of commander.
Any anatyslg of the lists is lmposslblo
at the moment, but it may be stated
thut nine officers were proposed as
permanent and twenty three as temporary rear admirals, the junior hav- -

.,,

..
MORTALITY IV ARMY'.

In the Mexican war more than
seven American soldiers died of disease to every soldier killed in battle.
Eleven in every hundred fell victims
to Imperfect sanitation.
In tho armies of the north during
the Civil war the battle mortality in
creased more than 100 per cent over
the Mexican war average, while the
mortality from disease was reduced
nearly 85 per cent; but the disease
mortality wag still nearly double thej
.

battle mortality.

n
war witnessa reversal of the downward curve,
with more than five deaths of disease
to each death in battle.
But during the first ten months of
American participation in the present
war the records of the American ex
peditionary forces show, an exact par
ity between bahle mortality and
mortality, with a combined mor
tality which, if projected throughout
the war, would be only a little more
than half of the battle mortality and
less than a third of tho disease mor
tallty of tho civil war.
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may well sot any

tho size of Germany's

present armament nnd her militaristic uttitude have been duo to tho
fact that her government is a military autocracy, not responsible

NO I.OVK I'Olt GERMANS.
(Neville Taylor Gherurdi in the
Saturday Evennig Post.)
In May, 191-imy husband (commander Gherurdi, V. S. naval attache
at Berlin) anil I visited ambassador
and Mrs. Penfiold, stavtiu; a few days
In their bfeautiful home' In Vienna.
We found the Auslrians a far ntoro
sympathetic people than tho Germans.
They are gayer, lucking the severity
of tho Germans and are far more mannerly; but they tire not entirely in the
hands of the Germans for they cannot
get on without them.
'Ihe Germans themselves love to say
that they are the steels in the corset':)
of the Austria ns, which is naturally
galling. There is no love lost between
them, as the Germans have the upper
hand and bully them.
In this connection I recall a talk I had "with a
in
to
waiting
princifi.s Stephanie.
lady
This young lady had accompanied the
princess to Germany on a visit made
before tho war. They had been to
Kiel Week, visited various places in
Germany and spent some days in Berlin. She 'said:
"yes, Germany is wonderful in Us
orderliness and 1 havo never seen
anything so clean as the streets of
Berlin; but somehow it depresses me,
and when wo came to the station platform, after passing the border into
Austria again, I felt iike running up
and embracing the first unkempt
Austrian Jew I saw standing there."

to'-th-

German people; and,
Whereas, the size of the Gorman
armament after the war will bo the
measure of tho greatness of tho
armament forced on all nalior.s;
and.
Whereas, careful analysis of
conditions show that the size
of Germany's future armament will
fundamentally depend on her a'ler
the war receipts of raw inaleriah
and profit from her foroig.i tr.vl'r,
and,
in our opinion the
Whereas,
American people for the purpose of
preventing nn excessive armament
will assuredly enter an economics
combination against Germany, if
Gerin
governmental conditions
many make it necessary for
and.
Whereas, we believe the American
not join In discriminawill
people
tion against German goods after the
war if
danger of excessive armament has been removed by tho fact
German
that the
government has In
reality become a responsible instrument, controlled ,by the German
people; therefore, be It
Resolved, that the chamber of
commerce of the United States earnestly calls tho attention of the business men of Germany to these conditions and urges them also to study
this situation nnd to cooperate, to'
the end that a disastrous economic
war may be avtfrted and that a lusting peace may be made more cer-

t6

Wells Answers Dernbwg
(Ill H. C. WEI.1,8.)
The recent utterances of Herr
Dernburg upon tho necessity of an
economic league of nations after the
war, are quite the most suggestive indications wo have yet had that there
is any realization in Germany of the
cosindcrations that are driving all the
rest of th world towards the idea of
a world's league.
llerr Iiernburg sees things, of
course, from a Germany standpoint,
but he sees clearly. Any kind of peace
that does not involve a world administration of food and of the distribution
of economic raw material and a world
control of the financial situation, will
he realizes, leave mankind staggering
not near the brink, but over the brink
of social and economic collapse.
But while an increasing number of
people in the allied and neutral
rising to the manifest corollary that this world control UcmsiWs
also in tho
a political unification
form of a league of free nations, and
while this is becoming more and more
definitely the declared war aim of tho
allies, the German mind still seems t
lag behind, hampered ns ,it is by its
militarist imperialism and its saber
ideals, and to imagine that mankind
may be forced to a world control In
the economic and financial fields, with
the old 'German sword and tho old
German god, and all the rest of it,
swaggering gloriously in the seat of
management.
The Junker mind shuts its eyes to
the loss of Africa, persuading itself
that the submarine campaign of mur
der, privation and annoyance is really
a campaign of victory, and persuading
itself, too, that a narrow and unsym
pathetic system that has failed
through centuries to assimilate Czech,
Polo and Jugo-Slucan, In a year or
so, domniate and digest ukruinla
Great Russia, Finland, Rumania and
Bulgaria in a swift and profitable
manner. Herr DeVnburg, however,
can think above that level.
He knows and says quite plainly
that Germany cannot possibly emerge
from the war with a victory so com
plete as to dictate trade and industrial
conditions, and tho grounds for hope
that he holds out to Central Europe
are, therefore, of a less arrogant type.
He declares that the allied powers.

gations, of the development of a disciplined systematic Britain out of the
lax and careless Hritain that faced
organized Germany before the war.
In almost every branch of scientific
and technical work in which Germany
had an advantage before the war there
has been an amazing recovery.
It would bo too long to give the
full list here of fundamental, striking
things accomplished, but in a summary before me I note one or two
items that jump to the eye. "Synthetic dyes and associated products,"
I read, "Pure chemicals for laboratory-workers,
photographic chemicals,
synthetic
perfumes, pharmaceutical,
medical and food products; In all these
matters the allies are now independenl
of Germany."
Then again, Germany had a monopoly of optical glass, mainly through
her high technical organization, but
lso through her control of pure potash. British energy
first produced
'.he needed high quality potash, and
now her optical glass excels any German product, and unless Germany has
also made great strides during the
war she will find her old methods of
manufacture altogether out of date
when at last she is ablo to take up
compel ition again.
Both pure and ordinary potash have
meant great things to Germany in the
past; the former in relation to such
products as optical glass and the latter because of the use. Of potash salts
in artifyal fertilizers and so- forth.
The only deposits of potash salts
known and worked in the world were
either in Germany or Alsace. Now
We know of potash deposits in Spain,
Abyssinia, Nebraska, Wyomnig, Saskatchewan, Portugal and Brazil. We
havo new methods of obtaining potash from felspar, tho old kelp burning
methods have been revived under exin
conditions
ceptionally favorable
Florida, and the Americans recover
kilns
cement
from
potash profitably
and blast furnaces.
After the war,
neither Hritain nor America, or any
of the allies will be in need of German
dyes at all. In the matter of potash,
it is doiilitful whether they will not be
able to get it as cheaply from
as from German sources, and
the difference in cost- - will be, at any
rate, quite a minor consideration at
t
and particularly Britain and the tho settlement.
And as I run mv hand down the
American allies, will be obliged to
raw
of
I
concede food, supplies
material, list read out item after item in this
world markets and dumping grounds fashion; "Synthetic tannin
Dye
to Germany, because they cannot do ing of furs, a complete success, formerwithout German chemical products, ly sent to Germany to bo dyed and
and because they will want to use, In finished." "No maker, of prussic acid
the place of their sunken tonnage, the for delimlng furs ' existed in Great
shipping, that Germany has been Britain before 1914; now we have un
""Thorium
."
hoarding and accumulating in her ample supply
(for gas mantles) formerly a German
home ports since the war began.
.in
himself
this
In comforting
way monopoly, is now completely In oil
,
Herr Dernburg betrays one very com- hands
Wo control the whole
mon Qcrman delusion. There is noth- supply of monazite sand, from which
ing indispensable in German technical not only thorium, Jut
science. The Germans are too apt to (used to make the luminous compound
mistake a spurt ahead, In this as in for watch dials) and cerium comother mutters, for a permanent ad- pounds (for arc light carbons, etc.)
"
"Zinc smelting
vantage. So far as the intellectual are derived
has developed to great proportions in
part of it, the actual science, goes,
to
never
has
been
America and we produce all and more
superior
Germany
any one of her great antagonists; she than wo need of electrolytic zinc. Wo
has merely been more heavily organ- control all the zinc ore supply
ized for the .exploitation of technical "Formerly duralumin,
incomparably
science and with a vastly groaters the best aluminium alloy, was entirely
a
German
workers
of
therein.
number
Superior alloys
product.
It is a baseless German i delusion are now produced !rt Great Britain,
that the mentality of Germany is su franco and the United States
porceluin and glass
perior to that of the Italians or the "Pure nickel
hot air motors
Atlantic nations in this matter. In for
laboratory use
this, as in many other things, she - " nigh class thermometers
mado her gains by massed attacks and The full list overflows the space avail
by getting first into the field. The able hero.
So one goes on. At the forthcoming
war has hail a most stimulating effect
upon all of this side of the mental exhibition of British scientific pro
activity of her enemies, and it is safe ducts the niin In the street will be
ablo to see for himself what one
to say that today, if by Homo miracu
lous intervention Germany were s'ud single allied country has boen able to
the
do against tho fancied superiority of
out
of
existence,
denly wiped
technical science of the world would Germany. Economically and scientif
.
not be sensibly poorer.
ically the allies can do without Ger
No greater blow to German
,
many altogether.
Is anywhere in preparaThat is to say, when tho day of
tion than in this field. I have recentsettlement comes, the Germans will
of
ly been able to look into this matter find that tins fancied monopoly
in connection various chemical products with which
with some precision,
Scientifwith tho forthcoming British
they hope to bargain against the real
ic Products exhibition, and the record monopoly of the allies in tropical und
of British recovery alone, not count- othi.r staplo tnaterlals-r-i- n
palm, oil,
ing wdiat has been dono in allied coun- cotton and rubber, for example is not
worth offering, That cheque on the
tries Is astonishing. ;
It is not merely a record of. In- bank of humanity iwill mot be used.
creased exertion on the par of the It will bo ,returnedj "account closed."
individual men; though that side of The xaw materials' of ttie. world will
tho etory .Is wonderful .enough: it Is go henceforth to Germany only when
a record of increasing cooperation, of the sword of Zahern Is abandoned and
the formation of great Industrial or forgotten.
.'.''
In his idea that German shipping
ganizations where formerly there was
merely a mob or competing firms, oi is indispensable to the peaco settlethe systematic undertaking of Investi ment of the world, just
much as In
coun-tries"a-

--

mezo-thortu-

With ono or two hulls for petrol
two Rrltlsh army aviators have Just
completed a flight from England to
Egypt, a distance of two thousand
miles. The story ls told in a ten line
cabled despatch. Were not things
of greater interest happening even
day those aviators would find themselves and their feat the center
around which news stories consuming
papers would be written. As it Is the
officinl report dismisses the feat as
"merely a bit of routine work." Some
day that will be said of a flight across

m

''

the Atlantic.

'

CITY STREET WOltlC.
The scraping of the streets after
rains is resulting In great Improvement to tho thoroughfares of the city.
Delivery wagon drivers perhaps appreciate nnd recognize more fully than
others what It means t have chuck
holes removed from the streets, but
automoUlo drivers will not be alow in
commendation.
WORLD SERIES,

(Dallas Morning News).
Of course It is all right for the
major leagues to finish their season
on Hentember 1, but they must realize
that the world series is even now oe
injr played off In France,

.

Whereas,

ALL IV THE DAY'S WORK.

,

which

resolutions,

dis-ea-

ANOTHER

If;

reasonable German weighing the utterances of Herr Dernburg very earn-

matter.
..

possibility of organized opposition.

Germany continues to organize against
tho world, most certainly the whole!
world will organize against Germany.
Consider, for example, the line recently taken by the Washington
chamber of commerce.
This bo.ly,
representing the whole business comof
has,
America,
munity
by a vote of
1,204 to 161, passed the following

POKTOEEK'E.

The plan which has been suggested
to establish a branch postoffice or sub
station in Albuquerque is one in which
every patron of tho main office, and
particularly those who reside In the
highlands, where it is proposed to
open this branch office, arc interested.
The public will back the scheme because carrying It through wH. result
in relieving the congestion at the main
office and the people in the highlands
will give it their undivided support
because it will save them much
and many unnecessary
steps.
The highlands people at present can
not purchase a postage stamp with
out going to the main office, unless
they are fortunate enough to find a
kindy druggist who will sell them
stamps.
People who have occasion to visit
the postoffice most any afternoon
generally find the lobby crowded and
considerable time must elapse before
they can be waited on. This Is not
due to any shortcomings on the part
of the postoffice employes. The parcel
post system was inaugurated since the
federal building was built, which has
increased tho volume of business.
People journey to the postoffice tc
buy War Savings Stamps and Thrift
Stamps. There are more inducements
for the people to go to the postoffice
now than there were a few years ago.
In addition to this our population has
increased to a considerable extent.
Many things combine to tax the present facilities beyond their capacity.
A branch office in the highlands to
serve the territory east of the railroad
would not only prove a great convenience to those who reside in that part
of the city, but the main office would
bo relieved of a corresponding amount
of business and congestion.
The
chamber of commerce Is supporting
the proposed plan, but the proposal
concerns practically the entire city
and the people who would bo benefited
tire asked to put their vlewsMn writing and submit them to postmastet
Rochl so he wilt have tangible evi
dence to place before the officials of
the postoffice department, in case he
is called'upon for it, showing the sentiment of the people regarding the
DISEAK11

rivalries.

e

s

A BRANCH

economical

Much of Germany's strength in the
war has lain in her collectivism, and
t is manifest the German mmd dneu
not begin to realize what vast strides
towards collectivism and international
unity have been made by her an! agof war.
onists under the pres.-airSuch a bill as tho imports end ex-- j
ports bill, for example, now before the,

the submission for its action of a list
of
captains of the Coast Guard avail
Eastern Representative
able for promotion in that branch. It
RALPH R. MULLIGAN,
SO East
4'ind Street. New Tork.
ivill bo recalled that this force is
Kntered as second-clasmatter at the. normally administered by the treas
postoffice of Albuquerque, N. M., under Act
ury, but as in other wars, ils control
of Cotijrress of March 1, 1879.
bec n turned over to the navy
Larger circulation than any other paper has
In New Mexico.
The only paper in New
Hy the operation of a law
Mexico Issued every day in the year,
passed during the present session of
the status of its personnel
Dally, by carrier or by mall, one month.. 7(ic congress
.....I7.D0 has been somewhat (hanged, and In
In advance
Tearly,
.
Sot!0hTO11! USUUUKK8.
accordance with this, and among other
to the J.iumal when writing
things, advancements during the war
adnew
a
to
ti have their paper changed
dress must be sure to give the old address. must be recommended by tho hoard
' The MoinlTiif journal lias a hleher circa
of admirals. As a result the names of
latlon ratine than Is accorded to any other thirteen captains of the line and three
American
The
Mexico."
New
paper In
captains of engineers have been proNewspaper Directory.
o posed for temporary promotion to the
O
MEMBER OP THE ASSOCIATED
grade of senior captain of the Coast
PRESS.
Guard.
The Associated l'rese ts exclusively
entitled to the use for republication
of all news credited to It or not otherwise credited In this paper and also
the local newa published herein.

anl

policies

WITH SCISSORS
AND PASTE

1

his over estimate of the value of Ger
man technical science, Herr Dernburg
reckons without the will and temper
of mankind outside Germany.
I am persuaded that tho shipping
that now Hides and, we are told, accumulates in German harbors will be
of scarcely more use to an unrepentant
and aggressive Germany after the
war than if it were already sunk to
tho bottom of the Atlantic.
It will
bring Germany neither food nor
goods; it will carry no trade for Germany until Germany has abandoned
her alleged "conquests" in tho east,
and becomes a trustworthy, democratic and peace keeping state.
Many people even in England do
not realize tho extent and seriousness
of the world movement to boycott German shipping after the war. This is
a movement essentially of seafaring
men round nnd about tho world, a
movement independent of any governments and treaties and one that will
go on in defiance of any governments
and treaties. It is what the Germans
would call a "hate" movement.
It
has been fed by a series of submarine
Black
of
the
Prince
which
atrocities,
story is only one of the culminating
example, into such an organized nnd
enduring will to excludo and injure
Germans as no race nor nation, not
even tho scalping and outraging red
Indians in Colonial America, has ever
had to face.
From 1S71 up to the very outbreak
of the present war no German sailor,
it. is well known,
dared to join the
crew of a French ship, and French
ports were extremely uncomfortable
places for Germans; that enduring
detestation, however, was a pale thing
to the bitter hostility that now awaits
the German seaman and skipper and
passenger upon tho high seas and In
the ports of all this planet today.
This movement against German seaman nnd ships is not confined to the
allied countries, the seamen of Norway, Sweden and Denmark are joining In, the dockers of South America;
and its full significance is probably
only understood aa yet in seagoing
circles.
I have recently had a talk with that
strange figure of will and passion, Mr.
Ilavelock Wilson, the president of the
British Seamen and Firemen's union.
He Is a very ominous figure, Indeed
for Germany, because he is a very
representative figure. He sits in, an
upper room in Victoria street, twisted
nnd crippled by rheumatism, scheming
to draw together the willing threads
of this world wide net against German ships and trade and men. He
told me of how the transport workers
of the world are being drawn into the
scheme how ho hopes to bring in the
miners, so as to control the coaling of
German ships how, side by side with
the Seamen and Firemen's union there
grows up his big Merchant Seamen's
league, opento landsmen of all sorts
in sympathy with this plan.
"We are going to boycott Gorman
goods," he told me, "as well ns
and men. Any ship with any German
goods on board will bo a tainted ship,
nnd It writ neither sail nor unload nor
get coal if we can. prevent It. In a
little while we shall have things so
arranged thut before coal starts for
any coaling station In tho world we
shall be sure that It is not going to
coal a German ship."
"How much of this will you bo ab?e
to carry out?" I asked.
"Every bit of it," said Mr. H.ivcloVk
Wilson.
"However the war ends.
whatever treaties they make
realize the passion, in
don't
you
tho strengtn or win."
Ho began to tell me story after
story they were familiar enough, ox
,cept that his passion colored them
of murders, deliberate drownings, the
mockery of wounded and dytn,? mon,

,

tain.

These resolutions give the form ns
bill gives the spirit of the
new movement
against Germany.
They do but foreshadow the worlo
wide organization that is bound to
arise If Germany persists in her fantastic dream of world dominion. She
is compelling mankind to create unj
economic prison about her because
she will give mankind no chance unless this is done.
The French and

the British

Italians are temperamentally individs
are "free
ualistic, the
traders" by disposition. It Is with the
utmost reluctance that they are being
Anglo-Saxon-

welded into nn Iron league against
But they are being so
Germany.
welded now. Germany will havo it so
(By the International News Bureau,
Inc., Boston, Mass.)
GOLD rislf.
(Newark News.)
In days when lightest garments
stick adhesively and gall and in the
sky the sun looks like a red hot brazen
ball, it's then we think how gratefully
our fortune we would thank if we
could just change places with a goldfish in his tank. The goldfish has no
work to do, tho goldfish wears no
clothes. The goldfish spends the livelong day in one grand, lazy doze.
There's nothing that can worry him.
there's not a thing to fret him, and all
day he loafs around in water cool and
wet.
A goldfish never had an engine cin
der in his eye; ho never had to walk
elgnt miles beneath a summer sky.
He never had to ride homo in a closed
and stuffy car, nor sit upon a city
porch where flics artil beetles are. He
never got a sunburn or a sore and
tender neck, nor yet has spent a day
on an excursion boat's hot dec k. The
goldfish should possess a gay, a glad
contented soul, with nuught to do but
swim inside a cool, transparent bowl.
When rummer days are hot and
muggy, how we envy him, with nothing in the world to do but cat and
sleep and swim.

Till!

A BIT OF BELGIUM HI MOIi.
lif- Thomas T. Topping, in his story,
in the September
Rod Cross Magazine, gives tho following:
"Two days before the English hit
tho German lines at Loos ami the
Kreii-had struck in
All night long trains hail Champagne.
stood in the
rotilroad yards at .Sehaerheck, Etter-bec- k
in
and
tho Luxemburg station
to replenish their stores of water and
coul before proceeding to Germanv.
Huge automobiles had whirled through
J he
ciu.v from
nightfall tintUI daybreak the Germans never allowed
their wounded to come through Brus-f:el- ;i
in tlio daytime if it could be
avoided and all had stopped before
the improvised hospitals that the occupants had established in the palace
of ihe king, the military school and
the Academy of Arts and numerous
other public buildings.
"Hope ran high in the breast;; of
the Belgians, for despite absolute silence on the part of the efficiently
censored press, news had filtered in
that the long promised
great allied offensive was nn. ,'In tho
littlo cafo the Belgians drank their
beer: and their, conversation, which
bad. been subdued for so long, was
now high pitched and loud.
They
ppokc of everything but the offensive,
and tho clumsy Gernufv spies who sat
at nearby tables could find no pretext
for arresting them.
" 'My uncle William is
very ill tonight,' said a bearded little Walloon,
in ay mournful tone to a friend of his
who had just taken his seat at the
table.
"' I hope ho croaks, replied tho
quito
othur,
" '1 have aunsympatlietically.
lot of sausage meat for
sale,' announced u well groomed young
who
resembled more a bank
man,
clerk than n pork butcher.
" 'I think I shall wait a little before
I buy,' n spor.dod tho prospective purchaser, 'the price is sure to drop.'
"Such is the lack of humor in , tho
German character that the sneaking
spies and rotund officers in the vicinity failed completely to see In tho
above remarks any reference to tho
health of the kaiser or to the killing of
countless German soldiers."
-

"The Long Vigil,"

from-Jlollimi-

HEAT WAVE STOPS DRILLS.
(Cleveland Plain Dealer.)
Cam) Sheridan. Chillieolhe, t). No
more drilling will
held in Camil
Sheridan while the present heat spell
an
order
issued by
lasts, following
MaJ. Gen, Harry O. Hale, commandant. There were more than 200 prostrations In two days, but no fatalities.
Ambulance drivers and orderlies are
kept on the jump all day taking care
of new eases which had to be rushed
from various parts of the calitonment
to tho base hospital.
Tho entire camp water system has
been ordered turned off for three
hours during the evening to prevent
the soldiers from drinking too much
water when they are hot and tired
after the day's work. A temperature
of 118 has been reached on the parade
grounds, where the heat has seemed
to accumulate since the hot wave

DREDGING CAPE VtHt CANAL.
The first step in thcjrailroad administration's operation of the Capo Coil
canal will be the, dredging of a
waterway and the restoration of
tnwago- - facilities so that, according to
within two months water
i alculations,
borne coal for New England cun be
moved through this important short
cut. Coastwise vessels will be routed
through tho canal, thus shortening
LEARNING AMERICAN.
their trips north and south and at the
(From. Punch.)
oiiio time rendering them less likely
It Is remarkable how the British to suffer from the depredations of
soldiers will pick up languages. Oniy submarine and weather.
last week an American corporal
PEACE AM) WAR.
stopped a British sergeant anil said:
In peace there's nothing so becomes
Sav. Steve, can you put me wise to
where I can barge into a boiled shift a man as modest stillness and humilbiscuit juggler who could get me some ity; but when the blast of war blows
eats? And the sergeant at once 01 in our ears, then imitate the actio?
of the tiger.
rected him to a cafe.

Itr

that has made the

at

and the

German name loathed wherever sea
men gather. "D'you think nrnn are
going to forget that?" he asked. "Or

that

"And there la to be no peace V"
"Not whilo Germany Is an empire- -not whllo she clings to militarism,
No!"
Here Is something like a natural
force at work nganlst imperialist Ger
many, a natural force she has awak
ened by Iter own nets. Long after the
war ends Hamburg may still enjoy the
quiet of a blockaded citftif sho w:l!
not disavow the dream of a German
militunt Imperialism, scheming against
the world. And while the native ind
natural resentment of all the seaports
of the world thus threatens Germany,
other men, with less passion but with
no" less determination, are planning

schemes for protection asnst l er
that would have" been incredible four
r
years ago.
Thinkers like Herr Dernburg pro
as
dicate the Great Britain of
.
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SALES

Favorites Are
Marine Pre- -,
Sub Menace
Advance,

SeSCIL LIAtlO

Wl

New York, Aug. 15. Lacking more
obvious or convincing reasons,
trade
attributed the further contraction of
stocks today to firmer money tenden
cies and growing confusion over the

war tax situation.

Call money continued to rule at C
per cent and time funds held at' the
same figure on a paucity of offerings
Local banks again called loans to
meet the final installment on the
Third Liberty Loan.
Marine preferred ignored the submarine menace by advancing an extreme of 2 points.

Chicago, Aug. 15. Increased dam
ago of crop reports, especially regarding Iowa, gave an upward slant today
lo the corn market. Prices closed unc off to IVic net higher,
settled,
with September $1.62 to $1.(12. and
October $1.63
to $1.63. Oats
c to
c to Tic.
The outgained
come in provisions varied from Do de
cline to a rise of 7c.
Although at first the corn market
eased down, owing to numerous rains,
It soon became apparent that sellers
had grown wary, and that crop Injury
was assuming, proportions which the
trade in general was unprepared for.
Hulls had an advantage also in the
fact that receipts were small.
Talk of liberal sales to army camps
put strength into the oats market.
Buying on the part of houses witli
made provi
stockyard connections
was
Notice
sions average
higher.
taken, too, of the fact that restric
tions on the use of bacon in. England
have been removed.
Closing prices:
Corn Sept., $1.62; Oct., $1.63.
Mats Sept., 69 ytc; Oct., 70 ViC.
Pork Sept., $44.00: Oct $44.30.
Lard Sept.. $26.82; Oct. $26.72.
Ribs Sept., $24.70; Oct.. $24.85.
NEW YORK MONEY.

JIODRHAL CLASSHHEID)

A. FLIEHSCIE1

l

All 'under fence, finest grass and
abundance of water. Ton room
ranch house. In Ziini Mountain
District.
This
is an excellent
range for fattening cattle.
Lease for season, 10 cents per
acre. Will also sell. Address

i.u;

.

(fD

Iihx-slock-

1

Three-roo-

1

'"g.lnqulre
nun KENT

Like the ceaseless turning of a great wheel,
operating the tremendous machinery in a plant
From the moment oi their insertion in the
Want' Columns of the Albuquerque Morning Journal, the WANT ADS operate incessantly, tirelessly,
QUICKLY,

Meeting Thousands of eyes-Te- lling
what is needed, most in demand, in
of
walk
life, every industry, every vocation.
every
Telling your eye3 the needs of others
Skillfully managing the exchange of labor
mental and physical, helping to buy, sell, rent exchange, employ and in scores of other ways.
Surely it will replay you a thousandfold to read and use theWANT AD
V
COLUMNS of the

North Hecond.
furnished modern
house, large elceDlue- - porch, ill'4 West
Iew York. Inquire 31.1 Kouth First.
THB WASHINGTON 1002 West Central
Only one mall partly furnished apartment
left, but lt.'a. dandy, Phone Wit. or call
J. D. Eakln, Prop,
HlKblanOB.
1TOH KENT
Furnisued room.
Ill Bouth
waiter. Phon. lot
FOR RhNT Furnished two-roocottaiee.
inquire 1?M south Edith.
utt KiiMl' Furnlahea .wo. room cottage
wiin sleeping porcn, lqza Boutn Walter.
house two aiaMeri
Kiur Four-rooin porcnes. rvter paid, fit. Phone 1522-Three-rooFOR RENT
furnished cottage.
Inquire 617 Bouth Broadway. Phone 2134-FOR RENT Nicely furnished
three-roocotlage, IH.OQ, light paid. Phone 213-- J
FOR REN"T Furnished four-roomodern
cottage, batlr,
leeptna; porch,
garage,
tiiu noutn n.oitn.
I'Oit RbNT New modern
wILh
cottage
giawwd sleeping porch completely furnish
ed. 1106 South Walter. Phone 1.H7-FOR RENT Modern furnlthed fiat on Eat
cenirai cap line, convenient to aanator- lums. 1 naxtnn ft co.i Third and onld.
FOR RENT House In Highland, four-Toobungalow, furnished; glaimd la
sleeping porch; also garage. Call 1301 East

For insertion in the Sunday issue, get your
copy in early. We cannot guarantee insertion if
copy is not received before 6 p. m.
, Don't neglect to call and get your answers,
because these little ads always bring results.

Three-roo-

vn

"ntral.

FOR RENT

Modern, completely furnished
four-roobungalow, with deeping porches
Ideal location, 105 Bouth Cedar, H, A. Thorn
Phone 63!.
'

General.
FOR RENT Five-roounfurnished house
with sleeping porch, whole house newly
papered and painted, fine location, . Phone
ISM-- J.

em

FOR RE

,

FOR SALE
run

hurnlture.

huan f(,Ui una r
Itl bl'MUii
niaro mules, brp.nili d .1 "it left Hhiiiihl, r.
laltlo Kmiltary Di.aril AllMietucniuo, N. M.

HELP WANTED.
Male.
WklTK U.n Aneiu,""y,
C. A. AUlu School.
1'raln fur service.
WANT IS U young mnu" lo liiirn Ihc b...Tk
binding trade. Apply Albright & Amler- man (or milk h..u.
Dairy, 1901 North

WAM'LOU
lirigkt HBKiesslve enerjieTlc man
for outnlde work. Fint-claa- s
remuneration
A. 13.
joupral.
WAN T IS D Teacher
ut manual
tialnlnir
and
meelmnic. Hlo Urande
Hchnol, Tlox GV. City.
WANTKIJ First-clas- s
bookkeeper, perman- -

c,

cut position larse corporation. State rko.
qualification, and salary expected. Addres
"U." care Journal office.
GO VEKNMENt" NE U DS"20.009 CLE UKsTt
Washlnsrton. Examination
everywhere In
August. Experience unnecceary.
Men and
women desiring government volition vitlto
for free particular to .1. U. Leonard, (tr.rm-e- r
CMVI
Seivlce Examiner.) ior,3 Ker.ol
Bldg., Washington.
j
GOVERNMENT will hold Civil Service ExIn
aminations
In August,
Albuquerque
ii ,Hio
clerks to be appointed at Washington. Experience unnecessary.
Men and women desiring government clerkships write
for free particular to K. E.
Terry,
m,.'."' s"'vl'', Hxmlnr). 3t& Columbian
Oilllillng, Washington.

Fvtunn.
Ai'1'1i;l) Coiupteu,
suiMMWuliiaU,
Rcmomlst.
WANTED i;x,u ilenced
wultr
While
Front lnfe.
WANTEI
fiirl for' Kciictui houscworit. 3U
W'est, Marquette.
WANTEO--Experiencelaundry girla. Ap-pl- y
at the Imperial l.nuniliy.
WOMAN
For general houeewura' n ouoiT
Ing. Address Box 2, Alhuquarqu.
WANTED (lood Rlrl f or ft e nT'TaUiT)
usewrlt;
good wages; g'""l plaee. lilt West Silver,.
WANTED
'(llrf fo7"hnusTwork
Apply
' '
went li'.io. UPStll rs. Hle-Ami.
WANTED -- lllii for general
houftcwoi l(.
Only two In famllf Apply
1117 Emit
Central.
WANTED Woman or girl for cook, (loud'
wages. Must be good cook. Phone d.'.ll between 8:30 and HI a. m.
WANTED Woman lor gviicra! hnuaVwtirk
and cooking. Two adult, flood wages
and home. Call In person at 11S4 East Central. Don't phone.
W

WANTED Eperlenced Spanish
J. C. I'onncy Company.

FOR SALh

salesladies.

Houses.

aui if r.riju iiome, t3,00iC'crm
Oi.
paya 10 per cent. Rhone Owner, 685.
FOR BALE In Old Town,
adobe
house. Price 3750.00, P. O. ' 8og 38, Old
Albuquerque, N. M.
FOR RALE Nice home, furnished and
good paying business, $4,000, half easa
Mnnretow. Journal office.
mod""
FOR SALE OR KENT My five-rooem home, with heating plant. Close In.
care
T.
A.
W.
Journal.
Bargain.
FOR SALE 105 ft. lot, modern bungalow,
rented. House suitable for boarders: ha
two screened porche. Bog G, care Journal
Out buildings
FOR SALE Nine room house; four room
npurtment upstairs: bath room on each
floor; hot water heat; lawn, shade tree
.
and garage, flla West Coal.
FOR HALE lily Owner)
modern
brick (first ward), hardwood floors, two
porche. hasemenL Price $3.!06.00, P O

Bog31J,

City.
BALE OR

..

WANTED clerical pos-- f r by young lady
experienced In general office
rk. 8. M.
JourneT office.
Position
WANTED
by
experienced office
PERSONAL.
man. Bookkeeper, salesman or nlerie.i
line In tore or office dd rets R 8,, Journal
i
H.
WANTED By nurse, position a manace- 0. Special rates to psrtleS.
of aanltortum, will consider lease for New
Mexico. Addres
"Nurse." care Journal
PASTURAGfc.
WANTED Position Cpaniih teaphwjTpffit
FOR RENT 7 acre, good pasture; Si per
i.ire
ceriincaie, long experbMic
beat
cipai.
' month. Dolde'e Ranch, 4 mile louth of reference.
Addres D. B. Morrill. More.
town, etxont mt,
neaa Pcaool, El Faio, Texas,
M..

Have a heavy Step Ladder, good
A same
as
pick fruit, $2.5(1.
new 10x12 tent, $24.0(1. I'hono 400.
to

ANTED

A
,

CARDS.

ArroiiNKva
JOHN

IV.

Room

IB, 17

l

ll

.10N

Attorney
and 19.
Cromwell BuildingPhone 1172.
K
I) ST 1ST S'

tut. j, krkuATp
Denlol KurgroB
Roums
Barnett Building

eous.

second

PROFESSIONAL

k

harness

once.

ui

J'ull- -

a

p.

cor

T44

Dentlht

Room

and buggy.

CIihs. Miinn, Old Albuqueroue.
t'UH SALlS- -i wo II. p. gasoline engiuu, Pt

Phon
Made by Mail

Appointment

-

rivMt

i

Melinl

.S

AM)

Building
WlKliKONH

.

1.1:. h. I:. K
'It
Ilox 6, City.
!
New Location.
...... n.tinelt llulldlng
Rooms
of horsia and harness,
I'ull Itli.VT Furnlaiied room for light FOR S.U.E-TeaI'.
L'tlS.
Refii'IotiOM
l'llolle!,. (Iffiee
housekeeping. &!fl West Wllvcr.
goad Gondii lun, cheap. 601 North Twelfth.
motor, ilti'ic W. T.. Ait HI'llV, M. I.
r'OR KENT Three nicely furnished rooms. FOR tSAl.E
used, cone pulllcs and clutch,
I'rurliiv l.llnlled la Tnherrulol Wright
llaigaln
modern, tiu.HD. 1(111 Nurthr i''llsl.
building; opposite postoffice. (if flee hour.
FOR
roumal no Phone CSi.
12 a. m., 2 to 3 p. m. Phone, office
10 t
Irk; running water, .fctsuj Woat Ontral. roil Al-(loud goullc driving ouirlt, ii
residence 397-.- !,
tins, one d'uible, one single. 401 North 307-FO KK BNT llomnTT
weelc biith f
n
969.
l'lmne
Thirteenth,
o. CAitrwiiitiiiT"
no sick; over golden llulo Store,
ii7m.Ym;.kkt
yF()lt"SAI.E--'(ln- e
I'raetlee l.llnlled to Women' and Chilfull- equipped bed roll
r OH ltK. V HoueWeepinanti
Hieepht
for ciiniiiins In good condition; not u.fed
dren's IHsenNe
rooms. Albuquerque Hotel, 111 2 .olth
1121 K tv.ntrni l'honeii71. A'lomuernoe. N f.
by slek. Address c. R., .Imtrtial.
Soenml.
MA
A
It H"(.OK ER
int.
Two goi.d Uoul.lo seated
Full KENT Newly furnished room and l'UR ftAi.E
one sniale buggy. Apply Joe
I'r.iedee l.llnlled In Children.
sleeping porches; reasonable rates. 613 Lewis at and.
A. J. Rachochrs store.
Office
Rooms 1 and 2, Wright Bldg.
Nollh Second.
Fourth and Gold.
HAI.T3-TturiFOR
disappearing
Fl lit RENT
Nice room, sleeping ponTh, all
Hours 3 p. m. to S l. m.
1
prucllcally good nff nee . Reason for Bfll- - Resldenee Phone 2U7S.
iriodern conveniences. Finely located. Call
Office Phone
115 West Copper.
log remodeling Imme. ill; West Lead.
Ful'. UKNT Furnlaned rooms and houseFoli SALE No. 1 driving horse weight
WANTED Dwellings.
loiO. One wagon sheet, uno buggy pole.
keeping apartments, all new and modern.
213 North Seventh.
One Set double harness, light. Two sets of
four-rooWANTEITIiretTor
("ttnge. with
one
uue
single
harness,
runabout
heavy,
RIO GRANDE HOTEl-Rooms and apartand bnth; will pay between .
with
sleeping
One
umbrella,
very
cheap.
dandy
D19
stre.-tWest Central. Mr. Richard
ment,
;!5. Write; 1107 Nnrlh Twelfth
spring wagon. One
iiigio cot. Iron. 620 and
West, Proprltres.
North Second,
or phone 131.1, between 13 noon audl
Hi I'ERJAiT-ROUNnii clean"
T
rale by day or week; over Woolwortu',
eoui.
Roofs
under onr ear will
jo per gallon.
Sift-- 2 West Central.
Improve ifrorn year to year, W can put on
FOR RENT Large ally room
Bprtng: auaaP
leeplng a new roof that will last as long a the HOKHES and tug tn Jem
liorch suitable for lignt housekeeping, building. The Manxaoo Co. Phon lilit-rate. B. Oarcla. uoi
H.f8. inquire 1317 North First.
do South Walnut.
FOR KENT idoal mraler central location
fc
buslnesit.
AMERICAN
West Central, BlKIkl caruon root jpami ana roof" ooraent
HOTEL, 602
completely equipped redy
Opened under new management, house,
tope leak; losU five year. Use Sevo
seats 4M. Apply Arlhur Everltt, Jeweler,
reasonkeeping and sleeping roums, rato
ready paint, floor paint, Valspar, Jap-a-laAlbuquerque.
able. Phone 301.
mohair top and eeat dressing, Motor car finish, cold water kalsomlne. and be SRll.rind
For Rent Rooms With Board.
Bourn.
Thoa. F. Keleher. 0 W. Cemtal. Ptruna 41.
SALE Coopcr-llewlFOFt RENT Furnished room.. 41 Weal ill.
lamp. No tube
bosrd. 410 East Centrnl- Marsh picture frame vise with lav,
ver; no lek, no children.
su.
FVir RENT East room' wllh porch; board,
(weive
FOR RENT Desirable front roiern7llo licit,
Jug, 9. Ten
nrlvnte family. r,23 South High.
.lugs, s.'.c each. Thirty-galloor children. 714 Wet Silver.
hot wa- ter lank, 15. 3
In film developing tnnk,
FOR RENT- - Rooms wltn leepms p"it....,
FOR RENT Furnished room with sleeping l:l.
Iliinna H Ilanna. Master Photographers.
hot and cold wuter. 1st ciana mum
p.irch. Table board next door. 600 West
Caen de Oro. (113 West Cold.
furnished
FOR RENT Sleeping porch
l''OR RENT
Two (leHivablo sleepiuu roious
table board. 21 South
BAl.H
rou
room, flrst-clas- a
wllh clothes press and bath. 414 West p
ONPJ
Gold.
Centrifugal pump and Edith. Phone 8X0. Mrs Abbott.
motor. Wllh
FOR KENT Nioroom and porch00.suitable
FOR RENT Large room furnished: modern ply U. Weinman, care pressure control. ApKconomurt.
Phone
for two with board, rate Hi.
conveniences and heat for winter, 400
SIB South Arno.
li.li-W- .
South Seventh.
MnS WriiREEK, of the lickhart Ranort
Foil KENT Largn front room and sleep- FOR SI.E--.The McyerTVo. SI
e..r- ,
has moved to 02 South Arno. where ah.
ing porch', 41fi Houlh Third, for gentlener Ktist street and Cuppr avenue A lol
Is prepared to take' health ' aeeker. Phon
man; no Invalid. Private family. Inquire of furnlturo and
fixtures, including ono dec-Iri- c 3335.
Mrs. Tllton Ttogh.
player-pianone upright piano, bur
Th" convalee- outfit, typewriters, cash register, show rases, El, .lAliTdN "eSIXINDII")
Blgnuinait.
tep ladders, large healing stoves, shelf
cent Ideal hor.ie. Ilu room wllh prlvaii
Fl.iR RI'IN T Furnlsbeil room with sleejilng ladder and track, dlagnipli, roll desk, platbnth. Also deslrat.ln double room vacanf.
poivh. ldy prefrrred.
lill South Waller
form scale, trucks, office desks, chairs, I01 West Central. Phon 1112.
and
botshelving
counters,
oil KENT Large room" w'un
measures,
copper
ipin tling outfit, bar glassware and oilier articles RUADT NOOK ranch offer excellent room
porch; Ideal for two. JM East Central.
and hoard Just the place to get atrong.
numerous to mention all goes dirt cheap
I'oii ur..M r iirnisned rooms for house- loo
for ensb, no decent olfer refused. The for rale phone tttiV-t- ; free trosportl"n
keeping, suitable for one or two Indira.
now available. Mr. B, B.
Accommodation
Meyers Co., Inc., Corner First street and.
Vli Soulh Edllh.
Thoma.
Coppur avenue.
Foil RENT Nice large airy flout 101
with board, private family, 737 South
BUSINESS CHANCES.
WANTED Mucelianeous.
Edith. Phone U'IS-Alluniueni ic Uolol, 14 rooms.
SPECIAL rates made iu picnic and fishing FOR SALE
3K, South First.
FOR SALE Livestock.
panics. Oil HH3-J- .
l hevelilli
WANTED
FOR RENT Two Dulldlilgr
If you need X'carpMie7,"cairj7
Kilt hALr, v ox toincr, male,
R.
Coneral Avenue. Apply to J. R Elder.
Hurling. Phone HiinW.
s.. hoi west Lean.
gont.
WAAeiEO
'lo buy the best twelve hundred
FOR HALE Two well broken 00W
ponle.
FOR SA LE Hotel, eeventeen well furnished
pound horse six year old. John Mann.
Resemek' Dairy. Phona 361.
rooms, centrally lueated, clos to depot.
Itcoptioii room and office furu-IturOwner will sacrifice. Re National InvestTHE II IO (IRANIlE DL'ROC IKX! CO., of WANTED
Will
reasonable
Phono
pay
ment Co., 102 North Third.
price.
Albuquerque The largest broe"der of reg.
istered hogs in Hie southwest. Can supply 8190-Jyou with herd boar
and young stuff at WANTED Second hand office furniture In
MONETf TO LOAN.
moderate price, we can also supply you
Comb
good condition. Call Room
101,
with medicated crude oil for l!cf at COc Per Hotel.
uTlNllTToToXNOrre
25u per aullon.
g.illon. Plain crude olf-'- at
17 Wt Onld. Clt Reedttr Tn Phon. IT
ni :i II furnihheei roomOil furnl.hed to all pig club member 'free. WANTED To renl
ing house In or out of city. Address R
Office 1316 foulh Third.

Nortb.

feet condition. I.

O,

ff

rn'

mail

"(

I.:"--

"

-

FOR SALE

Automobiles.

CARPENTERING.

.loiirn.'il.
WANTRD

At ouct aecond hand furniture
and kitchen utensil; also cook stove or
FoTrtTLEiiUXtXir
range. Phone 2t36-J- ,
condition. Call at 111 South Fourth.
WANT ED Doctor "wishrY to "pVrchaseio
caiffm lo praeilce medicine In New MexTwo-to- n
aVto" truck
FO It SALE
cTgiit
moniba old, tesl condition.
407
Bouttr ico. Address Doctor, care Journal,
Seventh.
h rem est"ca Hir"p nYrtc "paid for junk
FOR SALE Oaklanijl
Sensible Six' tourBT THE lOUTItWWf'TEUN JtlNK CO.,
or
will
ing car,
trade for roadster Box 114 WEST LEAD. PHONE 111. Wl ALSO
Ml I'louie 10l.
nVT OLD A4ITOS.
FOR KALE 1317
men's and boy
0r1and WANTED-Seoond-'ia- rid
at special bargain. Will take In liouso- clothe. hnca and nnderwear. Also trunk
hold furniture, 519 Writ Central. Phope 433. and (Ult case.
Call (II. CMnago Seeond- FOR SALE One Pulck "Four." thoroughly nand store, 317 South First
r.
overhauled, $ 2 ; one Ford, good tunning WANTED-W- W
from be to so
"bigs."
.'oo. Address Thornton
nhapc,
each. 600 ton scrap Iron. Pay from
Jones, care
H. K. Leonard, Soham, N, M.
4c pep lb. Patrlotlo duty,
in
St. Louis
Junk Co., 4n Bouth Flral street. Phon 173,
FOR SALE A 1914 model
MATTRESSES renovated m same or new
Paige car, latest equipment, Just overtick. Furniture repaired, upholstered nnd
hauled, at a bargain. Can be seen at Sandla,
seven miles north of Lo Luna. Address H, rtfinlshed. Springs restretched, Satlsiuctlon
Lyngholm, Los Luna, N. M.
guaranteed. Alhmiucrquc Matlros Factory.
1011 South Second rhone 471.
FOR KALE A prise foe some one. Beautiful
ll or Hide for sheep or
ISIS Mitchell
car. . nearly now, a snap WANTEr-T- o
ranch property, on
farm, haevflve
Cash, J1.30; term. $1,250, It will be reloduced 'l each week till aold. Act quickly. room modern nutngalow, artesian well, InCalifornia.
Beach.
at
cated
Hu.itlngton
Phono 683 Second week August 13 to SO.
quire of M. L-- Uurcla, Box 434, Magdalena,

WANTED

Le.

iVUBKlTATrVEpla

Rooms.

RENT
FOR
Modern fiarnlalTcd
house, 5 rooms and Dam, large porches.
cellar, garage and other
Bar- gain ror qutcg saie. &ib woutn High.
FOR SALE Cement block fouse. five room
leeplng porcn, cellar, city water, come
tot on block from ear line, handy to ebon
a little cash and 313 per month. Call 1301
.
goiith Atw Phone HlflO-residence in High
FOR SALE
land. Worth 13.000, and 11.000 will awing
tt. Th amount the house will rent for will
P'Otl SALE-Snec- laf
built Ford roadster.
pay balance on monthly payment. Phon
cost over 1X00 will sacrifice for It.'S
1237-Adrrrs P. O. Bur 44S. Ctt.
cash. Call American Oarage. Foutb and

house.
Furniture for five-rooAll complete. Inquire 40 North Edith.
Phone 15H-foA

SSZ

m

SALE--Miscellan-

man Cufo.
FOR SAI.E-Hoie-

W

in .mj

WANTBU Eipcrifiiced
work. Apply Be2ck
Fourth.

FOR

Insurance, Loans, Notary Public

BOX 321, JOURNAL.

i'

CATTLE RANCH FOR
LEASE.

fo,..

niBiiiiiiii

Brick, good porches,
built-i- n
features, basement, furnace,
garage, trees, for only $,700. Uood
terms.
It. McCIiUGHAV
210 West Gold
Phono 907

gig We,t Ool(j

FORNIX

TP

G

...92

1.

New

CO.

IIS Went Gold.

aiitad

Four rooms ami bath, larif) glaied
and screened sleeping porch. Four
blocks from West Central. Clote
in. Some cash and $18 per month
will handle. It will pay you to
Investigate. Owner leaving town,
and will sacrifice. See National
Investment Co., 102 North Third.

CO.

JNSURANCE.

J

G

.

L MAUm

ESTATFIRB

Open for Agency
with Old Line Life Insurance Company. Address

...

New York, Aug. 15. Mercantile pa
United States Steel, Reading, Union
per, four and six months, 6 per cent;
sterling 60 clay bills, 4.73 Vi per
60 day bills, on
banks,
4.72
per cent; commercial 60 day
The McGaffey Company,
4.72
bills,
per cent; demand, 4.757;
. m.
cables, 4.767.
Albuquerque,
ill;ir silvor, 99 c.
Mexican dollars, 77c.
Government bonds, steady.
Railroad bonds, firm.
natives, $18.00; sheep slow to lower.
Time loans Strong. Sixty and 90
days and six months, 6 per cent bid.
Kansas city Livestock.
money strong. High, 6 per
Kansas City, Aug. 15. Cattle Ro-- !
Closing prices:
cent; low, 6 per cent; ruling rate,
American Beet Sugar
68
tuipis ,uuu. Market steady Steers
5
American Can
per cent $17.2518.40;
46 Vt per cent; closing bid,
$11.00'id'
westerns,
offered at 6 per cent; last loan,
American Smelting & Kefining! 77
per l:!U.,e0W8,
heifers,
cent.
American Tel, & Tel
$7.50013.00:
92
stackers nn,t
'
Anaconda Copper
16.00 16.50; calves, $6,00513.50.
. . 66 Vi
Atchison
NEW YORK COTTON.
. .
85 i
Market
jiuss iteceipts 5,000.
weak.
Baltimore & Ohio
. ,
54
ruik, tis.uu 18.75; heavy, $18.35i
New York, Aug. 15. Cotton futures
Butte & Superior ,
. 25
ngnt,
17.75&'18.60
pigs.
closed steady.
California Petroleum
. 19
Oct., s.30.47; Dec, $16.5017.50.
Canadian Pacific
$29.96; Jan., $29.83; March, $29.90;
Sheep Receipts
3,000.
,156
Market
Central Leather
May, $29.83.
steady.
Lambs, $16.00018.25; yearChesapeake & Ohio
67 '4
lings, $11.00rq)15.5O; wethers, $10 00
&
Mil.
St. Paul...
Chicago,
.. 48
(8)14.75; ewes, $9.O014.90
NEW YORK METAL.
Chino Copper
. 38
Colorado Fuel & Iron
Denver Livestock.
47
New York, Aug. 15. Lead Market
cruciDle Steel
68 U unchanged.
Denver, Aug. 15. Cattle Receipts
Cuba Cane Sugar
. , . 29
Spelter Firm. East St. Louis- spot, 400. Market steady to lower. Beef
Erie
steers, $8.0016.00; cows and heifers
15
$8.50
Great Northern Ore Ctfs...
$7.00
32
10.00;
stackers and feeders
Great Northern pfd
$7.59 (it; 11.00; calves, $10.00
12.50.
LIVESTOCK MARKETS,
... 51
1.100.
Inspiration Copper
Hogs Receipts
Mnrlrrt
'
.
Int. Mer. Marine Tfd. Ctfs. ... 99
Hieany.
bulk.
$18.00
Top,
$19.50;
Chicago
Kennecott Copper
33
Chicago. Aug. 15. Cattle Receipts 18.75.
Louisville & Nashville
. ..113
1,000.
Sheep Receipts
Market
dull. Calves
25c
Market
13,000.
Mexican Petroleum
.
..loos; higher. Beef cattle, good, choice and higher. Lambs, $17 00fM7.25; ewes,
Miami Copper
, . . . . ... 27
I1Z.IMIW13.00.
(fj)
75
common and
18.85;
$16.
Missouri Pacific . fc
... 22 prime,
medium, $ 10. 00d 16.75; butcher stock. (Additional Mariu-c- i oh l'ago I'onr.)
Montana Power
. . . 68
cows and heifers, $7.25iS 14.25; can- New York Central
72
and cutters. $6.50 (tit 7.50 ; stock-er- a
Northern Pacific
... 89 nersand
feeders, $7.60(0)13.00; calves,
FOR RE Nl Dwellings.
... 43 $16.75 ft) 17.50.
Pennsylvania
Ray Consolidated Copper . . ...24
20,000.
15c
Market
North.
Hogs Receipts
... 89 lower.
Reading
Butchers, $ 8.90 1 9.55; light,
1K HUNT
Republic Iron & Steel
unfurnished bouse
$19. 00(fi) 19.76: packing, $17.75 ft 8.75;
Southern pacific . . ;
ehnde; oiitbulldlng; fllt.Od. Inquire, 1300
. .. 86
bulk, $ 1S.00 SO 1 1I.&0 ; pigs, $18.00 ft) jNortn
second.
Southern Railway
. .. 23
18.50.
Texas Company
...161
17,000.
Lambs FOR RENT Furnished house, two mom,
Sheep Receipts
Union Pacific
sleeping norch. nice van! ami not. hittirf.
...123
Choice wethers, $18.75; best
firm.
1300

Pacific and some of the usual favorites were Irregular at best, rails and
Industrials as a whole lacking definite trend.
Sales amounted to 275,000 shares.
Domestic bonds were firm and Liberty 3.'a again changing hands in
round amounts at the year's top quotation of $100.08 but internationals
were easier. Total sales, par value,
aggregated $5,375,000. Old Unite;!
Stales bonds were unchanged on call.

Phono

Heal Estate, Insurance, Loans
111 South Fourth Street.

A (TIB

Fiw Sate, J&iferiB

TiMTOH a

REAL

STAR FURNITURE

lew Eiiiatew

Valley ranches are our long suit.
If you wanr to buy land It will pay
you to see us. We havo several close
A
modern brick wilh large in farms now that can be bought;
sleeping porch, corner lot, only five worth the money.
blocks from postoffice. Owner has
CO.
left (own and has put the
down to $2,200.' If you want a price
nice
FIRE 1NSURANCK AGENTS
little home at a bargain,
had
Third and Gold
better look at this one. Seeyou

A.

I

fflMM

SALE

$2,500
bungalow,
modern,
sleeping
porch, garage, Fourth
ward.
$2,600
stucco, bath, etc..
cemdnt walks and coping, also
adobe, all on lot 75x142'
Third ward.
$1,900
frame, modern, glassed-in
pifrch, shade, good outbuildings, West Lead avenue.
$3,250
stucco
bungalow
' fie?pi?lf porch' 6arase, University
Heights.
$4.760
cement block
and shingle residence, hardwood
floors, hot air furnace, corner lot
good location. Fourth ward.
$2,300.
shingle bungalow,
modern, built-i- n features, hardwood
floors,
glassed
sleeping
porch,
garage; 4th. ward.

I

VAOrt.

lfMfF

FOR

REN1-Apaitn-

int.

Three or four room fnrniahM
200 Block, Houlh Sixth.
Inquire Savoy bote offlc.

FOR RENT

apartment, modern;

strMt

TYPEWRITERS.
overtraulei ami
TTI'B WRITERS All
for every niacnin. Al
repaired. Klhbon
Phon til
Bxcnaoge.
buquerque Typwriter
l!l South Foortb

Phon

Mill,
call

BTAOK

anywhere

any

time.

t

m.
Lv. Sliver City 7 a m.; ar. Mogollon
I,v. Mogollnn 7 a.m.; ar. Silver
i pin.
In
Best ettmpned sum Hverv
southwest.
BENNETT MOTOg TRANSIT 4 l.
811
r City, N. M.

i'y

TIME CARDS.

N. M."

IFOR

SALL-e-

al

Estate.

ATCHISON, TOI'F.KA

SANTA FE
CO.

RIAL-WA-

...

V

Westbound.
SALE OR TRADE Near Osage, Okla.. No.
Arrive
Class,
Departs,
tact. Wlnit have your t.
Improved
Scout
The
7:10pm. 8:30pm.
nine. Owiae. Okie
3. California Limited
..11:43am.
13:45pm.
FOHSAt.e 4.ToiM10will buy two dcllghl-fu- l. 7. Fargo Fast
10 :43 am. 11 :16 am.
mode'n mountain homes on th Poena 9. The Navajo
1:30 am. 2:30 am.- river. Including 110 acre of land adjoining
Southbound.
the. Valley Ranch resort. Thi offer holds HOt. Kl
"
10:13 pm.
Paso Expres
good only to Sept. 1st. For furlher parti11:45am.
cular apply Box iy. Valley Ranch. N. M. 307, El Paso Express ...
Knstbound. ,. .... ,
10. The Scout
..7:33 am. 1:04 am.
2. The Navajo. 1. . . ...e:0o pio. 1:40pm.
4. California Limited ... 4:00pm.
7:00pm.
I. Santa Fe Elghu ..
pm. 10:1 pm. '
uostMita. over Wmtlworth'a ror,
From Booth.
FOR MM t front
onjlMUnf" office Ms. Kansa City and Chicago, ....7:00am.
room over Golden Rule Store,
301, Kbjmu City SDd Cllloacd u..7:13 pm.
v

FOR RBNT
"urnlhea snartment. Elm
Hotel, corner First and Titers.
POR RENT-m- tnt Two an4 threa-rooapart-ro- o
ma.
anS sleeping
Highland

fdraiTbniuw
Card an North Fir.!

FORRNTOfncR

EIGHT

CRESCENT HARDWARE CO.
Plumbers, Hot Water and Steam Heaters, Tinners
AUSOLUTKLX

GUARANTEED.
ALBUQUERQUE,
,

is

indeed

,

pleasure when people

.say

to is

I'oimil

in
NO

(ir mill to jour order only
yi AM'ITY PRICE.

35c

IlolllC laid fresh
Dozen . .

60c

.

V. S. Food License No.

WARD'S

STORE

HOMER It WARD
815 Marble

Phonos

Avenue.

Con, and South

WILL NOT REVOKE

Walter.

576

Herbert, left yesterday morning fur
Salem, Ind. They will be away indefinitely.
Alex Drown, and Miss Cleo How-lanof Bernalillo, N. M., and Miss
Emily Sicklen of Albuquerque, have
cone to Jemez Springs.
Warren Graham, the city treasurer
who was in Taos and Rio Arriba counties the past week on business, relumed to the city yesterday.
A food drying and
canning demonstration was given yesterday after
noon in the Hoover kitchen at food

d

administrator headquarters.
Walter M. Connell has returned
from bis summer camp on the Rio
Pecos. Mrs. Connell and their chil-

An explanation of the work of the
United States employment
service
was given by George F. Mahoney. superintendent of the service who was
the chief sneaker nt the noon luncheon of the Rotary club yesterday. Fol.
address the cluli
lowing Mahoncy's
endorsed the action of the club sec-,- 1
rotary, John Tombs, in sending a
of protest to the editor of the
North American Review against the
article entitled "America's Unguarded
Gale," which appeared in the August
issue.
Maj. C. M. Barber of the home
guards announced- the progress being
made by the organization.
Following
his talk several members enlisted. It
was announced at the meeting
that
through the efforts of the Rotary
club thirteen prospective students ha.l
already been secured to enter the
"University of New Mexico in the fall.
A. li. I leDenstreit, city
mannger,
and Grover Harrison of Bernalillo
also made short talks at the meeting,
the former being introduced by Commissioner Walter Connell. New members recently taken into the club, who
M. E. Crumley,
were present, are:
At. M. Maisel, Gus Thclin und Thomas
S.

Walker.

The addicts of Mr. Mahoney

fol-

lows:

Wlml the V. S. E. S. Is.
"The United States employment
dren accompanied him home.
service it, has established offices and
H. Livincston returned to the city installed agents in every larsjo town
He re- and city in the country is the na
yesterday from Magdalena.
ports heavy rains all over the Mag- tional machinery for the mobilization
dalena district the past few days.
and distribution of labor for ship
John F. Kelly, aeeompupled
by building, munitions making, agricul
Mrs. Kelly and daughter, drove un to ture and other essential war indus
the Pecos
country the other day, tries through t lie agency of the press
where he will trout-fisfor a week.
you are already acquainted with Its
There will be a regular meeting of elementary period with what It is
Rallut Abyad Patrol, A. A. O. N. M. S., trying to do with what it has ac
at 8 o'clock tonight in Masonic Tem- complished.
Its prime purpose is to obtain
ple. Visiting members are welcome.
Paul Dreyfus was fined $10 in po- work for unemployed and to secure
lice court yesterday morning on the labor for industries with a minimum
charge of driving bis car by a street of embarrassment to business, in encar when passengers were alighting deavoring to reach the capacity of
H. F. Rohinson, supervising engi output so earnestly desired now.
neer of the Indian irrigation, and his
"In attempting to realize and mainfamily, leave today for an extended tain this condition the government in
its latest edict has organized what is
trip through New Mexico and
termed centralized recruiting bureaus
The Mizpah sewing
class of the of whose mission and objects I am to
school will speak briefly.
Congregational Sunday
meet at 8 o'clock tonight at the home
"From commercial clubs and state
of Mrs. Robert Miller. 1124 East Kil- - federations of labor some conspicuous
er avenue.
figure has been chosen to represent
The drill team of the Oirl Scouts his confreres on the state organization
will meet in the armory at 6:.'!0 o'clock committee, the chairman of which is
tonight for practice. A book has been the federal director of the public
offered as a prize to the girl making service reserve; this triumvlarate apthe most credit points.
points labor community boards numone
for each
Harmony lodge, No. I. I. O. O. F. bering twenty-eighwill meet In regular session tonight. county in the state: they also organThe degree staff of the second degree ize the state advisory board, consistpicture of a girl's
Rood
is requested to attend as there wllj ing of two members each of managename blackened
until her fighting spirit win
be work in this degree.
ment and labor headod by the clirocto'"
it back and then add the hapArthur O. Bachechi, who has been of the employment service, this board
here
the
his
week
parof
whose powers resemblo that of a supast
visiting
piness
perfect love. Don't
ents, expects to leave on his return perior court to whom can be taker'
miss this splendid romance .
to the mechanical trains camp near appeals by members of community
now playing at
Dalls, Tex., tomorrow.
boards and whose ruling and awards
S, Mama, a First street fruit dealer can only be reversed by the secretary
was fined 15 in police court yesterday of state at Washington. The state ad
morning on a charge of violating the visory hoards also confirm or reject
TODAY-TOMORRO- W
sanitary regulations. He was charged appointments In the United States em
with failing to keep his fruit covered. ployment service.
A small horse was struck by an
"At the present time most Interest
mm foam 6
amm
automobile near Klin street and East Is centered in the community labor
Central avenue, and its leg broken. boards for the reason that on this or
The motorist did not stop nor did he ganization depends the success or failreport the accident to the sheriff's of ure of centralized recruiting which '
lo arrive this morning, Sweet
fice. A deputy sheriff shot the horse. affects all in its workings.
C. G. Mardorf,
who was at Cuba,
Shortage of Man Power.
Potatoes, Grapefruit, Oranges,
Sandoval county, on stock business,
New Mexico Is called on to furnish
Lentous. Home frown waterreturned to the city yesterday aftej, a quota of 680 men now, and this will
melons, cantaloupes. Las Cruecs
noon and left this morning for Santa be considerably
augmented by the
Fe. He was accompanied to Cuba by latter part of the month when fuller
peaches, Itartlett pears, native
A. I!. McDonald, of this
who
are
returns of needs
received and ob
city,
grapes.
also returned yesterday.
,
ligations distributed.
Thomas Gentry, fireman in the
"This means unskilled labor to the
Genamount of forty approximately to
navy, Is visiting relatives here.
each county and on the larger in poptry recently has been transferred
Palladino&Co.
from the U. S. S. Colorado to a tor- ulation will fall a greater number, to
to
is
and
be contributed or surrendered to Inreport
boat
pedo
destroyer
GROCERIES AND MEATS
for the new duty upon completion of dustries engaged In war work whether
In the state or out; when recruiting or
his furlough.
801 W. Tijeras. Phones
0
Mrs. U. C, Mallick, who was ar- soliciting fails the sacrifice must be
rested by Patrolman Thomas Hogan offered by nonessential manufacturers
after a chase yesterday morning on a and It is here the community labor
charge of disturbing the peace, was board passes on who shall and who
shall not contribute.
days in Jail
. sentenced to twenty Police
afternoon by
"Without the assistance of emJudge W.
V. McCllellan.
ployer ami employe we cannot hop?
Mr. and Mrs. Fearce Rodey left last to win this war without their sincere
their laying aside of
night for New Orleans, where Mr
Rodey intends to enter a naval offi- hostilities, feuds, prejudices and anMrs.
school.
cers' material
Rodey tagonisms, the longed-fo- r
result must
FROM IT SERVICE.
PHONE
will leave for New York to enroll In inevitably
be
delayed everything
75.
STRONG BLK., COPPER
a training school for nurses at the must concentrate on tributaries leadAND SECOND.
city hospital there.
ing to the main arteries of the country
Albert Cochran, who was charged militant.
Production now Is far beC.
window
a
at the
low the peak load longed for else the
with peeping into
E. Hinds home
on South Waltor steps like the government Is now takstreet Wednesday
night, was sen- ing to speed un the war program
tenced to twenty days in jail or a fine would pot be necessary.
of $20 yesterday morning.
He was
"This is plainly a war emergency
still in jail last night.
measure whose revolutionary workManuel Otero and John Q. A. Otero, ings will benefit all. The employment
extensive sheep raisers, with ranges In service asks you to help In this In adwestern Socorro county, returned to dition to the inestimable favors althe city yesterday.
Tourist lunches. Pullman Cafo.
The;- - report bis ready granted it in time and Interest.
Martin & Thorn. Tazi. Phone 273. ruins all over the ranges south of the The service is only in its Infancy now
its real test will come with the arCol. John Tiortadaile has returned city, assuring good grass and itlenty of
it for stock during the winter months. rival of our heroes from Germany,
from San Francisco,
to an announcement of when millions of men and thousands
II. G. Hush, atsistant state food ad. theAccording
v
food administration yedterdny, of manufacturers now concentrating
TllilliMl !ltflV
ill I ....
iu ...
in
UUSOil
an
Aia
important meeting of all miller on war and its destructive forces will
iness.
of the state will held .here Moday be gratefullv turned back to peaceful
Dr. J. S. CI pes loft last night for morning at 10 o'clock. A
day comes
government pursuits. When this glad
Hemtng, N. M. He will return Satur- official will be at the meeting
to take the employment service will be found
day morning.
up with the millers various import- ready, working harmoniously and
Francis M. McCloskey, after a visit ant matters.
smooth, without chaos and demoralilo his mother at Altoona. Pa., has r- Mis. Jack Shackles, daughter of zation undermining the structure of
Mr. and Mrs. Charles Watlington, left industry."
turncd to the city.
Horn yesterday afternoon to Mr. last night for San Antonio,
Tex., to
and Mr. M. A. Kkces. 1113 North Sec- visit her husband who is confined
DEATHS AND FUNERALS
ond street, a son.
to the army base hospital at Fort
Adah Chapter Xo. 5 Order of East Sam Houston. Shackles was Injured
ern Stars will meet tonight at 8 o'clock 1 in an aeroplane accident several
Mrs. AngelHa Moiitano.
at the Masonic tctnplo.
months ago.
Funeral services for Mrs. Angellta
John Anderson is here on a fur- Montano, who died Wednesdty afterilalpb Ely. stale food administrator, left yesterday for Wichita,' Kans., lough visiting relatives and friends. noon, will bo held In Sacred Heart
on government business.
He is in the motor truck division of church at 9 o'clock this morning,
Mr. and Mrs. George Weiser, 420 the United States army at Camo
will le In San Joseph cemetery.
East Central avenue, announce the
near Austin, Tex., as top ser- Fred Crollott will be incharge.
a
birth of son, yesterday.
geant. It is understood he soon will
Marlon Sawtelle. Jr.
Albuquerque camp, No. 1, W. O, T., he transferred to another camp, and
will meet at 8 o'clock tonight. Light thence to France.
Marlon Sawtelle, Jr., 1
The home and foreign missionary son of Mr. and Mrs. Marion Sawtelle,
rcf rcshtnenls will be served.
1515
Mrs. d. K. Twogood and daughter societies of the First Methodist church died at the family residence,
returned Wednesday evening from a will meet at the Methodist Sanatorium South Second street, yesterday mornin
held
be
services
will
visit of several weeks in lioulder, at 3 o'clock this afternoon. Friend
ing. Funeral
and members are invitel t& attend and the Crollott chapel this afternoon
Colo.
J. F. Jfotslnger and sons, John and welcome the new superintendent of Rurlal will be in Ran Joseph cemetery
the sanatorium and the teacher of
the Harwood Industrial school.
BEST BUY IN STATE
Willie Pearson, negro, who claimed
to be' a discharged soldier when he
Model N Huppmoblle for $til!B. Cash
was arrested
Officer buyers only considered. Phone 196711.
by Special
George Thomas about ten days ago,
was arraigned before United States
RENT-IDE- AL
THEATER
Commissioner Dennis McDonald yes- FOR
HAULS ANYTHING
terday afternoon on a charge of sellFully equipped and ready for
to soldiers.
He was
ing whiskey
Immediate posscs-siouApply
n
hound, over t$ the grand Jury.
tfWIIlt, Jeweler,
h

rho board of county commissioners
esterdav rendered their decision in
the matter of the revocation of the sa- K'uu
of S. Gonzales, proprietor
of the

Swastika saloon, in favor of
nonzaies.
The commissioners stated in their
decision that the case was dismissed
for want of evidence. Colonel Alfred
Orusfeld expressed it as his opinion
that the complainants in the use
"must see and prove to our satisfaction that women loiter in the saloon
room."
Gonzales had been charge-- by Reuben Perry with permitting women to
loiter about his place near Twelfth
street and Indian School road.
In the case of P. Rnddu, proprietot
of Selva'g place in Tijeras canyon, the
commissioners ordered that the district attorney shall take tho loafer
up in district court in order to determine whether the location if tho
saloon is in a village of lil'j persons
or more. The only rh.uiti) against
Selva's place was that it was not located in a village.
i i.uicis Wood, who lepiesenied the
varloua civic, religious and fraternal
bodies in the city which instituted
the campaign against "he roadlioiises
opered the case with a citation of the
t'.cf.'ncr. of the supreme court n wlncn
a v. t (t wu define,) an i roup
eb.sty bioated l ouses ih, introduced
t,w testimony of Kdmur.
Ross, coun-'.- ;
n
lese'"f.w-li e
HUlUyor, wh
of the saloon and ,Uh l.tiod;t was
i,crrou.idrd by approximately sK or
eight h uses ut a distanc.) ut from
of a mile.
to
Wood declared that tho law places the
decision In the hands of the commission and that it does not necessarily
provide thatthey shall place the responsibility for their decision upon the
district court. The commissioners were
obdurate, however, and the motion to
place the matter before the district
court was repeated by Col. Alfred
Orusfeld. It carried unanimously.
Attorney Wood said in regard to the
Gonzales case that he had proven by
a number of witnesses that women
and men drove to the Swastika" saloon as late as 10 o'clock on Sunday
nights and that he also had proved
by reliable witnesses who live in the
neighborhood of the saloon, that the
arrival of the Women at the saloon- in
automobiles with men, was a common
occurance. The commissioners maintained that this was not sufficient
proof of the loitering f women but
refused Wood permission to establish
the reputation of the place through
his witnesses.
!
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WILLIAM FOX PRESENTS

FOR SHORT STAY

WILLIAM fARNUM
in "TRUE BLUE"
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GOLD STAR SAUOON

,F0R SECOND

ROBBED

TIME IN TWO WEEKS
Twice within the past two weeks the
Star saloon in Old Albuquerque
has been robbed, the second robbery
being' reported to the sheriff's office
yesterday shortly after noon.
On both occasions the
thief or
thieves gained entrance to the rear
of the saloon by cutting a large hole
In the adobe wall. On the first occasion a large lot of whiskey In cases
was taken.
The second robbery occurred Monday night. The thief succeeded in
through tho hole a
of whiskey. An attempt had
been made to take a barrel of gin
from the saloon but this failod.
Sheriff Rafael Garcia is investigating tho robberies.
Gold

half-barr-

iL

f

IT

W

XL

JJ. JLwlX

nounced several days ago is to
keep the office open on the
evenings of the 1st, 2nd and 3rd
and on the 15th, 16th and l"th
of each month. In this way per- sons who nre on duty each day
will be able to make their pay- ments at the office. The night
hours are from 7 o'clock until 9.

JESSE L. LASKEY PRESENTS

WALLACE REID
in RIM ROCK JONES
THE ROOK

I5Y DANE COOMDGE.
IT'S A PARAMOUNT.

FROM

MmedyM

Oh, Doctor
to 6
6 to 11

1

Admission

10c

....

Adults 15c, Children 10c

In

--

Of a used Car. Think of. the reliabililv of the cnmminv or man
with whom you intend to do business and who 'can make their
word good. Wo can give you the history of every used car. You
ran get in touch with tho owners and satisfy yourself of any car you
may select is as exactly as represented. Wo have several of exceptionally good values In five and seven passenger cars prices ut 23
per cent to .I" per cent of originnl price.

Q

WHITE GARAGE
I'OCR'l

11

AN1

COPPER.

GENTRY'S EGGS

The Real Hoover Candy

TO WORK
CAN

station.

Store, O. A. Matson . Co., C.Hn,shsw
or Mrs. H. R. Fermison, or by phoning
the chairman of the Membership committee. No. lMl.w.

ROOMS

L. B. PUTNEY.

GOOD

iiSiiiIAialiiiliAaiAAAAaAA
I Snap in Used Pianos

FRIDAY SPECIAL

BRITISHERS
ENLIST NOW!

1
1

persons wishing to enlist In the
British or Canadian forces are requested to call on the undersigned.

1
i

British' Canadian Recruiting
Mission

Albuquerque Music Co,
Phone 778.
311 West Central Avenue

George Roslington
Resident Officer

South First. Phone 221.

SALE AUTOMOBILES

Delivery

five-roo-

Lco-liol-

Pay your
Red Cross dues. This is
a duty you should not
neglect. '

Don't neglect the "Two-nitFKKM'1 CAMi"- - AWI
DKUVEKT
CroM Club, Join today,
BATCH'S OW OTAIfD

".

Red
v

Kranich & Bach.
Hardman
Emerson
Wurlitzer

1

AH

Livery and sttlriie borsea. Trlmble'i
Red Barn.

HOUSE

A

F. A. HUBBELL CO.

Wo have) a New One Thousand
Pound Delivery Wagon or Truck t tr
sale. Will carry 13011 pounds. This
Is a sure enough plumb goml delivery
wagon. Iins electric starter ami lights.
Price $01.1. Airto Sales Corpti., Corner
Fifth and Gold. Phone

Persons who wirati n renew or take
ont membership in the Red Crow
ran do so by calling at Strong' Rook

FURNISH

I

who understands stenography for position out of
town. Apply

ON FARM,

HOUSE,

Grocerymen and Merchants.

SUITS CLEANED,

CITY ELECTRIC SHOE SHOP

WANTED
BOOKKEEPER

BOOKKEEPER

was sentenced

'

:

Second and Central
"fJrlmsliaw Wants to 8s Ton"

THE ECONOMIST

on the charge of peace disturbance.
Oedemes
According to the
police
pulled a knife on Julian Cano at the
brewery yesterday morning. Cano is
a demity sheriff and
immediately took
his "would-be- "
assailant to Uio police

Bryant'

,

GRIMSHAW'S

r, pi :rii :ncei
salesman
and slockkcepcr for Cotton goods
department.

to twenty days in jail by Police Judge
W. W. McClellan yesterday afternoon

Shop Chocolate

Chocolate

Kaiser Bill."

FOR

Fatty Arbuckle

SOUND ADVICE
Considerm?c the Purchase

4

His letter follows in part:
Just a few lines tn let
that I am in France and feeling fine.
We got here alright after a fine trip.
I suppose VOIl were wnri-ipulnco 7
left tho IT. S. as I have not had an
opportunity to write sooner.
"Everything is doing fine here. We
get plenty to eat ami I suppose we
will ho alright all of the time over
here. Everyone is 'taring' to get at

9

ST

HIGHEST CLASS IN EVERY WAY

Hawkins, Skinner, Champion, Con-ro- y
and Son Jose Market; (&c dozen.

1

Tn

TIME TODAY

SOLDIER
WRITES
MEN
ARE
WELL CARED FOR

BITTNER

EL

XL-LA-

i

DAWSON

Dedemcs

"HP TT

?

Two Hupp cars in fine condition:
one of these cars worth $800; owner
DEMONSTRATIONS IN
says sunn. Also two Fords.
Two nearly new Maxwell cars, only
CANNING AND DRYING
been driven alMittt 500 and 1.000 miles
each. These cars are' just as good as
SCHEDULED NEXT WEEK new and $700 each huvs them.
Al'TO SALES CORTORATION.
Canning and drying demonstrations Corner Fifth ami Gold. Phono 319.
will be held at the Hoover kitchen
next Wednesday a(ernoon, 11 was
announced yesterday.
Miss Francis
FOR QUICK SERVICE
I.athrop, Mrs, G. S. McLandress and
Phone 501.
223 West Copper.
Mrs, R. Merritt to be In charge. The
general public Is not only invited to
M.
B.
WILLIAMS
attend the demonstrations, but also to
Dentist
'
bring any samples they wish demonstrated and these wil be put up for Room 1 and S. Wldrlng Building
Phone No. 684.
them. Those wishing certain demonCorner Second and Gola.
strations, however, must bring tLeir
own Jars.
Mrs. ft, a. Matson and Mrs. Noa
$1
were In charge of the demonstraFour suits pressed $1.23.
tions yesterday afternoon, wheat Hour
sHhstitutes being shown. The obloct Contract plan. Columbia Cleaning Co.
of the demonstrations,
Is
It Is
Delivery, phono ABO.
not only to educate the housewife In
the latest oooklnrf methods, but also
FOR RENT Furnished
to instill in all the idea of
new bungalow. Sleeping porch and
lurgo hnseincnt. All modern improve-- 1
mi nts, i jose in. impure or Mrs.
d
John W. Poo, fuel administrator
Meyer, 701 West Copper. Phone
for New Mexico. Donald Young, as- - 1040.
slstant administrator amr Chief Justlee R..II. Hanna left last night for
"Two-Bit- "
Raton, N. M., where they will be Joined by Governor v. E. Unrtsey. The
parly then wllf proceed to visit certain
coal mines of the Raton district.

"pnotvr: Ml

"Bright Lights"

S

The new plan of keeping tho
patriot's war fund open six even- ings a month was inaugurated
last night. The plan as an- -

Vincente

Comedy

?

MGIITS E.vlJI MONTH

$

?

f

Two-Re- el

Corporal PaViielr rthnvov ..
of Charles A. Chavez, of Dawson. N.
M.. who entered Camp Funston, Kansas, last October, has written his fathYOUR HAULING
BY TONS
er ail OPtOmistie letter flnm "H.v,- Is Motorized by Ilcury's Delivery
v. here in France." Chavez
recent.
only
CO. iv
Phono U:i9.
received nis appointment as

J. I.. Phillips, leader of the hoys'
and girls' agricultural clubs of the
county, yesterday presented to the
county commissioners a petition for an
appropriation of $1,000 yearly, to as
sist in defraying the expenses of the
club work. The petition was signed
by a large number of representative
business men and firms.
The county commissioners questioned Phillips regarding the use to which
the money would be put and the assistance that would be derived from
the appropriation and an additional
explanation was made by Aldo Leopold, secretary of the Chamber of
Commerce.
Leopold and Phillips were asked by
the commissioners to furnish complete
data as to the precedent in other
counties whether they arp assisting
in the work and the amount of the
annual Hiroprlatlona. This matter
will be taken up at the next meeting
of the commission.

yes-terd-

Strong Brothers

had received "a bit of steel" in his teg,
and for his wound received his first
btripe.
One striking difference between the
Australian army uniform and that of
our country is the manner of wearina
the colors indicating the branch of
service of the wearer. In Australia
the colors are worn on the shoulder
in the form of a circle and not on the
hatband as in our army.
"Sure the Hun has got to keep run'
ning now," the soldier said, wher
questioned regarding recent German
defeats.
When asked whether the Hun atrocities today are as numerous as In previous months of the waij. Gunner Robinson declared they are not.
"You will rarely see evidences ot
new atrocities now," he said, "because
'the Huns have not the opportunity
to commit them. They arc being kept
too busy protecting themselves.
Rut
to hear the tales of women and children In Belgium as to the past atrocities, would make your blood run cold."

three-q.iuri-

IN BERNALILLO

:

Also Fatty Arbuckle in

Gunner Robinson, who before the
war was a peaceful attorney near
Sydney, Australia, has lost his right
arm at the elbow and wears two
wounded honor stripes with his two
yearly service stripes of blue. He is
warm in his praise of the "win the
war'' spirit in America.
Robinson was wounded, he says, at
the third battle of the Ypres. He was
struck by a high explosive shell and
later was taken into a Red Cross hospital for treatment. It was at this
time he lost his arm. Previously he,

ASK APPROPRIATION
FOR FARM, CLUB WORK

i

r

TODAY and TOMORROW
House of High-Clas- s
Pictures and Music

IN ALBUQUERQUE

SILOON LICENSE

t,

ANEVER-TO-BE-FORGO-

May-berr-

is

Club

let-'e- r,

CRESCENT GROCERY
RODERT JONES
Thone

IN

16, 1918.

Gunner I., w. Robinson, of th&!
Hears Explana- Commissioners Say Proof Was
Fourth division, Australian army,!
Not Sufficient in Gonzales which is known as the Anzats, is in
of What Government
Albuquerque, en route from eastern
to I.os Angeles, where he will
Case; Other Case Into the cities
Employment Service Means
visit a brother whom he has not seen
for ten years.
District Court Here.
and Its Work,

Rotary
tion

-

juM

CO. COMMISSION

STATE AND CITY

N. M.

Unit tlioy have been told dial our NO. 57 COFFEE wa good ami
that tin-- waul to try it.. A pleasure liccuuse an effort to f mulsh
the public something better in Coffee than ever Itcfore ut the price
Is luOigim", its li'vnsitl.
A shipment

0. S. E. S.

OF

'Wrot" Steel Warm Air Furnaces
rnoKK st5.

TELLS

M HON

818 WEST CKNTRAIi AVE.

it

ni

Albuquerque Morning Journal, Friday, August

Let Us Send a Man
To Replace That Broken Window
Glass.
LUMBER CO.
ALBUQUERQUE
Phone 421.
43S N. First.

'A NUMBER

T

USED CAR SALE'
Look Over the List Yon May
Find Just What You Want.
Overland
One
Touring,
.$275
One Overland Roadster. .. .1150
One Overland
touring (in excellent con$800
dition) almost new
One Overland Touring,
,
$250
One Dort. Touring
$150
Overland
One
Light Touring,
- passenger . .
.$150
One Wyllis-KnigTouring,
- passenger (an excollent
;
buy)
$1250
MANY
BARGAINS
AMONG
THE ABOVE. CALL AND
LOOK THEM OVER

..........

OF

FARM LABORERS
Want positions on farms some
are experienced
hands.
Employers needing men should
tee

the

6-

Farm Labor Agent
MORNING
JOURNAL

GRAZING LAND FOR SALE
Suitable range for sheep for
lease on long or short term lease.
Wm. L. Staley & Co., Second and
Gold Are.

CerrlUo

Lamp

7-

OFFICE

J

i

CO.

KISTLJER-OVERLAN- D

Phone

710.

518-51-

Coal Co.
Hahn
.,
.,

tX

'

5

W. Central.

GaHap Store
CerrUlo Store

;

ANTHRACITE, ALL SIZES;1 STEAM COAX.4iL
Coke, MUI Wood, Factory Wood, Cord Wood, Native Kindling, Lime.

I

